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The government is trying out its latest proposal for housing the poor—direct cash payments to the tenant—on a small scale before jumping in with both feet. The results from its experiments are, for the moment, inconclusive: far from the rousing success the Administration hoped for, but not quite the thumping failure critics feared.

Perhaps the biggest test completed to date has been in Kansas City, where 222 families received rent subsidies from HUD over three years. They were chosen by lottery from a pool of eligible families living in a model cities neighborhood there.

**Poor families.** The administrators wanted poor people and they got them: Of the first 94 families, half had no one working, and average monthly income for the entire group was only $244 per family. Later a higher-income group was added to the study for comparison: average monthly income, $452.

Each family got a monthly check that, they were told, was to be applied to the rent. The grants were calculated to make up the difference between 25% of each family's income and the going market for housing suitable for it. In practice the average payment per family ran to about $106 per month.

**Better shelter.** The results were decidedly mixed. "As a whole the programs probably met the main goal which was to put people into better housing," said Robert Bechtel, director of research for the Environmental Research and Development Foundation, which is evaluating the program for HUD.

Within a few months of entering the program, nearly all participants did move into new quarters (generally choosing apartments). Most families clung to the black inner city or moved into neighboring neighborhoods. Their choices suggested that housing allowances on a wide scale would lead to extension of the ghetto, not integration.

An organizational problem contributed difficulty in Kansas City: The program was run by a new agency, the Housing Development Corporation and Information Center, which had to organize and formulate its own procedures before being able to operate a program like this one efficiently. Wilmington's housing authority ran the show more efficiently.

**Personal problems.** Bechtel ticked off a list of problems that took people out of the program: illness, divorce, landlord-tenant disputes, failure to pay rent, lack of transportation preventing easy access to city services, large unanticipated expenses.

"Among very poor people you have all of these kinds of problems," Bechtel said, "so if you don't have a lot of counseling you are automatically going to have a lot of dropouts." Karl J. Arterbury, director of the agency administering the Kansas City program, concurred: "The people have had a continual need for help in money management," he said, particularly because they live so close to the margin of subsistence. This factor led to another criticism of the program: Families have treated the stipend as welfare and used it for payments other than rent."It was naive to expect them to do otherwise," snorted Bechtel.

**Housing quality.** While many of the people moved into better housing than they had before, they didn't necessarily move into what administrators and critics considered standard housing. In Kansas City, at least in the areas where the participants sought housing, there apparently wasn't enough of it that met city codes. Bechtel said this scarcity subverted one expressed goal—moving people into standard housing—and posed administrative difficulties the program never quite surmounted.

In Wilmington the administrator accepted substandard housing as long as it met certain key criteria.

**Other failures.** Another goal of the Kansas City program, racial integration, went unmet.

Most families clung to the black inner city or moved into neighboring neighborhoods. Their choices suggested that housing allowances on a wide scale would lead to extension of the ghetto, not integration.

**Non-savings.** The Kansas City program failed to support Housing Secretary James Lynn's thesis that allowances offer potentially large savings over subsidized construction.

Lynn had estimated, in a September speech, that direct assistance might eventually cost $8 billion to $11 billion nationwide, while subsidized construction of housing for the same number of people would cost the government more than three times that amount.

**Costs.** The Kansas City costs fell into the same range as those for various other government programs. The expense was $1,951.89 per family per year—$1,266.84 in direct housing costs to the government, $551.73 for administration and $133.32 in tenant contributions.

In general, poor families moved from the type of house at left to the type at right. Sharp contrast is shown by pictures of homes involved in Kansas City's experiment. In general, poor families moved from the type of house at left to the type at right.

The evaluations of the Kansas City project compared it to other programs as well. Leased housing on scattered sites, aimed at sheltering the elderly in units approximately half the size of the family housing, cost $987.84 per unit per year—$541.44 direct government costs, $333.44 for administration and $312.96 in tenant contributions.

So what is the message of the Kansas City program? Arterbury said it is: "Go slow with direct housing allowances, (DHA) but keep trying them."

Bechtel summed up: "You need many tools to deal with housing, and DHA should be one of them."

Bechtel saw DHA as the "upper level" of a comprehensive public housing program that should include other approaches, one of which should be new subsidized construction.

**More tests.** The Administration is already seeking congressional authority for more extensive and permanent DHA efforts, starting with the elderly. But HUD is not through with its experiments. The agency is also testing the concept far more thoroughly in a newer $168 million-a-year series of trials. Programs are moving into operation in 12 cities, and Bechtel said these "bona fide experiments with control groups" would involve 15,000 to 20,000 people.

These larger experiments will examine three key facets of the DHA idea:

- What will happen to the housing supply and rents in an area where, say, 4,000 to 8,000 people suddenly have cash?
- How will people receiving the money actually use it?
- Who should administer the programs in local areas—welfare agencies, community development agencies or housing authorities?

**One lesson.** The government seems to have learned one lesson from its subsidized construction debacles of the 1960s—programs a federal housing study called "expensive" and "wasteful," and others labelled "disasters."

"You've got to give the government credit," argued Bechtel. "[This time] they're trying to determine whether the thing will work before they put it into operation."

---

*JANE SHAW* McGraw-Hill News, Chicago
The hacienda look.
One of 157 Azrock floors to help you sell homes.

Palacio del Sol is a builder's dream. A rich-looking vinyl asbestos floor that doesn't cost a lot. These tiles have real hacienda elegance. Now they're in 11 colors including three with two-color embossing. They give your home and apartment prospects an easy living floor. One that is greaseproof, resists fire, alkali and stains. The pattern offers a choice of two floor designs—ashlar or conventional. Just ask your Azrock dealer for Palacio del Sol. For residential or light-traffic commercial areas over concrete or wood subfloors. Size 12" x 12", 1/16" gauge.

For free samples, write Azrock Floor Products, 544 B Main Plaza Building, San Antonio, Texas 78292.
You probably thought we couldn't improve the Ever-Strait door.

The Pease Ever-Strait Door of today looks a lot like the Ever-Strait Door of ten years ago, at least from the curb.

It is attractive, good looking, and pleasing to the eye. But, like a popular imported car, we keep changing and improving the system.

We have pioneered improvements and innovations like:

- The adjustable sill/threshold
- Magnetic weatherstrip system
- One piece plastic plants
- Original door designs

And many others not so noticeable, but improvements to the performance system just the same.
Now you're in for a pleasant surprise.

Well, we have improved the system again—Pease Ever-Strait now introduces our "All New" plastic door light and molding system. Now door lights will have exactly the same profile detailing as our moldings. A better looking high performance system. No more flat uninteresting lights of wood, but graceful curves, nice thick profiles, that will please people on both sides of the door.

There are many other advantages and benefits. May we tell you about them?

Pease Ever-Strait Doors
Pease Company 7100 Dixie Highway • Fairfield, Ohio 45014

P.S. The Ever-Strait Door is still the same warp-free, trouble-free door we have always produced. Some things just can't be improved.

NAHB Booth 3413
HUD defends subsidy shutdown with new book—Housing in the Seventies

Those who waited for an explanation of the Nixon Administration's turnaround on housing policy are now getting it—in full. It is called Housing in the Seventies, and it is, perhaps naturally for a government publication with such a future-oriented title, a fairly thorough study of the past. It analyzes and dissects housing policies and the housing industry from the 1930s to the present.

Part 1 of this document is also a comprehensive guide to the Administration's thinking about federal support for housing. People who want to understand that thinking would do well to invest in a copy. (Part 1 is being distributed to Congress in draft. The Government Printing Office will soon have it ready in book form.)

Right segments. Part 1 has eight chapters of widely unequal value, three are highly instructive for a student of the Administration's housing policy, one has some worth and the rest may best be called background. It is useful to know in advance which is which unless the reader has a great deal of time on his hands—our copy of Part 1 ran 451 pages.

Enter Uncle Sam. The first chapter is one of the worthwhile sections. It recounts the long, involved history of the federal government's steadily widening involvement in the housing industry, proceeding from the depression-era beginnings to the present.

This involvement, as the study points out, was surprisingly haphazard considering that it was directed by presumably intelligent and knowledgeable men. The overriding goal was always to increase the number of houses being built—apparently a straightforward and easily understood objective—but there were an enormous number of ideas about how to get there. There also developed an array of tangential goals, and the housing programs were reshaped to further these at the same time.

Cure-all thinking. Federal housing endeavors were supposed, separately or all at once, to increase housing production, further economic growth, further community growth, raise wages in construction and help the poor.

These efforts were also expected to integrate city and suburban, advance civil rights and improve the quality of the environment, meanwhile protecting the consumer and furthering the free enterprise system.

And the government was to do all this without disturbing the federal budget or public opinion.

The program maze. These goals were supposed to be reached by an apparatus that became, over the years, a bewildering array of laws, programs and agencies that often duplicated or conflicted with one another. Federal mortgage insurance, for example, which needs but one overall program for single-family housing and one for multifamily housing, has 46 subsidized and 20 subsidized programs.

Moreover, the report asserts, the laws governing these and all the other housing programs fill hundreds of pages in the statute book. They are complex and confusing to the point of driving otherwise interested builders, lenders and sponsors away from government building efforts.

Lost billions. The second chapter details the many other federal regulations and policies that affect housing indirectly—principally federal tax law.

The amount of money involved in tax breaks related to housing is startling. The authors estimate that homeowner deductions cost the government some $6.2 billion in lost taxes in 1972, and that other foregone tax costs $3 billion to $4 billion.

Federal welfare assistance that eventually went to pay housing costs amounted to another $2.6 billion in 1972. Direct federal subsidies through the housing program cost $2.5 billion that year.

Chapter 3 is a survey of the financial markets that affect the housing industry—one of the four background chapters.

Subsidy programs. Chapter 4 is the crucial segment of the book. (For an extract from Chapter 4, see page 16.)

This is where the report sets out the rationale behind the wholesale suspension of the government's subsidized housing programs. This is also the longest chapter. It occupies roughly a quarter of the entire study.

HUD's argument maintains that the historical rise in personal income, and not subsidized building, caused this drop in U.S. substandard housing.

The case against subsidized housing has been given an involved development.

This was, after all, no small target. Subsidized housing is a multi-billion-dollar business with lots of powerful friends in and out of Congress and with some almost universally lauded aims. Motherhood gets its jumps during these days of the population explosion and apple pie is fattening, but housing the poor? It takes a hard man to blow the whistle on that, and he had best be equipped with a lot of evidence.

Waste. The authors ascribe inequity, inefficiency and waste to the subsidy programs, and they strongly emphasize these particularities.

First, the report stresses that the subsidies were inequitable because only a small fraction of the poor were actually aided by the programs and because the moderately poor got more out of it than did the very poor.

But more than that, it concerns itself with comparing costs to benefits. To do this is at once essential and a very shaky proposition. Costs are measurable, but how to quantify often intangible benefits?

Value tests. The HUD experts undertook to set up criteria for measuring benefits, however. They compared the total cost of government subsidized housing to what the same housing would cost if put up without government aid, and they found the total costs for government projects were higher. Direct construction costs were often equivalent, however. The experts compared total cost to the market value of the housing and found an even greater discrepancy. This suggests that subsidized housing would have lost money as nonsubsidized private housing—hardly a surprise.

Then the HUD compared the market value with the value it calculated that recipients of the new housing placed on it. Again, it came up with a loss figure.

Finally, HUD combined those measures to arrive at an estimated loss of value from taxpayer to recipient that ranged from 21% to 84% of the government's funding.

Weak link. This measuring effort is likely to draw a lot of flak from critics. HUD's method works to prove that the people who benefited from subsidized housing would have preferred to be paid outright cash grants amounting to considerably less than their housing cost the government. HUD derives this conclusion in large part from a study of the recipients' actual spending patterns before and after moving into the new housing.

But HUD admits that the statistical techniques it used to do this would inherently produce an apparent loss of value in any case.

Thus it does not take a gift of prophecy to foresee that opponents of the subsidy cutoff are going to cry foul. The supporting data, when they are released, will have to bear out this recipients' valuation technique.

The states. Chapter 5 reviews state and local housing programs.

Chapter 6 is a study of the great improvement in the nation's housing stock since 1950, which it links to the gains in personal income also registered during the past 20 years.

Chapters 7 and 8, background again, review the structure of the housing industry and of home-owned costs, respectively.

More to come. Part 2 will present technical and background material that went into this effort.

Despite its title, Housing in the Seventies speaks mostly of past failures and is largely silent about what policy the federal government ought to follow in the 1970s. That may be understandable. Aside from proceeding the still-experimental housing allowance idea, so is the Administration.
New Yorker by Yorktowne.  
A new cabinet with more than a new look.

Here's a luxurious new look that will set your kitchens apart. Designed to look like fine woodwork, New Yorker offers the warmth of handcrafted cabinetry without the cost. The beautifully sculpted doors are molded from patterns meticulously made by old world craftsmen.

The material is our exclusive Y-3 which resists warping, cracking or peeling. The wood grain pattern is hand finished with a special glaze. Cabinets have a matching scratch and stain resistant finish inside and out. Completing this broad line of cabinets are equally striking vanity cabinets finished in the wood grain pattern or white and gold.

Give your kitchens the New Yorker look and be ready for the compliments. For full details, see your Yorktowne distributor or write for our brochure. Yorktowne, Red Lion, Pennsylvania 17356. Manufacturer of fine kitchen cabinets since 1936.

Yorktowne  
A Division of The Wickes Corporation
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Speakman's new FLO-FREE

Premium quality for medium- and low-cost residential use

FLO-FREE fittings are furnished with direct sweat, reversible i.p.c. or c.c. union couplings.

FLO-FREE fittings incorporate all-brass unitized valve mountings. Type 18-8 stainless steel seat washer screw designed for years of rugged use.

FLO-FREE fittings for kitchen and bath are available with polished chrome or sparkling decor handles. PVC-coated base plate helps prevent rust and corrosion.
"I've tested 6,000 FLO-FREE installations in 1,440 DAYS INN bathrooms in four states—with finest results!"

"FLO-FREE made me a believer! Speakman—with its new manufacturing process—has matched the installation qualities and operating performance of premium lines. Every one of the 6,000 FLO-FREE fittings went in fast and without trouble... saved us time and kept the installation cost down. Water testing showed no leaks. Convenient skin-pack separated rough and finished trim, preventing parts loss and expediting installation!"

More than a restyled two-handle faucet line, FLO-FREE is a whole new concept in water faucet manufacture! Designed and created for the medium- and low-cost residential market, FLO-FREE retains traditional Speakman quality. It is also ideal for hotel, motel, apartment, condo, and other multiunit dwellings where maintenance, quality, and cost are factors. Waterways are large and smooth—less friction, less noise. Concealed shower valves and underbody of lavatory and kitchen sink fittings have silver-brazed joints for extra strength. Teflon packing is similar to industrial-type valves. FLO-FREE gives you quality, installation ease, and economy. Don't take our word for it. Ask the man of 6,000 successful FLO-FREE installations. Ask Bill Ridgeway!

Manufactured by
Speakman Company
Wilmington, Delaware 19899

*Installations in 10 motels in Va., N.C., S.C., and Miss., belonging to Days Inns of America, Inc., the nation's fastest growing budget-luxury motel chain.
NEWS POLICY

'The costs are greater than the benefits, including benefits to society'

This excerpt from Housing in the Seventies summarizes HUD's findings on the controversial housing subsidy programs.

Almost 2.8 million dwelling units have been provided since 1937 through government-subsidized housing programs for low- and moderate-income families.

...The following is a summary of [subsidized housing]'s impacts:

1. The improvement in the housing of recipients ranged from a high of 92% for the section 502 rural homeownership interest-credit program to 35% for the section 235 homeownership program...

2. Increased expenditures on non-housing goods and services as a result of the housing subsidies ranged from a high of 14% for recipients of public housing to a minus 9% for recipients of the section 504 homeownership repair program...

3. The annual benefit measured as the value in unrestricted cash of the extra housing which the subsidy has provided to the recipient. The annual benefit ranged from a high of $857 for the section 235 homeownership program, to $30 for those receiving a section 502 non-interest credit subsidy...

4. The annual benefit as a percentage of income ranged from a high of 26% to little change...

5. About 60% of the subsidized units have been provided to families having annual incomes of less than $5,000...

6. Minority families were more likely to be served by HUD and FHA programs...

7. There is some evidence that government subsidized housing programs increase opportunity for the geographical dispersion of central city inhabitants, particularly minorities, to suburban areas...

8. Almost seven of every ten households in the public housing and rent supplement programs are female-headed...

9. The FmHA has provided access to credit for housing purchases and home repair for many families in rural areas which has improved the housing of low- and moderate-income households significantly.

10. The section 235 and section 502 homeownership programs have enabled a number of low- to moderate-income families who desire to own homes to achieve their objective.

Efficiency and costs. The impact of the government-subsidized housing programs is achieved at the cost of serious program inefficiency and inequity.

The costs of the accomplishments are greater than the benefits, including the observable benefits to society. Improvements are possible through administrative changes but substantial inefficiencies and inequities are inherent in the programs...

Production efficiency is the ratio of the market value of the extra housing to the total costs incurred by government.

The production efficiency of the subsidized housing programs ranges from a high of .87 for the section 235 homeownership program, to .48 for the section 502 non-interest credit program.

For every $1 of total development cost for a section 236 project only 83¢ would be spent for an identical project in the private sector. Part of this difference represents the cost of special government requirements, such as construction standards, affirmative action and environmental clearance. Special financial and builder inducements and higher wage rates also play a role.

Other measures. Technical efficiency compares the cost of providing housing in the private market with the full cost of providing it under a government program. Here, the term cost refers to both construction and operating costs. Technical efficiency ranged from a high of .94 for the section 235 and section 502 programs, to a low of .85 for low rent public housing.

Transfer efficiency measures how much the recipient values the housing assistance provided by the government relative to its market value. A ratio of less than 1 indicates that the recipient would prefer an unrestricted cash grant of an amount smaller than the market value of the housing subsidy. The transfer efficiency ranges from a high of .90 for the section 235 homeownership program to .33 for the section 502 non-interest credit program.

Budget impact. The subsidy programs have relatively small budget impact in the year funds are committed for housing units. However, the programs commit the federal government to a relatively high level of run-out costs over a program's life—up to 40 years in some instances. These include direct government payments and some indirect costs to government such as forgone taxes.

Those not served. Combined, the subsidy programs have to date provided a slightly greater probability of serving low-income than higher-income families... At the same time, over 16 million households with annual incomes of less than $5,000—about 94% of the total households in this income category—receive no assistance whatsoever.

The great majority of households at each income level is not served. Moreover, a household's geographical area of residence significantly affects its chances of obtaining subsidized housing. This kind of inequity would be reduced by the production of more subsidized units.

The total government cost of the subsidized housing programs (about $2.5 billion in calendar year 1972) was about $1.1 billion greater in 1972 than benefits received by recipients.
If you like the look of wood, you'll love Cellwood. These Bi-folds have a warm, beautiful wood grain and true open louvers. But we've replaced wood with a superior material—hi-impact structural foam polystyrene. One-piece reinforced construction is so rigid only a top track is needed. Complete with quality hardware that makes installation and operation a breeze. Factory finished with a tough off-white acrylic. Takes wood stain with magnificent results. Contact us today for complete details.

Cellwood BI-FOLD DOORS
Wood windows: a beautiful way to conserve energy.

The energy crisis has finally hit home. Every home in the country. So the homebuyer of the 70's is giving higher priority than ever to housing that does the best job of conserving energy. And because windows often occupy 30-70% of an outer wall, homebuyers are looking carefully at the insulation they provide.

A window should insulate. That's the most important thing consumers look for in a window. It was true before anybody was talking about the energy crisis. And it's truer still today. We've spent five years and $40,000 studying consumers' homebuying plans and preferences. And every time, our research showed that they give the highest priority to a window's insulation capability (and the lowest priority to its initial cost).

Factors Most Important in Window Selection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1968</th>
<th>1970</th>
<th>1972</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Most Important</td>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>Insulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next Most Important</td>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>Durability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Least Important</td>
<td>Initial cost</td>
<td>Initial cost</td>
<td>Initial cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wood windows keep the warm in. And that translates into savings. After a house is fully insulated, you can cut the remaining heat loss by 30%—just by choosing wood windows with insulating glass. And that translates into important heating bill savings for your customers. And regardless of fuel prices, the savings add up year after year.
In a 16-window Chicago test home, the savings ranged from $88.40 to $124.25 last winter, depending on the type of fuel.

**Home Heating Cost Comparison**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Window</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Oil</th>
<th>Electric</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single glass in aluminum sash*</td>
<td>$289.50</td>
<td>$348.68</td>
<td>$406.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single glass in wood sash</td>
<td>260.59</td>
<td>313.85</td>
<td>366.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating glass in aluminum sash*</td>
<td>225.59</td>
<td>271.70</td>
<td>317.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulating glass in wood sash</td>
<td>201.10</td>
<td>242.21</td>
<td>282.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Annual savings with insulating glass in wood over single glass in aluminum

|                    | 88.40 | 106.47 | 124.25 |

*Without a specific thermal barrier

Figures based on insulation manual developed by National Association of Home Builders Research Foundation. 1,400 sq. ft. home, fully insulated, 6600 degree days.

Wood windows are rated best for insulation quality. Just ask a consumer how he rates wood versus metal windows. We did. And our research showed that 54% rate wood windows as excellent insulators, while only 44% say the same about metal windows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%Rating Insulation Quality Very Good</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood Windows</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Windows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can sell a lot of homes by helping buyers beat the energy crisis.

Don’t wait for your customers to ask for wood windows. Specify them. And then use that savings in energy consumption as a way to sell the long-term value of the homes you build.

Our new brochure tells how wood windows reduce home heating costs. It includes a step-by-step explanation of how window insulation works, and a detailed report of actual test results from homes all over the country. Write for your own free copy today. We’ll also send you a copy of the latest findings from our consumer research.

Mail to:

**Ponderosa Pine Woodwork**

Dept. B-2

1500 Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon 97204.

A member of the American Wood Council.

Send me my copy of your research report.
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Lack of sewage plants shutting off building in parts of 74 New Jersey towns

Inadequate sewage treatment facilities have halted new construction in 74 New Jersey municipalities.

The bans, implemented by the state Department of Environmental Protection (DEP), will remain in effect until adequate sewage facilities are built.

By the year's end, state officials say, the bans will extend into another 20 towns, bringing the total to about 20% of all municipalities in the state. And plants serving 40 towns have been put on precautionary notice that they are nearing capacity.

Recent enforcement. The state began its crackdown last February. Under a 1953 law and a 1966 statute the state must approve all new sewers and all changes or expansions of existing systems.

The bans, plus tight mortgage money this year, have resulted in a sizeable drop in new housing starts; estimates of the decline run as high as 25%.

Builder reaction. Builders say the construction bans hurt, but they point out that there are towns in which they can still build.

The vice president of one of northern Jersey's largest construction companies explained: "We can't beat the problem. We have to be more careful as to how many houses we build and where we put them. We need more forward planning."

Hardest hit are the small builders who have neither the finances to weather the tight money market, nor large tracts of land in reserve.

First laws. The state's sewerage-based construction bans are the culmination of 74 years of state effort to alleviate water pollution. New Jersey was the first state to enact a pollution control law when it passed the Basic Stream Pollution Act in 1889. This law prohibits the discharge of raw sewage into streams and sets up sewer requirements to protect water quality. The Stream Encroachment Law of 1929 further strengthened the state's hand, giving it the power to approve or reject all construction that intrudes on a stream channel.

The latest order affects 27 of 37 municipalities in Camden County, six towns in Ocean County and one in Middlesex.

FHA mortgage yields rise sharply

FHA mortgage yields leaped from a level 67 basis points above ten-year Treasury bonds to a spread of 206 points beyond the governments in last summer's mortgage credit squeeze.

One hundred points equal 1%.

Salmon Brothers, the New York City stock and bond brokerage, reported that the FHAs were yielding 8.71% in mid-November. The return was based on 12-year mortgage life, with servicing costs already deducted. FHA yields had risen 152 points from January 1 to mid-November, compared with increases of 65 points for new A-rated utility bonds and 32 points for the ten-year government bonds.

Both instruments are considered to have yield patterns similar to that of FHA mortgages.

The spread of the FHAs over governments was the widest in three and a half years, or since the mortgage stringency of 1969-70.

FHA yields had run 25 to 50 points below the utility bonds for most of 1973 and were almost 100 points lower in mid-summer. The FHAs then soared to a level 91 points above the utilities in October, although that spread narrowed to 56 points in the next month.

Plants serving these municipalities have been warned that their capacities may be reached within a short time, and could be then come under the ban (some municipalities have made it into both lists):
It's here.
The tub of the future.

Created out of lightweight steel. With a world of options. Like slip-resistant bottoms and new eye-catching designs. With colors to match any decor and sizes to match any layout. Built by Crane, the company that sells more steel tubs than anyone.

For the water closet of the future, take a look at our Radcliffe “water-economy” unit. It's a siphon-jet, rim-fed closet that uses one-third less water than conventional models.

When you add one of our trend-setting lavatories, such as this self-rimming countertop Sonata model, and a complete selection of plumbing brass, you've got the bathroom of tomorrow—today.

Crane Co., 300 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022
Hotpoint's Builder Service: It's an appliance salesman who thinks like a builder.

When we say your Hotpoint builder representative thinks like you do, we mean it.

You see, his experience in working with builders has taught him a lot about the building business: the ways to make a project more profitable and more saleable. And the ways to help prevent and solve the problems that can come up.

And his knowledge of buildings is just part of the story. It's also his training and the special builder services he can bring to every project. When he sees a way he can help you, he has the back-up support to get the job done.

He knows the value of good kitchen design.

He knows that a kitchen can be the best salesman a builder has. And, if you want, he can put your blueprints in front of our kitchen design staff. They'll search for ways to make your kitchens more attractive and functional.

He knows the benefits of strong merchandising.

To help you with sales and rentals you need strong, professional merchandising and advertising assistance. And that's exactly what he can offer.

Why is your Hotpoint builder representative doing all this? For a very selfish reason: he wants your business and he can provide you with any appliance you need.

One final word. If anything ever keeps one of our appliances from doing its job, you and your customers will be happy to know a phone call is all it takes to bring a Hotpoint factory-trained serviceman right to their doorstep. We call it Customer Care... Everywhere™ Service.

Let your Hotpoint builder representative tell you more.

Call him. And watch him come running.

The difference is hustle.
Tomorrow is today when you specify Slater switches, receptacles, and combination devices. We've long been known and respected for our technical excellence, as evidenced by the wide acceptance of our Medalist specification grade wiring devices. And when Medalist is combined with our new Decorator design, we get noticed for our looks, too.

Let's face it, the only part of the wiring installation that the customer sees is the devices installed on the wall. At Slater we are full of ideas to make your jobs look good so you look good.

For example, all our Decorator devices are modular designed to fit the same wall plates. The devices are available in eight colors, and you can select from a dozen different plate finishes to match or contrast so the devices can become decorative factors in room design.

To dress up a job even more, Slater can supply the touch switches with personalized embossing with a company logo, a hotel or motel name (such as the Sheraton Hotel switch shown), switch functions, or most anything else. Sixteen imprinted functions are available for immediate delivery, and we can produce custom designs as well.

Decorator face receptacles are available with the same features found in all of Slater’s popular Medalist conventional duplex receptacles, such as the 5242, 5252, 5262, etc.

And naturally, all Slater wiring devices carry a lifetime replacement guarantee. The Medalist series has a call back labor guarantee.
Housing's pitfalls: Bethlehem Steel backs away from homebuilding business

The ups and downs of the housing industry have been mostly downs lately, and small fry are not the only casualties.

Bethlehem Steel is phasing out its Multicon subsidiary, which built 2,200 townhouses and low-rise apartment units throughout the eastern U.S. in 1972. It is estimated that the company produced about $45 million in rental properties and grossed $20 million in rents that year.

The Multicon name will remain a part of the homebuilding industry, however. Peter Edwards, who was co-president of the Bethlehem operation, has formed two new companies, Multicon Development Inc., which is developing condominiums and offices in Ohio, and Multicon Communities Inc., with three residential properties under development in Florida.

Some of the old Multicon personnel are associated with Edwards, including Jack Kessler, the other former co-president, and Jack Deinhardt, a former executive vice president.

Redman Industries, meanwhile, is turning over management of its garden-apartment empire of 14,509 units to an outsider, Lincoln Property Co. of Dallas. Redman, whose headquarters are also in Dallas, will retain ownership.

Redman announced last spring that it was abandoning house and apartment building [News, May].

Another casualty is a company that never was. The widely predicted Gulf Oil-CNA Financial merger never came off, and some observers speculate that the troubles of CNA's big homebuilding subsidiary, the Larwin Group (Los Angeles) were a factor. It has been reported that Larwin expects to record extraordinary losses of $12 million to $13 million for 1973.

CNA, a diversified financial holding company with headquarters in Chicago, earned $100 million in 1972, the last year for which full figures are available.

Suit filed to void factory-housing act

The city of Compton has sued to invalidate the widely acclaimed California Factory-Built Housing Act, one of the first in the country to override local code restrictions in order to facilitate wider use of mass-produced housing [News, Oct. '69 et seq.].

Compton's suit argues that the state act unfairly preempts the city's right to make laws for the protection of health and welfare, and that the state act also fails to replace local laws with equally strict state standards.

The suit also claims that the task of determining standards for factory-built houses was wrongfully left to the state's administrative Department of Housing and Community Development. Finally, the city seeks to have buildings declared fire hazards if they fail to meet Compton's standards, even if they do meet the state's specifications.

The legal attack was triggered by a fire that brought death to a four-year-old boy last January.

The factory-built house involved had plywood bedroom walls, legal under the state law but a violation of the city's code, which specifies gypsum or other fire-retardant materials for bedroom walls. Compton's building inspector reportedly contends that the house could have been saved had it been built to the superseded city standards.

The 1973-74 REIT Handbook of Member Trusts has just been published with a wealth of statistical and general information on 152 trusts ranging from Alabama to Wisconsin Real Estate Investment.

The book runs to 630 pages and sells for $40 prepaid to its publishers, the National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, 1101 17th St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
It's easier to sell a house when it looks as if it's worth the price.

Most people don't know much about building, but they do know something about brick. They know that, unlike aluminum or wood, brick is durable, provides good insulation and is almost maintenance-free. And that it is the ultimate in fire protection. When potential buyers see brick, they're impressed.

So a smart builder uses brick. Especially in exterior walls.

He knows that the outside of a house is good for about 80 per cent of a buyer's first impression. And only about 5 per cent of the house's cost.

He also knows that if the first impression isn't a good one, he usually won't get a second chance. A smart builder uses brick for inexpensive custom touches, too. To make the house look as valuable as it is.

After all, a buyer doesn't know as much about your house as you do. So you have to give him a little help.

BRICK INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
1750 Old Meadow Rd.
McLean, Va. 22101
Andersen Windows and Doors... opening in apartments and condominiums across the country.

Architects and builders everywhere are discovering the lasting beauty and design freedom of Andersen Windows and Gliding Doors.

From low-cost to no-expense-spared, from garden court to high-rise, Andersen has a window that complements the concept.

Andersen primed Wood Windows and Doors combine the warmth and beauty of wood (nature's best insulator) with traditional Andersen weathertight construction. Providing more window beauty and greater insulation efficiency than aluminum windows. Bringing quality and lasting value to any apartment building.

An additional beauty of Andersen Perma-Shield® Windows and Gliding Doors is low maintenance. All exterior portions are enclosed in a sheath of tough, durable vinyl that will not rust, pit or corrode and won't need painting*. Inside wood trim can be stained or painted to match any decor.

Andersen also features optional double pane insulating glass. Eliminates


Andersen Perma-Shield Windows are available in casement, awning, double hung, gliding window styles and gliding doors. Perma-Shield Narroline® sash have patented extruded polyurethane factory finish that won’t need painting for at least 10 years.

For details, see your Andersen dealer or distributor. He’s in the Yellow Pages under “Windows, Wood.” Or see Sweet’s File (Sections 8.16/An. and 8.6/An.) or write us.

*Andersen Perma-Shield Windows are available in casement, awning, double hung, gliding window styles and gliding doors. Perma-Shield Narroline® sash have patented extruded polyurethane factory finish that won’t need painting for at least 10 years.
Introducing the only built-in oven that works like three ovens.

Or how to sell a house to the cook of the house.

The new Bowmar oven is the ultimate oven.

Pardon our immodesty. But our new oven cooks like a conventional oven, a microwave oven and a combination of both ovens, at the same time. What more could any cook want in one oven?

Our new oven has a first and only feature. It was built to be built-in. It also has a digital clock. Its microwave power can be regulated. It has two timers. It's self-cleaning. And it has style, being black glass and chrome.

It comes in a single version and a double version.

And very importantly, its microwaves will save energy in a time when energy needs to be saved.

Your customers can use our new oven for the best results of conventional cooking with the speed of microwave cooking. You can use our new oven to sell them a house.

Come see the ultimate in ovens at the NAHB show.

January 20 to 24. Booth 3359.

Meet our guys. Find out about our business. Find out about our oven.

But if you can't make the show you can still find out everything from our Director of Marketing.

Write or phone: Dennis Mason, Bowmar, Inc., 850 Lawrence Drive, Newbury Park, Calif. 91320, (805) 498-2161.

Ultimately, the new Bowmar oven will make the ultimate in profits for you.

Bowmar
If you think apartment financing is a matter of luck...

Builders and developers who are keeping ahead of the game today aren't trusting to luck. They've discovered CMI mortgage insurance puts the percentages for success squarely on their side.

More Favorable Financing: Our commitment to insure your mortgage for a multi-family project is the kind of protection lenders look for. Small down payments, better rates, and longer terms are usually the net results to you.

Faster Action: You aren't faced with costly months of delay. Our one page application often produces your mortgage insurance approval in a few days.

Finding Loan Participations: Our free, nationwide secondary market service can help you or your lender find mortgage investors in other cities.

Condo Marketability: We've got a pre-approval plan, at no cost to you, that qualifies units for 95% residential financing. An exceptionally solid sales advantage.

Want to hold a winning hand on your next project? Shoot us a card. We'll send you a file of facts on profitable financing. Or call us. (Toll Free) 800-356-8080. In Wisconsin it's 800-362-8070.

If you think you'll ever see a better deal...

Sorry. You lose.
Energy crisis sinks housing stocks

Housing issues have fallen hard in reaction to the energy crisis. The House & Home Index of 25 representative issues plummeted to 186.05, from 268.37, in the month ended December 3. The index equates share values of January 1965 with 100.

Among the building companies Kaufman & Broad plunged another 5%, to 11%, after losing 8% in the previous month. U.S. Home fell 3%, to 4% in the latest period, off a good 20 points from its year's high of 25%.

Here's the composite graph.

---

Savings & Loan Asms.

- American First Corp.
- Call Fin.
- Empire Fin.
- Flag West Corp.
- Finance Corp. of Santa Barbara
- First Fin.
- First Charter Fin.
- First Lincoln Fin.
- First S&L Shares
- First Security
- First West Fin.
- Gibraltar Fin.
- Golden West Fin.
- Great West Fin.
- Hawthorne Fin.
- Imperial Fin.
- Trans World Fin.
- Union Fin.
- United Fin. Cal.
- Wessco Fin.

Mortgaging

- Charter Co.
- CMI Investment Corp.
- Cort.
- High Yield Investment
- First Security
- First Pacific Fin.
- Farmers & Nat. Fin.
- First Midway Fin.
- Fmg. Assoc.
- Palmar Fin.
- Western Pac. Fin. Corp.
- Mortgage Co.
- Unified Imp. & Inv.

Mortgaging Inv. Trusts

- Aion Mtg.
- American Century
- Amer. Property Inv.
- Allen Mtg.
- Altos.
- Banc & Bras.
- Bank America Mtg.
- Barnett Mtg.
- Beneficial Standard Mtg.
- B&J Mort.
- Builders Investment
- Capital Mortgage
- Chase Manhattan
- CMI Mortgage Group
- Citizens Mtg.
- Citizens & S. Mtg.
- Clev. Trust Inv.
- Country Club Mtg.
- Cnt. General
- Country Mtg.
- Country Mtg.
- Cumn
- Diversified Mtg.
- Equitable Life
- Equitable Life
- First Mtg.
- First Mtg.
- First National
- First Pennsylvania
- Franklin Mtg.
- Franklin Mtg.
- Fraser Mtg.
- Galtbush Mtg.
- Gold Inv.
- Great American
- Guardian Mtg.
- Gulf Mtg.
- Hamilton Mtg.
- Harvard Mtg.
- Hubbell Mtg.

---

LUCHTAL.

CERAMIC TILE


See us at the National Building Show, Booth 3403.
Suddenly: uniqueness! indoors and out

BUCHTAL
RUSTIC CERAMIC TILE

Uniquely versatile. With a rustic kind of handsome-ness that's right at home—at home. And right for patios, plazas, public buildings. Best of all, once they're in, maintenance is out.

Exclusive U.S. representatives and distributors:

AMSTERDAM CORPORATION
41 EAST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017

New York (212) 697-3300 • Philadelphia (215) 732-1492
Miami (305) 891-4331 • Oakland (415) 444-6050
Washington, D.C. (202) 529-8935

See us at Architectural Weekly Show Booth 3A45
new realism and convenience
in gas logs...

GemGlo Ceramic Gas Logs now bring to the hearthside all the aesthetics of natural flame...without the chore and expense of bringing in wood or the unpleasantness of disposing of ashes. And you can have instant flame...or immediate shut off. No waiting for the fire to die down. No need to douse the flame before leaving the fireside.

Ready-to-go, the GemGlo package consists of logs, stand, pilot, burner, pressure regulator and control valve...completely pre-assembled for ease of installation. A single gas connection and you can fill living room, family room, den, or vacation hideaway with flickering, fireside beauty and radiant, homey warmth you'd expect from a wood-burning fireplace. GemGlo Logs look so real you'll have to feel them to tell the difference. When lit, the carefully placed burner releases licking tongues of flame that caress and curve realistically around the logs. And unlit, they beautify the hearth with straight-from-the-forest realism.

For installation in fire-resistant, free-standing or built-in fireplaces...with modern or traditional decor...apartments or homes...remodeling or new construction...the 50 years' experience behind each set of GemGlo Logs is your assurance of a durable, trouble-free, and glamorous fireplace, a glowing center of warmth and fellowship for both family and friends.

For a copy of Bulletin GGL-973 describing and illustrating GemGlo Logs (AGA design certified) circle the number below on the reader-service card or contact us direct. Carnation Glo Specialties, 155 West California Ave., Sebring, Ohio 44672, 216-938-6845.

Inquire about choice dealerships and sales aids.
The above cutaway shows one of the heat-treated steel bolts that provide the vandal-proof protection in this high security lock.

The new Weiser D4000 Series Deadlock is bad news for vandals. In recent laboratory tests, it outlasted six competitive locks in a supervised malicious attack. After over 4 minutes, the Weiser lock was still rigid on the door. All others had failed.

The construction of the D4000 Deadlock is the reason for this superiority. Two ¼" heat-treated steel bolts pass through a steel plate on the inside and thread directly into the outer cylinder housing. Add a 1" dead bolt with a free-turning steel roller, and you have the D4000 Deadlock, the best security lock money can buy.
Two successful builders with manufacturing techniques have Profitable operation and Western

Levitt Construction Systems, Inc., is a California subsidiary of Levitt and Sons, Incorporated, one of the country's largest home builders and community developers. This subsidiary has specialized in the manufacture of top-of-the-line mobile homes—built "just like a house" with 2 x 4 wood frame construction throughout and standard wood joist and rafter systems.

So it was a simple and logical step for Levitt to expand its California mobile home business into the sectionalized housing market. The same production line produces a mix of mobile and sectionalized homes at the rate of five "floors" per day. Western Wood is used throughout. Studs are ordered pre-cut to length and random lengths are cut in-plant for other components.
two different two things in common: Wood framing.

Imagine building a complete two-story wood frame house in-plant—with interior and exterior completely finished—then moving it to the site! Trend Homes in Colorado is doing it today, successfully.

An unusually sturdy wood and plywood web floor system enables Trend Homes to be moved with ease and safety. Giant machines handle the move in one hour and ten minutes.

Free! All you need to know about wood.

Western Wood's free data file includes:
- CATALOG A, PRODUCT USE MANUAL—a guide to use selection of Western Wood with technical data for all grades, species, and sizes.
- MOD 24 BROCHURE—a comparative cost study proving the new 24-inch wood frame system can save up to $200 per house.
- A NEW LOOK AT WOOD FRAMING—a new brochure featuring successful users of wood framing for conventional, componentized and manufactured housing.

Mail the coupon for your free file today!

NAME
TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

Western Wood Products Association
Dept. HH-174, Yeon Building, Portland, Oregon 97204
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NOT JUST ANOTHER PRETTY FACE

TUB-MASTER folding shower doors ARE beautiful! They enhance the appearance of any bath decor.

BUT, they’re also SAFE, made from material that won’t shatter . . . ever! AND, they’re CONVENIENT, offering complete access to the tub or shower.

These features add many extra sales points to a home. Yet, probably even more important, TUB-MASTER folding shower doors meet ALL BUILDING AND SAFETY CODES.

Plus, they’re the fastest installed shower doors in the industry. And saving time on the job means a lot in today’s market.

Get the full story. Fill out the coupon below and mail to TUB-MASTER today.

TUB-MASTER Corp.
413 Virginia Drive
Orlando, Florida 32803

Name _____________________________
Company ___________________________
Title _______________________________
Address ______________________________
City __________ State _______ Zip _______
HH-1

YOUTH TAKING OVER REINS AT FOREST CITY;
Carl Freeman shaking up its management

Forest Cities Enterprises has a new president and chief executive. He is Albert B. Ratner, son of Leonard Ratner, who now adopts the title of founder-chairman. Leonard’s brother and the co-founder of the company, Max Ratner, becomes board chairman. And Samuel H. Miller, who has been chief operating officer, assumes in addition the position of vice chairman of the board.

Leonard and Max, with brother Charles, established the Cleveland-based company in 1922 and developed it into one of the nation’s major home-building operations.

Carl M. Freeman Associates, another residential builder, also reports a management shuffle. Carl M. Freeman himself is still chairman of the board and chief executive officer, but Robert B. Friedman moves up into the presidency from a vice presidential slot after 11 years with the company. Michael T. Rose shifts to executive vice president from vice president for marketing and administration. (He had a earlier stint as marketing vice president at Larwin.) In addition, Morton Klevan assumes the post of vice president for legal affairs [instead of secretary and general counsel], and Nicholas V. Sambuco takes the title of vice president for finance and administration. (He was formerly vice president and controller).

Florida’s Millstream Corp. shifts Wyn Pope from the executive vice presidency to the president's post. Herman J. Soffer takes over Pope's old job, coming into the company from a similar position at Miller Builders of Skokie, III., a diversified land development and building company. (Millstream and Miller Builders are subsidiaries of Miller Associated Industries Inc.) Albert J. Miller becomes chairman of Millstream's board.

Kaufman and Broad, the nationwide builder and developer, brings in a new director of corporate communications, Jack Cumming, former PR man for Yamaha International, the motorcycle producer. Vice President Barbara Sayre Casey will supervise Cumming but concentrate on financial PR and investor relations.

The Richards Group, a developer associated with Gulf & Western Industries and headquartered in Great Neck, N.Y., brings Jeffrey H. Gansberg aboard as president of its new Eastern shopping center development division. Gansberg developed shopping centers for Arlen Realty and Development.

The Federal National Mortgage Association names Thomas A. Ronzetti as vice president for corporate planning, an activity he has been carrying on with the designation of director since he joined Fannie Mae in 1971.

TWO WEST COAST EXECs FORMING OWN COMPANIES

Richard Hahn, formerly vice president/architecture for National Homes, forms his own architectural and land planning firm in West Los Angeles.

R. Gregg Anderson leaves Amfac Inc., whose headquarters are in Honolulu, for much the same purpose. He is establishing his own development company, also in California. Amfac’s president, Henry A. Walker Jr., announces Anderson’s departure, expressing regret.
Most homes are sold in the kitchen and the bath. And that’s where ceramic tile can really pay off.

Ceramic tile can make your homes look like they’re worth more than your asking price. Naturally, you’d expect us to say that. But you don’t have to take our word for it.

Recently, in a leading trade magazine, Professional Builder, some of the top builders in the country tell why and how they’re building more luxury into the kitchen and the bath. And they agree the extra investment is paying off in quicker sales and customer referrals.

And when it comes to kitchens, nothing can be more impressive than ceramic tile. Because it’s virtually waterproof, fireproof and cutproof. And most people know that.

And here’s something you should know. A new, improved joint filler, Acri-fil, is now available. It’s premixed. It resists chipping, mildewing, staining. tile joint filler you can so it can harmonize with any tile you can see in the effect terrific.) tile is joy to have in heavy traffic areas like the foyer and hall, where the best carpet shows wear in a short time.

We’ll be telling over 48,000,000 consumers this year about the advantages of ceramic tile with beautiful ads in 19 leading national magazines.

For our free color book that shows new and unusual ways you can use ceramic tile throughout your houses, and more information about Acri-fil, the new joint filler, write us at the address below.

**Tile Council of America, Inc.**
P.O. Box 2222, Room 465, Princeton, New Jersey 08540.
Martin fireplaces... build in easier, perform better, increase your profits!

Martin "Build-In-Anywhere" Fireplaces build in easier because they're engineered for ZERO CLEARANCE. You can locate them anywhere, on any floor, against any wall, combustible or not! And you can stack them directly above each other for multi-level installations, thanks to simplified chimney offsets.

Martin "Build-In-Anywhere" Fireplaces perform better because each is a carefully-engineered system, complete in itself, with factory-built, hearth-to-chimney-top components including round contemporary or simulated brick roof-top terminations. And because the outer walls of each Martin firebox are insulated with 1" compressed insulation. Minimum heat loss from room when fireplace is not in operation!

Martin "Build-In-Anywhere" Fireplaces boost profits because they're easy and economical to install, yet add immeasurably to the competitive appeal, saleability, or rentability of any residential property. It's good business to install fireplaces ... good sense to install "Build-ln-Anywhere" Fireplacing by Martin!

Features:

1. Flush front design ... no holes or air intakes. Unlimited trim possibilities.
2. Tapered shape for minimum corner in stallation.
3. No special starter sections required as with other manufactures. Simplifies stocking.
4. Round 3 wall pipe with 30° & 15° offset elbows.
5. Round contemporary or simulated brick roof top terminations.
6. 1" compressed insulation around outer walls of firebox.
7. Simple, fast installation requiring no foundation.
8. Designed for single or multi story in stallation.
9. UL listed.

Martin offers a complete line of quality fireplaces, such as: Free-Standing, Built In, and Wall Hung, in gas, electric, and wood burning models.

MARTIN
FIREPLACE PRODUCTS DIV.
MARTIN STAMPING & STOVE CO.
P.O. BOX 1527
HUNTSVILLE, ALA. 35807

SEE CATALOG IN SWEET'S LIGHT CONSTRUCTION FILE.
AND BUILDERS ALL OVER THE COUNTRY ARE TALKING ABOUT THE MANY BENEFITS OF BUILDING WITH SCHOLZ.

You're looking at the latest addition to the "Famed Scholz Design Collection" of luxury homes—the "Energy Conservation" Home, the cover story feature house in the October 1973 issue of American Home magazine. The "Energy Conservation" Home has everybody talking about it because it provides a luxurious setting for today's modern family while concentrating on the saving of energy. And it's attracting thousands of visitors to Scholz builders' developments in twelve market areas across the country where it is being shown.

The kind of interest and impact that the "Energy Conservation" Home is generating is just part of the total merchandising program that is convincing builders throughout the country to become Scholz builder-dealers. Find out about the many advantages of the Scholz Builder Program. A program that includes: special promotion participation; leads from national advertising; local advertising programs; sales training for builder personnel; quicker home completions; and a complete line of medium and luxury-priced homes, townhouses, and apartments to choose from.

Send in the coupon and we'll be glad to send you more information on the Scholz Builder Program— the one builders all over the country are talking about.

*8,950,000 is the average issue audience (adults 18 years and older) of American Home magazine.

SCHOLZ HOMES, INC.
The world's foremost producer of luxury homes.
A subsidiary of Inland Steel Urban Development Corporation.

Send in the coupon and we'll be glad to send you free information on the Scholz Builder Program.

NAME
TITLE
COMPANY NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE ZIP PHONE NO.
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HOUSE & HOMES Mexican resort conference uncovers a market on the brink

It's too early for any meaningful predictions on the potential size of the market or the degree to which U.S. developers, investors and other housing professionals can participate in it. But the more than 330 conference attendees (250 from the U.S., 80 from Mexico and a sprinkling from Canada and other countries) came away from the three-day November conference in Acapulco with some firm convictions. Among them:

The Mexican government is actively encouraging foreign participation in resort development. Mexico's enormous birth rate is already creating employment problems which promise to get much worse unless new industry comes on stream immediately. Resort development could be one of Mexico's best industries in this regard.

Further, Mexico's rapidly expanding growth has stretched that country's capital resources to their limit and beyond. Resort development, with its healthy profit potential, would be an ideal way of attracting foreign capital—especially from the U.S.

Mexico has the potential to become one of the greatest, if not the greatest, resort areas in the world. It has thousands of miles of magnificent coastline—most of it almost completely undeveloped—and in most areas, a superb climate. And it is a natural magnet for tourists from the U.S.: Baja California will soon be opened to California, U.S.A. via a new highway, the Yucatan peninsula gives Mexico a Caribbean orientation, which is little more than an hour's flight from Miami, and for most of the U.S., much of Mexico can be reached in less time than it takes to fly from New York to Los Angeles.

But just as there are opportunities, there are also problems. And questions about these problems occupied much of the conference's attention.

The key questions concerned what is known as the 30-year trust. Foreigners in Mexico are forbidden by constitutional law from owning property in what is called the forbidden zone—an area reaching back 50 kilometers, or about 31 miles, from the coast. But to encourage foreign resort investment, Mexico's president, Luis Echeverria, five months after he took office in 1971, established by decree that credit institutions, notably banks, could acquire as trustees ownership of property in the forbidden zone, and assign use of the land to others, including foreigners.

Thus a U.S. developer working with a Mexican entity as part owner (in some cases a 51% owner) of the venture, can in effect buy the right to develop and operate a resort for 30 years.

The big question: What happens at the end of 30 years?

Legally, the property must then be sold to a Mexican entity. And officials connected with the Mexican government, several of whom attended and addressed the gathering, assured U.S. businessmen at that time, foreign investors would certainly be fairly recompensed for their property.

But the U.S. businessmen were not comfortable with this. They pointed out, especially in...
you knew we could open garage doors...
but did you know we could close sales.

Genie
Automatic garage door opener system by Alliance.

Opening a heavy garage door is one of the most inconvenient things about any new home, especially with the new seat belt/safety laws.

Turn garage doors into strong selling points. Installing a Genie shows potential home buyers how carefully you've considered their needs.

National advertising program. Genie is pre-sold with nationwide radio, TV, newspaper and magazine advertising. When people think of garage door openers, they think of Genie first.

Backed by reliable dealer service network. Because of their comprehensive network of established, reliable dealer service outlets, you can install Genie with confidence.

Quiet worm screw drive. No belts or pulleys mean less maintenance. Genie's thoroughly tested and U.L. approved.

Solid state radio controls. All control units are certified to comply with F.C.C. regulations.

Genie has three decorator designed models, with automatic lighting, automatic reverse if door contacts obstruction, external limit switches, thermal overload protection, and a drive system proven through years of daily use.

Now available with CRYPTAR

The exclusive Cryptar interference accessory makes Genie the safest, surest, most secure garage door opener system on the market. Cryptar increases the number of available frequencies that open your garage door from 144 to 1440. Buy it now or add it later. Call your local Genie dealer or mail coupon today.

The ALLIANCE Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Alliance, Ohio 44601

Send booklet about Genie and the names of my nearest Genie dealers.

Name__________________________
Address________________________
City___________________________
State___________________________Zip__________


See us at Booth 2050, NAHB Show, Houston
120 years of know-how have put Celotex on top.

And now Celotex brings a new dimension to residential roofing.

The people of Philip Carey and Barrett added a lot of years of roofing know-how to Celotex, experience that's helped to make Celotex one of the important names in roofing today. We're all one now. Number one. Celotex is proud of its line of "dimensional shingles." They're the best we know how to make. Roofing shingles with architectural dimension... a deep-dimensional look that gives a roof rugged character and distinction, with attractive light-and-shadow effects. Whether it's Rustic Shakes™ or Traditional Shake Asphalt Shingles, it's Celotex. Whatever the color. Square tab, random tab, hexagonal or T-shaped. Angled, lapped, "key" locked, or 4-corner fastened. It's Celotex. Self-sealing, fungus-resistant to keep white roofs white, a U.L. Class "A" fire-safety rating, or a 25-year warranty. It's Celotex. Celotex, Barrett and Philip Carey. All one now. Number one.

Celotex BUILDING PRODUCTS
The Celotex Corporation, Tampa, Florida 33622
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The conference was opened by Miguel Aleman, former president of Mexico and now director of the Mexican Tourism Council, who welcomed the attendees and expressed his support of the conference's aims.

Other speakers included:
Luis Gomez Pimienta, senior vice president of the Banco De Commercio, Mexico's largest private bank.
Robert Frojen, president of a Los Angeles public relations and advertising firm, who has done extensive work in Mexico, much of it for the Mexican government.

in tourist-related areas.
Alfredo Rios Camarena, director general of Fideicomiso Bahia de Bandera. This is an arm of the Banco de Mexico [Mexico's equivalent of the U.S. Federal Reserve] which is responsible for developing former ejido (homestead) land expropriated by the Mexican government for coastal resort development. The Fideicomiso (which means trust) masterplans the land, builds the infrastructure and sells the land; in some cases it may act as a joint-venture partner with a foreign investor.

Antonio Enriquez Savignac, director general of Infratur, another arm of the Banco de Mexico. Infratur is developing two huge tracts, one at Cancun on the Yucatan, the other at Ixtapa, on the west coast north of Acapulco, and in both areas, the government is providing the infrastructure and selling parcels to other developers.

Jose Riojas, head of Playasol, S.A., Mexico's largest condominium developer [H&H, August].
Sherman Eubanks, vice president and general manager of Crocker Land Co. of San Francisco, which is planning developments on two Mexican tracts.
Russ Ballard, president of Salt-Ballard Properties of Salt Lake City. His company is developing Club Mazatlan Sur, a 365-acre project in Mazatlan on Mexico's west coast. Three members of Ballard's development team also were speakers.

Alfredo Rios Camarena, director general of Fideicomiso Bahia de Bandera, and expressed his support of the conference's aims; and
Richard McElyea, president of Development Research Associates, a San Francisco real estate and economic consulting firm specializing in tourism and resort development.

Other speakers were John G. Heimann, senior vice president and director of E.M. Warburg, Pincus & Co., a New York investment counseling and investment firm with real estate as one of its major activities; and
Barry K. Thorpe, attorney with the Washington, D.C. firm of Danzansky, Dickey, Tydings, Quint & Gordon, and a former senior attorney with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
The adaptability of Majestic’s extensive line of fireplaces is practically unlimited! Literally a smorgasbord choice in design, motif, style, type, size — and even color! Majestic gives you that “just right” feature for today’s living unit.

The simplified and trouble-free design of Majestic prefabricated fireplace units should now be included in every quality house or apartment plan because it is the conventional way to build a fireplace today. Designed for zero clearance to combustibles and framed-in with wood, Majestic Built-Ins are lightweight, eliminating costly footers and masonry work. And the package is complete from hearth to chimney top! Popular sizes of front-opening or corner-opening, up to a commanding 42” model, are available for either wood or gas firing. Built-In Gasilators have the exclusive Majestic feature of an automatic damper which opens when the fireplace is in operation.

If the conventional look of the traditional fireplace is not your “cup-of-tea”, then a Contemporary free-standing, wall-hanging or suspended unit will be. And the Majestic full-line of styles, models, colors — as well as fuels — assures an efficient and self-expressive fireplace. And one that can be placed most anywhere!

Bold in concept — imaginative in design — your irresistible urge for individuality is satisfied when you choose from the Majestic Fireplace line. The most complete line from America’s leading fireplace manufacturer.

Majestic
An American-Standard Company
The Majestic Company
Huntington, Indiana 46750

Write today for FREE catalogs and name of Distributor near you.

CIRCLE 45 ON READER SERVICE CARD
This is Triton I, Rotolite's new odor-free, non-ammonia whiteprinter. It gives you quick, clear, sharp prints or copies. At speeds up to 19 feet per minute. All for a $50-per-month lease charge, a charge that includes everything. Which means you can use your Triton all you want. And never exceed your $50 monthly lease charge.

Our non-ammonia machine vs their non-ammonia machine.

A price comparison.

There is only one other non-ammonia whiteprinter on the market. It costs $25 per month to rent, plus $5 per hour for every hour you use it (up to 18 hours a quarter). Even under moderate usage, that adds up. In fact, even if you only use their machine two hours a week, it'll cost you more than ours. Not that we've sacrificed convenience for savings. Far from it. Our machine is easy to operate and clean (there's no daily clean-up) requires no warm-up, and installs easily atop any table or counter (it's only 60" long). All you do is plug it in.

Best of all, Triton I is made by Rotolite, the people who pioneered diazo printing equipment and have produced quality machines for over 20 years.

We think you'll like Rotolite's new Triton I whiteprinter. Why not write us for all the details? Teledyne Rotolite, 328 Essex Street, Stirling, N.J. 07980.

Now you're on the right scent.
Why buy an odor-free whiteprinter and end up raising a stink over costs?

TELEDYNE ROTOLITE
TRITON I
Porous pavement: an ecological product that may cut road building costs

Rare indeed is anti-pollution research that reveals possible dollar savings for developers. Such a rarity is a government-funded project that has produced porous pavement—so-called because water percolates through it instead of running off the surface.

The new pavement material, a hot-mix asphalt concrete, is open graded—meaning that it includes a coarse rock aggregate but no fine sand. Water seeps through tiny openings between the rock particles to a crushed-stone base that serves as a reservoir—holding the water until it finally seeps into the subsoil.

Porous pavement was developed by the Franklin Research Institute Laboratories of Philadelphia under a grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. The researchers' aim: to reduce the rain-water run-off that overloads combined sewers and storm drains and thus causes water pollution.

Now the new pavement turns out to have other advantages over conventional paving; it reduces auto skidding, for example, because its surface doesn't retain a water film.

More importantly to residential developers, however, porous pavement can trim road building costs by as much as 30%—or roughly $2.85 a sq. yd. Reason: it eliminates the need for storm drains which add 85¢ a sq. yd. to road costs, and for curbs and gutters, which boost costs by about $2 a sq. yd.

But Edmund Thelen, who heads the Franklin Institute research team, points out that such savings could hinge on the porosity of the soil beneath the road. It must be good. Otherwise, the crushed-stone base must be deepened—possibly to a point where all potential savings could be wiped out.

Porous pavement's first installation was in a University of Delaware parking lot. Results, after several months of use and many rain storms, have been good, according to Thelen. In Texas, Mitchell Energy & Development Corp. will use the new paving in a parking lot at Woodlands, its Houston-area new town. Mitchell estimates the cost at $3.05 a sq. yd. vs. $3.60 a sq. yd. for conventional paving with draining. Thelen will install instruments at Woodlands' lot to monitor such factors as water absorption rate and degree of pollution in water.

Squeaky floors giving you trouble? Check this builder's preventive action

The action: Glue and screw the plywood subflooring to steel C-joists.

Results: "Our callbacks for squeaky or warped floors are down to almost zero," says Leonard Frank, construction vice president of Centex Corporation's midwestern operations.

Frank tested the new method on three houses and then on 30 more. Now he is using it throughout Winston Grove, a 1,500-home Centex project in Elk Grove, Ill.

Here's how it works:

1. The 16- or 18-gauge joists are attached to wood perimeter beams with clips. They are usually on 2' centers and up to 29'/6" long.

2. A neoprene adhesive is applied to the tops of the joists and to the tongues and grooves of the ¾" subflooring.

3. Self-drilling screws secure the subflooring to the beams to assure bonding until the adhesive cures.

"When the neoprene cures, it creates a diaphragm effect," says a spokesman for the Franklin Glue Co., which supplies the adhesive. "This lets dissimilar materials expand and contract without causing cracks."

Do steel joists offer any direct cost savings?

"Not really," says Frank, "because, early last year, when lumber prices were at their peak, wood and steel joists still cost about the same."

But, he adds, his joist costs are now more predictable because steel prices don't fluctuate like lumber prices: "Lumber prices are quoted only at the time of shipment whereas we can get a steel quote six months before shipment."
Which building material will you use?

You've got energy shortages to think about. Air-conditioning costs. Heat gain through the long, hot summers. Heat loss in the winter months. Heating equipment costs. The whole set of energy-use factors suddenly has become critically important. The building material you use affects all of them.

Compare the energy conserving capability of masonry, for instance, with double-plate glass walls.

At 4:00 P.M. on a hot August day in Washington, D.C., the heat gain through a square foot of west-facing insulated brick and concrete block wall will be 2.2 Btus an hour.

The heat gain through a double-plate glass wall in the same location will be 173 Btus a square foot in an hour. A big difference.

Project this differential over 10,000 square feet of wall. You come up with a heat gain through masonry of 22,000 Btuh, while the heat gain through double-plate glass is 1,730,000 Btuh.

In the case of the masonry wall, cooling equipment with a two-ton capacity can handle the heat gain. But with the double-plate glass wall, about 143 tons of cooling capacity will be needed.

An analysis of a typical 10-story building shows that over its useful life, the air-conditioning cost for a square foot of our masonry wall will be about 23 cents. For the double-plate glass wall, it will be $7.60.

It takes a lot of money to buy, install and create space for all the extra air-conditioning equipment required by the double-plate glass wall. A lot of money and a lot of energy to run that equipment.

Compare the heat loss in winter. It has a dramatic effect on energy consumption and building operation costs.

Our masonry wall, for example, has a "U-value" of .12. The double-plate glass wall has a "U-value" of .55. (U-values are used to determine heat loss through one square foot of wall area in Btuh per degree Farenheit differential across the wall.) This means that the masonry wall is about 450% more efficient, on the average, than the glass wall in reducing heat loss.

Over the useful life of the building, the heating cost per square foot of wall area for masonry will be about 30 cents. For double-plate glass, about $1.38.

In a time of one energy crisis after another, masonry makes eminently good sense as a good citizen.

The masonry industry believes that the thermal insulating qualities of masonry are an important economic consideration to building designers, owners and investors, and all citizens. Masonry walls save on air-conditioning and heating costs. And just as important, they are less expensive to build. The masonry wall we've described would have a 38% lower initial cost than the double-plate glass wall.

If you'd like to find out more, write to us and we'll send you a booklet comparing the thermal insulating qualities of masonry walls with double-plate glass walls, metal panel walls and pre-cast concrete walls.

International Masonry Institute
823 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 / (202) 783-3908

Please send the booklet comparing insulating qualities of masonry with other building materials.

Name
Title
Company
City State Zip
Nature of Business
Stressing peace of mind and a richer environment for living, Hoffman Rosner's Westlake in suburban Chicago, is a carefully planned community of $40-50,000 single-family homes, enhanced by lakes, clubhouses, swimming pools, tennis courts, playgrounds, schools and shopping. One of the nation's largest and most experienced builders, Hoffman Rosner takes special care to preserve the natural beauty of the land and to create home quality that gains in value.

"Why did the Hoffman Rosner Corporation switch to Scheirich's Westmont cabinet?"

Because we think it's the best cabinet value on the market.

"With Westmont, we can offer home buyers both the style they want and the kind of durability that will hold up as long as the mortgage payments. And we're still able to keep the price of our Westlake homes within the average family budget."

Gardencourt Westmont: the cabinets that look like wood and wear like iron. In fact, the door and drawer fronts are made of Environ, a revolutionary new material that can take an unbelievable amount of wear and tear.

Environ is similar to wood even in texture, but it's unaffected by moisture or humidity. It won't warp or mildew, and it stays fresh and new-looking with just the wipe of a damp cloth.

The interiors are easy to clean, too, because their surfaces are covered with a tough, washable vinyl.

No matter what kind of residences you're building, a great-looking, low-maintenance kitchen is a big selling plus. And with Westmont, you get all that at a very competitive price.

In Chicago, American Craig Corporation is the distributor. For the supplier nearest you, see the Yellow Pages.

H. J. Scheirich Co., P.O. Box 21037, Louisville, Kentucky, 40201.

SCHERICH CABINETRY
FINE FURNITURE FOR THE KITCHEN AND BATH
Good neighbor policy pays unexpected marketing dividend for K&B high-rise

Ten of the first 58 buyers in the Greenhouse—the first Kaufman & Broad high-rise condominium, now being built in Cliffside Park, N.J. [NEWS, Nov. '73]—were local residents. Another nine were referrals, many of them family and friends of local residents.

The president of the Cliffside Park Chamber of Commerce bought an apartment on opening day—and then signed on as a K&B saleswoman to boot.

Zoning issue. What turned out to be an inspired marketing strategy was really part of the company's response to an ugly situation that had developed when K&B sought site approval from the planning board. For even though this community of one- and two-family homes is located in sight of Manhattan and right alongside the high-rise community of Fort Lee [where Centex is now building six 31-story apartment houses], high-rise construction had turned out to be as explosive an issue as it would be in deepest suburbia.

The company was not expecting any problems when it went before the planning board for site plan approval, says Ira Norris, president of Kaufman & Broad Condominium Communities, for the property had already been zoned for high-rise.

At the first meeting the board members indicated they liked the company's plan but wanted some time to discuss it among themselves before voting on it.

A month later two board members who had been at the previous meeting were absent, so the company made its presentation before their alternates. Again decision was deferred.

By now an opposition was beginning to coalesce. It stuffed mailboxes with flyers urging an end to high-rise construction and circulated petitions against the K&B project. By the time the planning board met again, feelings in town were running so high that the residents turned out en masse.

Emotional meeting. Ordinances imposing a moratorium on high-rise construction and changing the zoning of K&B's land from high-rise to commercial were introduced and passed on first reading.

"We were one meeting away from having the property down-zoned," Norris recalls. "People were screaming and clamoring: 'Don't let them build it!'"

The future of the project was in doubt until the company met with the town fathers and convinced them it had a strong legal position and the town would risk having disorderly growth if the company took its case to court successfully.

"In a quiet room, without hundreds of people screaming, they recognized the merits of the case," says Norris.

Sales pavilion. The plan was finally approved and work began both on the project itself and on mending fences with the community.

Thus when K&B opened its sales pavilion—three full-size model apartments were built in an old supermarket on the Greenhouse site and decorated by California designer Carole Eichen—it invited the neighbors. Some 500 showed up.

The company put their names on badges that read "I'm your neighbor" and invited them to enjoy the bar and buffet and to tour the models.

Evidently they liked what they saw, for more than one told House & Home that if they had known that this was what K&B had in mind they would never have opposed it.

The scene was repeated several weeks later at the groundbreaking party.

"Now we're doing things like sending letters to the neighbors apologizing for any inconvenience they may have to suffer because of dirt or noise during the construction period," says Norris. "We've given them a telephone number and if they have a legitimate complaint we'll do whatever we can to solve it for them."

Sales results. The 21-story $18 million Greenhouse is scheduled to open in May 1975. It will contain 340 apartments—204 one-bedroom and den and 136 two-bedroom, selling at prices ranging from $34,990 to $56,000 for the one-bedroom and 54,990 to $78,000 for the two-bedroom models. The four penthouses will range from $140,000 to $160,000.

At the end of six weeks the company had received deposits (10% of the purchase price) on 58 apartments or 17% of the building. It had also received commitments on another 62 apartments but would not include them in its tally of apartments sold until the contract had been signed, the full deposit received and the buyer had filled out a detailed questionnaire.

Of the first 58 units sold, 48 were one-bedroom or one-bedroom and den and ten were two-bedroom, including one penthouse. However one- and two-bedroom apartments are selling more evenly than this would indicate, according to Norris.

Buyer profile. Based on the first 58 sales, people between 41 and 50 make up the largest group of Greenhouse customers—there were 27 buyers in this age group, with the remaining 31 almost evenly divided between the 20-30 group and the 60 and over group.

Seventy-five of the Greenhouse buyers and members of their family work, many of them in nearby New Jersey towns. Twenty-six of these earn between $25,000 and $50,000, 16 earn $15,000 to $20,000 and 14 earn $20,000 to $25,000. The remainder is evenly divided between those earning over $50,000 and under $15,000.

Occupations include: veterinarian, scientist, engineer, teacher, accountant, lawyer, executive, printer, foreman and surprisingly, three real estate appraisers.

The majority of the buyers took advantage of the favorable financing the company had arranged at 8% [the mortgage ceiling under New Jersey's usury laws]. Fifteen paid 10% down, 20 paid 20%, 19 paid over 20% and four paid cash.

The overwhelming majority (42 buyers) now live in New Jersey and the rest live in New York. Thirty-nine rent their present homes and only 19 own them.

The New York Times provided the largest number of sales leads for the Greenhouse (26), followed by local residents (10) and referrals (9). The remainder first heard of the project through local newspapers and billboards.
Go see who's at the front door.

The people who have made great sliding and folding doors for years have now got one that swings. It's a brand new, complete steel entry system. Come by and open it for yourself.

Peachtree Door comes out swinging.


Peachtree Doors Inc., Box 700, Norcross, Georgia 30071, (404) 448-6951
Last year, builders bought Textured Insulite because they could get it.

This year, they want it.

Remember the Product Delivery Crisis of 1973? A lot of builders lost patience, and a lot of manufacturers lost their friends.

Not so with our Textured Insulite Siding. We had plenty on hand and delivered it with dispatch. But that was last year.

This year, the same builders want Textured Insulite because they’re sold on its realistic wood grain, easy application and price. Frankly, and we’ve been saying this for years, Textured Insulite is the lowest-priced quality prefinished hardboard siding on the market. And we can still deliver it fast.

If this siding didn’t win you over last year, you still have a chance. See your dealer and also ask him about the new color-matched nailing system.
Or write: Boise Cascade Wood Products, Portland, Oregon 97208.

Boise Cascade Wood Products Division
Success tested Textured Insulite Sidings.

For $297...

SOLD
NEWS/MARKETING

How do you sell condos where they've never been sold before?

This 80-unit project, the first condo in South Bend, Ind., offers some clues.

Planned for a three-year build-out, it was 75% sold less than a year after opening. Sales at New London Lake have gone well, says developer Portage Realty Corp., for these reasons:

- A land plan that creates its own environment by focusing inward toward a lake and turning its back on the surrounding neighborhood—mostly commercial buildings and modest single-family houses. Portage dredged the lake to a depth of 15 ft. and installed a swimming pool on an island (see plan). One- and two-car garages, attached to the townhouses and apartments, and parking areas are on the perimeter of the 12-acre site.

- A convenient location about 15 minutes from downtown South Bend.

- A trade-in plan, under which Portage guarantees to take over a buyer's previous home at an agreed-on price. "So far we've had to take only seven trades," says Wayne W. Holleman, Portage vice president and marketing director, "but the offer helped attract prospects."

- A strong advertising campaign to promote the advantages of condominium living.

Most buyers are empty nesters in the 40-to-50-year age bracket with incomes around $20,000. Prices range from $25,900 for a one-bedroom apartment to $40,900 for a three-bedroom townhouse. The project was designed by Korbuly & Graf, a South Bend architectural firm.

Lake-oriented plan offers waterfront view for every unit. Three-bedroom townhouse layout (right), with a two-story high living room, is the project's top seller.

Island swimming pool was built early so it could be viewed from model units.
Kassuba Development Corporation is now using Closet Maid's Vinyl-Coated Steel Rod Closet Shelving in all its projects throughout the nation.

There must be a reason!

- More Economical
- Easy Installation
- More Attractive
- Less Labor Costs

Closet Maid CORPORATION • P. O. BOX 304 • SUITE 1112 • OCALA, FLORIDA 32670 • (904) 629-8734

See us in Booth 1637, NAHB, Houston, January 20 - 25, 1974
First, we designed the Bradtrol valve to make our single-control faucets last a lifetime. Designed it never to leak or wear out. Ever. Designed it with a single moving part, permanently lubricated. Then, backed the user with an 83½ year guarantee on the cartridge. We've put that Bradtrol cartridge into every single-control faucet we've ever sold. Bright chrome Cascade faucets for the bath and kitchen. Elegant Sceptre in brushed and bright chrome or gold. And the same cartridge goes into our new Aurora line. The single-control faucets that come in five decorator colors to coordinate the entire bathroom. To brighten kitchens like never before. But we didn't stop there. Now, we have a two-handle line, proven by over seven million faucets in use. With another exclusive Bradley cartridge called Pos-I-Pak* that eliminates washers, seats, threads, packings. All the things that used to wear or corrode. That's why we can also back this cartridge with an 83½ year guarantee. Our two-handle line offers a style for every need. A crystal handle line for the bath. Bright chrome Olympian for bath and kitchen. Parisian...decorated vitreous china faucets. Aphrodite...24 carat gold
have a lot of other new ideas for you.

on china... with coordinated ashtrays, towel bars, soap dishes and other accessories.

There's more. To complete the bathroom decor, Bradley now offers two complete lines of vanity tops. The classic look of simulated marble... and versatile, durable acrylic. Bradley takes care of the nuts and bolts of the business, too. With bath drains, float valves, basket strainers. Everything but the kitchen sink.

It's a bigger, better line than ever before. Everything you need from a single source. Bathroom and kitchen ideas from the people who re-invented the faucet. Write for detailed literature. Bradley Corporation, Faucet and Special Products Division, 9161 Fountain Boulevard, Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051.
Waterside pagoda clubhouse, a prime marketing tool, was location for open-house contests that offered free rent as prizes. Apartment balconies open to living/dining rooms.

Total environment: Once more it pays off in the rental market

Last month House & Home showed the value of environment in attracting and holding tenants. This 17-acre project—Cypress Point in Mountain View, Calif.—is another case in point.

Despite a 10% area vacancy rate when Cypress Point opened, the first phase of 114 units rented up in 60 days, the 188-unit second phase in 120 days. Current status: no vacancies and a monthly turnover of only 4%.

The formula for this success: an environment that includes two man-made lagoons, landscaped open areas and a complete recreational package—plus an early decision by the developer, Thrust IV Development Corp., to build a pagoda-shaped clubhouse that could double as a sales office.

Dick Henry of Thrust IV recalls the original marketing problem: "Apartments were overbuilt and unemployment was high. We knew the project would sell itself, but our problem was to get people out. That's where the pagoda paid off. We used it for waterside parties. And it set the tone for the entire complex."

Included in the rec package are swimming pools, tennis and volleyball courts and a second clubhouse with a gym, saunas, billiard and pingpong tables.

Most tenants are young marrieds and singles with $16,000 to $20,000 incomes. Architect: May and McElhinney AIA.

Typical living/dining room in the 640- to 1,100-sq-ft units. Rents: $180 to $290.
New fireplace ideas... Preway style

Built-in fireplaces? What's your idea of size, style, fuel, location? Preway has it. From 28" to an impressive new 48" New front-and-side open designs. In models for any fuel. For flat-wall, corner, or island installations. For chase and vertically stacked arrangements. Our fireplaces fit them all. And we top them all off with one of the easiest, most economically installed chimney systems in the business. The nationally approved all-fuel sections are preassembled to save time. They're light-weight for easy handling. They come in extra-long lengths for fewer joints and less cost per running foot. That's why many builders are switching to the Preway fireplace and chimney system. See Sweet's Light Construction or Architectural files, or write for full details on adding fireplace profits to your homes . . . Preway style.
CARkote™
our exclusive
4-in-1 fused finish.
A new C-100' double-hung wood window worth switching to!

You'll find plenty of worthwhile reasons to switch to this new CARkote C-100' double-hung window. Our exclusive exciting CARkote system includes a 1) water repellent preservative; 2) a prime coat; 3) and a rich acrylic enamel coat. Plus 4) a tough top barrier coat that actually fuses all four coats together! Lasts twice as long as field-applied finishes.

The result is a new level of durable beauty. Adds eye appeal. Resists weather and elements. Stays clean longer and cleans with a quick rinse. And inside, you get warm, unfinished wood, leaving all the decorating options open.

The features we've built into new CARkote C-100' units give you more reasons to switch. A clean, slim new profile that gives your homes and apartments a smart, distinctive look. Stainless steel weather-strip that acts as both track and weather-strip. Frames and sash fashioned from select kiln-dried lumber. (Wood insulates best—looks and is warmer.) Insulating glass, set in a leak-proof vinyl gasket to save fuel and assure comfort. Plus removable matching vinyl grilles for the divided pane look as an option.

We've given you every reason to switch. Noticeably better features. At affordable Caradco prices. Call your Caradco Distributor today, and go Caradco All the Way.
"The prudent builder must build into his plans the possibility of a sudden onset of tight money in the same way he hedges against changes in materials costs"

Over a seven-year period the housing industry has undergone three full-scale credit crunches and at least one mini-crunch. The latest of these appears to be winding down. By spring, it may be history. But no one doubts there will be another. The only question is the timing.

The crunches seem to be coming so frequently that the prudent builder—or lender—must now build into his plans the possibility of a sudden onset of tight money in the same way that he hedges against changes in materials costs or possible environmental problems.

What are the builder's options? First, how well can he forecast a credit crunch? The general trends which lead up to it usually give clear signals. Thus, nearly everyone predicted that savings flows, and thus the funds available for housing, would decline substantially this year.

But the flash point, at which a gradually tightening situation turns into an overnight crisis, nearly always comes as a surprise—as was the case last July. And the economy is now so large and so vulnerable to shifts in federal policy and to external factors such as the energy crisis that the possibility of surprises is increasing.

How to prepare. A good working attitude, then, is to expect the next crunch to come tomorrow, even as you're emerging from the last one, and prepare accordingly. In 1968, for example, when the housing market was just starting to recover, there was a mini-crunch, a sudden tightening of money. Many people who were gambling on a continuing drop in mortgage yields were hurt.

It is not possible to eliminate all the hazards of a future credit crunch but a careful builder can limit his exposure.

One requirement is to have a relationship with two kinds of financing sources, a local and a national lender. When one type of lender is short, the other may have funds. In this last crunch, for example, mortgage bankers as a group had better supplies of low-down payment money than the local lenders.

A corollary of this rule is to choose the loan source in each category which is most likely to have funds available in a tight market. This is not necessarily the lender who is most liberal when money is flush. The essential factors are financial strength, innovativeness and willingness to lean against the wind.

Another good rule is to deal with construction lenders who are also capable of providing the takeout. This has been the case in general with homebuilders. Their construction and final lender is usually either the same institution or two local institutions with established relationships.

Condominium financing. Most builders have not been as careful when financing condominiums, however. They have dealt with two very different institutions with little mutual contact—REITs and savings and loans. This practice has been a major contributor to the recent condo takeout problem. REITs will continue to provide the bulk of condo construction financing for the foreseeable future, but it may be wise to deal with them through a local intermediary, such as a mortgage banker, who also has access to end financing.

Condo end financing has been left almost exclusively to local lenders, but this may be changing. We expect condo loans to become a staple of the secondary market. The rapid growth of the condo sector is causing a decline in the supply of good rental-loan merchandise. One result is that a number of life insurance companies and other secondary lenders are showing interest in diversifying into condo end loans—not on a one-at-a-time basis but in packages of $1 million or more.

Forward coverage. A forward commitment is worthwhile even when interest rates seem to be on the decline. One lesson of the last few years is that interest rates do not move in a straight line for long. The trend may turn completely around with little warning and the experts may be as confounded as the amateurs. A fee may seem wasted it the rates keep going down, but it is good business-interruption insurance never the less.

It is wise to make sure the language of a commitment is binding. Many builders hold commitments "subject to available funds." Some of those same builders were left dangling last summer and fall.

The bridging loan. If a crisis does come, consider bridge financing—particularly the intermediate loan running 2½ to five years, payable without penalty after six months. The one thing we know for sure about a tight money period is that it is of limited duration. Sooner or later, it gives way to the next phase in the cycle. If the bridge loan runs long enough, the builder will almost certainly come to a time when a permanent mortgage is more available and less costly than now.

Even when the spread between permanent and intermediate-term loan rates is as wide as it was this summer—and usually the spread is much narrower—it takes only a small drop in the permanent loan rate to justify the cost of carrying the intermediate-term loan. At the same time of course, by postponing permanent financing to a more favorable money climate and giving a project more time to prove its success, the builder may be able to get more dollars and perhaps a premium interest rate.

In summary. The alternation of tighter and easier money is predictable but the timing of the transition and, particularly of the flash points that turn into crises, are not. These crises have become so frequent in recent years that a prudent builder will gear his operation to the possibility that another one is imminent. It is not possible to eliminate all the hazards of a future credit crunch, but a careful builder can make choices that will limit his financial exposure.

ROBERT J. MYLOD, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT, ADVANCE MORTGAGE CORP., DETROIT, MICH.
The ultimate!
(In kitchen convenience for the new home and condominium.)

Litton Micromatic™ microwave range — it's three appliances in one.
Deluxe microwave oven cooks a main dish or a complete meal in minutes.
Continuous-cleaning electric oven bakes complementary foods leisurely slow.
And there's a smooth ceramic cooktop for saucy fun foods — requires no special cookware.
The Micromatic is made for the woman who'd love to try microwave cooking but needs a range.
No other range can offer so much for new home and apartment construction.

- Large capacity microwave oven with pushbutton automatic defrost and Micro-Timer™ digital control.
- Smooth ceramic cooktop — one piece no-drip design.
- Continuous-cleaning electric oven cleans itself as it bakes. Smokeless, closed-door broiling. See through black window door. Base storage compartment.
- Litton Micromatic microwave range is one of the safest kitchen appliances. Litton microwave ovens meet all safety standards set by the U.S. Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare. Look for the safety seal and the UL tested label on every oven.

Litton means microwave cooking.

See the Litton Micromatic microwave range at the NAHB Show, Booth No. 3608.
"KitchenAid appliances help convince buyers they're getting a quality home. And in tight money times like these, that's doubly important."

Those are the words of Ken Waymire, of Waverly Construction, builders of Mossytree Park, a community of 105 new homes in Gresham, Oregon, five miles east of Portland.

"We feel that the more plus items we include in our homes, the better they'll sell. So special things like shake roofs, wall-to-wall carpeting, wallpaper and KitchenAid dishwashers are included in the purchase price.

"You see, I've found that two-thirds of my buyers are transferees to the Portland area.

"They've never heard of me, never heard of Waverly Construction. But they have heard of KitchenAid dishwashers. And they know that KitchenAid means quality."


Lock-Deck® decking helped Deck House, Inc. create these townhouses

These unique New England townhouses use Potlatch laminated Lock-Deck decking to form both structural roof and floor as well as finished natural cedar ceiling in a single imaginative application. Laminated of three or more kiln-dried boards, under heat and pressure, Lock-Deck decking is available in four thicknesses from 3" to 5", nominal 6" and 8" widths (10" and 12" in some species on inquiry) and lengths from 6' to 15' with 36' and longer available on inquiry. Faces, in a choice of grades and species, can be smooth-surfaced, saw-textured or wire-brushed and factory-finished in Colorific penetrating acrylic stains.

Lock-Deck decking helped Deck House find a whole new world of creative architecture and construction. It can do the same for you. Write for more information today.

Potlatch Corporation,
Wood Products Group
P. O. Box 3591
San Francisco, Ca. 94119
"Operating cost spiral got you worried? Then maybe it's about time to face facts and start putting your apartments on a paying basis"

Apartment operators never stop worrying and complaining about skyrocketing operating costs. But lately the lament has become much louder, and now it looks like there's strong justification for it.

Some new statistics compiled by the Institute of Real Estate Management show that the national average for apartment operating costs as a percentage of total possible rental income is now at 45%. Compare that with the old rule-of-thumb average of 36% to 38% that owners and developers have traditionally projected and you see that the operating-cost ratio is reaching the crisis level.

Ratios in excess of 45% after debt service don't leave much room for profit, so more and more, word is going around that there's no way to survive in apartments. Operating costs can only continue to rise until ultimately there will be no way anyone can make money operating apartments.

Reasons why. If you're one of the efficient professionals who run well below the national average, you may wonder how operating costs could ever get to 45%. Well, this time the increase can't all be blamed on loose management. Most of the rise has come in the last two years, and it actually has three causes.

First, the restraints imposed by the Economic Stabilization Act prevented rental income from keeping pace with operating costs from August 1971 through 1972. Most costs continued to rise throughout this period of national rent control, so rents fell behind.

And even though rent increases have been put into effect this year, because of leases and other tenant commitments there is generally a lag of several months before they can produce all the additional income they're supposed to. Furthermore, the average rent increase put into effect this year is not enough to compensate for the operating cost rises of '71 and '72, so the national operating cost ratio will remain high.

Second, sloppy management practices have had a compounding effect on the impact of rent restraints. Instead of tightening up their management operations to compensate for the freeze on rents, many operators simply waited for the restraints to be lifted and thought they could bail themselves out with rent increases. But that remedy isn't working fast enough now, and for some it's not going to work at all.

Third, there is the added effect of bad project design. Shortcomings in design and structure that were built into rental complexes during apartment boom times in the sixties are now coming back to haunt the people who have to operate the complexes. Too many of these projects were not designed to be run economically for 30 to 40 years; they were designed simply to sell.

Crux of it all. But weak management and chronic maintenance problems are really only secondary reasons for today's operating-cost dilemma. The primary reason is that rental income has not kept up with costs, and apartments are not paying their way.

Few renters realize it, but rental apartments have become one of the best bargains in the shelter market today.

Renters have long been under the misconception that landlords make a big profit on apartment rents. They resent rent increases for that reason, and also because they look upon their apartments as products that should remain at the price they originally acquired them for. After all, monthly car or appliance payments are never increased, so why should monthly rents be raised?

What's overlooked here is that the car price was based on work that had already been performed back when the product was manufactured, while the cost of keeping up an apartment, its environment and its amenities can never be fixed except in short-term lease agreements.

What the apartment resident actually gets for his monthly rent check is not a product, but a service. And the cost of that service is bound to increase along with the costs of labor, supplies and taxes.

Some renters think that owning is cheaper than renting. They look forward to the day when they can buy their own homes or condominiums and save money. But the truth is that many renters are now paying much smaller percentages of their incomes for shelter than owners pay.

We recently acquired a late-1940s apartment complex in a very attractive waterfront location where people with $15,000-and-up incomes were paying as little as $140 a month in rent. That amounts to a mere 10% of their incomes, compared with the 25%-plus that the average owner pays to carry a single-family home, townhouse or condominium.

The awful truth. Renters who buy are often painfully enlightened about the landlord's true cost of maintenance. The New York Times, in the October 7, 1973 issue, described the plight of city co-op apartment owners whose monthly maintenance costs have become higher than rents for comparable-size apartments. Their costs have doubled since 1963 in average annual increases of 10%, topped by an 11.7% rise last year.

Co-op owners who prefer the independence of owning versus renting are turning to professional management companies for cost-saving ideas such as converting old manually operated elevators to automatics, closing service entrances, eliminating all-night doormen and closing laundry rooms on weekends.

But in falling back on management companies for answers to the cost squeeze, the co-op owners are looking primarily for competent on-site managers to run their buildings more efficiently. Says the Times article, "Just what does a management firm do to earn its keep? Well, its most important job is finding a good superintendent and supervising him effectively... The superintendent on the premises is inevitably the key to satisfied shareholders... But the competition for good superintendents is fierce, and to entice a top man many a co-op has had to buy one of its fine apartments for use as a major employment lure."

So the value of effective apartment management, not yet fully recognized even by the apartment industry, is gradually gaining recognition among the public. The public is beginning to realize its true worth in dollars and cents and, when necessary, is willing to pay for it.

Despite the rapid success of condominiums, townhouses and other types of multifamily for-sale housing, rental apartments are not going to be phased out by home ownership. Renting can always remain less expensive than owning, and renting will always offer benefits that ownership doesn't, e.g., mobility, convenience, recreational amenities and no responsibilities.

The three ifs. But the true cost of providing this service to renters, when it's handled well, has got to be impressed upon the renter and retrieved by the landlord.

Developing and managing rental apartments can only be profitable if... apartment management methods are planned and carried out with the same kind of business sense used for apartment development...

... apartment complexes are designed with an eye to how much it will cost to operate them for the first 30 years, and...

... apartment renters pay realistic rents determined by what the public pays for other kinds of shelter and by what a good apartment management service actually costs.

Introducing the Bond-Deck Shear Clip Diaphragm System: a revolutionary new concept in commercial and industrial roofing techniques. Panelized, cut-to-length decking combined with "The Clip" provides a perfect diaphragm, superior shear resistance and eliminates the necessity of a plywood overlay. Two-inch Hem-Fir decking that has a 20" net width, can be specified cut-to-length, allows you to lay whole panels instead of individual pieces. Combined with the clip, you have a perfect roofing system. And it's I.C.B.O. approved. It's simple, it's effective and it'll save you time and money. Clip and Save.

**American Forest Products Corporation**

NATIONAL SALES DIVISION
2740 Hyde Street
San Francisco, CA 94109
"Launching your model units: For a smooth countdown make sure your finish-up timetable jibes with the decorator’s schedule"

Installation time has arrived—the day when your decorator starts furnishing and accessorizing your models. The 90 to 120 days of planning, design and color coordination are about to be tied up in sorizing your models.

Your interior decorator should have a strategy and each member of the design staff should have specific jobs to perform. But you, the builder, play a key role in the installation and your cooperation and preparedness (or lack of it) can spell success or failure in terms of meeting your grand opening date.

The key then to a successful installation is the same as in any large-scale maneuver—a completely choreographed production.

The final crew to go through the completed model is the cleaning staff which should dust, sweep, vacuum, etc. thoroughly. However, be certain they don’t rearrange any furniture or inadvertently misplace the accessories, still, every speck of dirt should be removed, finger prints erased, chrome polished. When the cleaning people leave, the models should be gleaming and inviting.

Your interior decorator should have a plan number. Inside, your decorator should have each room designated—“boy’s room,” “master bedroom,” “dining room,” etc. Each package and item of furniture on the truck also should be clearly marked with its plan and room number.

It may sound like I’m belaboring an obvious point, but there is no time for guessing on installation day and the precise identification of each item can eliminate confusion and wasted time.

The builder’s responsibility. Primarily it is to have the model units completed and relatively clean and free of debris. You must be sure that extras—carpeting, floor tiles, production lighting fixtures, mirroring, etc.—as well as decorator upgrades like paneling and wallcovering are installed.

It is equally as important that the electricity is connected giving you power and lights for evening work, and of course, so that heat and air conditioning are available where necessary.

Also, you will want to test all the lamps during installation. Accordingly, prior to the installation date be sure your decorator has provided a list of light bulbs with specific wattage needed. Proper wattage is important. Many small lamp shades will burn if light bulbs are too powerful.

Another builder responsibility is to have clear plastic runners laid down for all traffic pattern areas. You don’t want installers tracking in dirt. And depending on your schedule and the weather, dirt and mud could be plentiful. That’s why, if possible, your walkways and landscaping should be in by installation day—again to protect your models. Patios should also be completed so the designer can place the outside furniture and arrange the conversation groupings.

The furnishing’s arrive. The decorator’s delivery van and the firm’s crew of designers and backup personnel should be on the job no later than 8:30 A.M. Crew sizes vary. I use one lead person per model and one backup person, both of whom have had installation experience and are thoroughly familiar with esthetic placement requirements.

To avoid confusion, each model unit should be clearly marked outside with the plan number. Inside, your decorator should have room designated—“boy’s room,” “master bedroom,” “dining room,” etc. Each package and item of furniture on the truck also should be clearly marked with its plan and room number.

It may sound like I’m belaboring an obvious point, but there is no time for guessing on installation day and the precise identification of each item can eliminate confusion and wasted time.

Next, the furniture should start rolling off the truck. A member of the decorator’s staff should be at the foot of the ramp, color board in hand, ready to tell the delivery men in which model a particular chest of drawers should be placed; another member of the decorating team should be stationed in each house ready to direct the delivery man.

If your decorator follows a procedure similar to this, the firm should be able to install, i.e., fully decorate and furnish, four model homes in four days, or six in six days. This pace is reasonable providing the firm is experienced and the builder prepared.

But let’s go back to the action. When all furniture is unloaded and placed in the proper room of the proper house, the delivery crew helps the individual decorators unpack the furnishings and set up such items as the box springs and mattresses. At this point everyone starts unloading boxes and putting their contents on the floor. That way the lead decorator can start placing the items where they belong.

Once furniture and accessories are in place, pictures are hung. Pictures are always hung last so their contribution to the overall look of the room can be evaluated.

Check-off time. It’s at this point that the decorator and each of her staff should compile what I call a punch list. Using the color board as a guide, each of them checks to make sure all pieces of furniture are accounted for, and equally important, that they are in their proper place.

In compiling your punch list, you may discover that a chair has been damaged in shipping, or that a bolster on a child’s bed is missing. Or that perhaps you need an extra lampshade. Other problems may not be as obvious: Perhaps, for instance, a cushion doesn’t fit its chair—a manufacturer’s mistake, but one that has to be remedied quickly.

Although I hate to admit it, there is no such thing as a job where nothing goes wrong. So the primary idea of the punchlist check, which should begin the afternoon of the first day, is to spot and correct mistakes as quickly as possible. This is what I call the recovery process.

By the end of the second day, your accessorizing has been completed, and once again you check to see if anything is damaged, missing or what might be needed to spark up a possible dull corner. During this final stage, it is imperative to keep the models clear of trash. If the room is fairly neat, your perspective is never cluttered and the totality of the impact is visible at all times.

Now the lead decorator of each house is ready to make her final punch list. Small items such as scratches in the painting or flaws in the wallpaper should be noted and logged for correction. And anything missing, omitted or damaged should be replaced.

The final crew to go through the completed model is the cleaning staff which should dust, sweep, vacuum, etc. thoroughly. However, be certain they don’t rearrange any furniture or inadvertently misplace the accessories, still, every speck of dirt should be removed, finger prints erased, chrome polished. When the cleaning people leave, the models should be gleaming and inviting.

The builder and his marketing people have further responsibilities on installation day. I have found that it is to the builder’s advantage to walk through every room of the model home with the decorator who can explain the design concepts and rationale which should, in turn, be relayed to the salespeople. For instance, a bachelorette—a small unit decorated for a woman—could be sold to a bachelor—with a suggestion by the salespeople for other colors and furnishings.

Back to the beginning. If everything is to run smoothly, one point cannot be emphasized too strongly. It is the need for coordination between the builder’s marketing staff and the interior designer. Patrick Bartholomew, director of marketing for Donald Scholz & Co. of California, says installation problems stem directly from a communications breakdown between marketing men and the decorator.

“Your have to maintain a strict schedule and adhere to it,” he says. “You can never take anything for granted when it comes to the installation day.”

Mr. Bartholomew has one other word of caution. “Be sure the decorators’ craftsmen—their carpenters and such—are not the artsy-craftsy type whose work runs counter to the basic design of your homes.”

The key then to a successful installation is the same as in any large-scale maneuver: Coordinate, communicate and by all means stay on schedule.

CAROLE EICHEN, CAROLE EICHEN INTERIORS, FULLERTON, CALIF.
The energy crisis makes homes with thermally efficient windows more in demand than ever before. R.O.W. windows have held a position of quality leadership for more than 30 years.

It is generally known that wood is a very superior thermal insulator (as sharply opposed to the thermal conducting materials used for pots, pans and ice cube trays).

Less well known, but now more important than ever, is the unique spring pressure-seal mechanism which assures year around snugness of R.O.W. Lif-T-Lox windows TO COMPENSATE FOR SEASONAL EXPANSION AND CONTRACTION.

Send for literature on the full top-quality R.O.W line of wood windows and patio doors. Build better with R.O.W removable double-hung windows, removable gliders, single operator awnings, self-locking casements and metal-reinforced wood patio doors.

R.O.W SALES CO. 1321 E Academy, Ferndale Michigan 48220

PLEASE REVIEW OUR PRODUCT LINE — 1974 N.A.H.B. Booth #2350
Jan. 1974: The end of the
concrete foundation begins.
The All-Weather Wood Foundation could mean the demise of the concrete foundation. Crazy? Is saving $300 per home crazy? Read this plywood ad.

In Bakersfield, California, there are homes with wood foundations sixty years old and still in great condition. In Madison, Wisconsin, a pressure-treated wood foundation was tested for thirty years. It's in excellent shape.

And how about utility poles? And pilings for high-rises? Both are long-standing proof that wood, when preserved correctly, will last almost indefinitely underground.

What it is.

The All-Weather Wood Foundation is a new way to install house foundations in terrible weather. And in sunshine, it's a new way to build six times faster than concrete or masonry.

It's a pressure-treated plywood-sheathed stud wall below grade. Exterior is covered with polyethylene film. Joints are sealed. And a concrete slab is poured over a gravel base.

Install in lousy weather.

"We proved it could be done in January when the wind-chill factor was -40° and the depth of the frozen ground was 3 to 4 feet." —Robert Bergquist, Citation Homes, Spirit Lake, Iowa.

We all know that concrete foundations place the builder at the mercy of cold, wet, miserable, freezing weather.

But weather is no problem with a wood foundation. The builder can keep a crew the year around. And stick to a schedule. Even in sub-zero temperatures.

Save $300 per home.

According to the NAHB Research Foundation, the All-Weather Wood Foundation costs $300 less for a typical 1,000 sq. ft. house—and requires 60 fewer man-hours on site compared to a masonry foundation (Sept. 1973).

The wood foundation is outrageously fast. In a 1969 NAHB project, a five-man crew installed a wood foundation in 1½ hours as compared to 10½ hours for a concrete block foundation.

Component construction.

Shop-built panels can be installed in a fraction of the time as on-site construction. For example, Shoemaker-Wells Homes of Milan, Illinois, installed a full-basement wood foundation, interior wall (studs only), stairway and panelized first floor—in just over two hours.

There are many other advantages of the All-Weather Wood Foundation explained in a new book by APA. Send the coupon.

The cost cutter
Meeting us at the NAHB Show could be the most important thing you do in 1974.

Because everything we make is available.

Your job is building. But you can’t build unless you can get materials.

Our job is making your job easier. We deliver what we promise because everything we make is available.

Yet cost and performance are just as important to you as availability. And we make your job easier there too. Simplex products bring tomorrow’s technology to you today. Each product is designed to help cut labor and material costs. Each is engineered to do a better job at your site.

Thermo-ply Structural Sheathing — no corner bracing — code approved — insulative — easy to work with.

Simplex-panyl Decorative Paneling — vinyl, foil or printed surfaces — choice of substrates — moldings to match — flame resistant.

Thermo-cel Cellular Building Board — cuts noise transmission — insulative — minimizes moisture accumulation — installs quickly.

Barricade Utility Barrier — 1,001 uses — impervious to moisture — resistant to impact — insulative.

So, meet us at the NAHB Show, January 20-24 . . . Booth 1022. We’ve got the answer to your availability problems.

Simplex INDUSTRIES, INC.
Wixom, Michigan • (313) 265-5174
While you're building, the Gas Industry is exploring drilling importing and more.

America's growing energy demands are creating shortages of all kinds of energy. And the need for clean energy is putting particular demands on our natural gas supply. The potential gas is there—underground and offshore. But the number of new wells drilled has steadily declined. Government is beginning to help by providing more adequate price incentives to justify the producer's risk in drilling. The gas industry is working in many ways to increase our country's supply of natural gas. Sinking deeper wells than ever before. Drilling offshore. Importing some LNG (liquefied natural gas) from overseas. Working to pipe in gas from Canada. And researching to turn things like coal and oil into clean gas energy.

We will continue to supply residential customers. Because keeping families warm is our main concern. But we're working to have enough gas for everyone who wants it.

Gas, clean energy for today and tomorrow
Bi-fold Doors by C-E Morgan

The look, the feel, the beauty of wood and something more... the permanence of Structured Polymer

The best qualities of wood, the exceptional durability of Structured Polymer... C-E Morgan has combined all these to produce a dramatic difference in bi-fold doors. Your choice of two designs, each having solid, unitized construction. No reinforcement needed. Come complete with hardware, ready to be installed. Attractive white factory prime finish... install as is, or paint if desired. Trimmable in height for perfect fit.

Structured Polymer is a unique material which offers a variety of advantages. Dimensional stability. Rich, warm appearance. Impact resistance. High density. These are proven facts; write for details.

Also available from C-E Morgan... with the same attractive appearance and lasting qualities... window and door shutters of Structured Polymer. Available in nine different window sizes, or as a handsome door shutter.

Booth No. 2479 at the NAHB Show

Write for free technical literature on Structured Polymer.
We have a brand-new program specially designed to show your customers that you, as a builder, are concerned with their problems and are doing something about them.

It starts with you installing Moen faucets. Moen has a well-deserved reputation for quality, based on the reliable performance record of the 15-million installations we've made over the past decade.

**Moen takes responsibility.**

In return, Moen will take complete and direct responsibility for product quality. We will guarantee our products from the move-in date through the first two years of occupancy. So once you install Moen products, you can forget about them. No time-consuming, expensive callbacks; no outside service-agencies; no hassle for you.

You show concern.

This program merchandises your concern with the energy crisis and tells your prospects how Moen products help save fuel energy and water. Based on our studies, we've found savings amount to $5 to $15 per faucet per year over conventional two-handle faucets. A big part of the savings comes from water savings—several thousand gallons. Another part from heating fuel; 60% of wasted water is heated.

Finally, Moen answers the cries of consumerism for quality products that are made to last. This is the kind of quality that reflects well on you as a builder.

**Moen wraps it up.**

To top it off, we give you a complete package of materials, including our plain-spoken warranty... and merchandising aids that spotlight your concern with product integrity and energy conservation. Your prospects keep getting the message from their first walk-through right up to move-in.

Write: Moen, a Division of Stanadyne, Elyria, Ohio 44035. We'll have your Moen man call you for an appointment.

There's only one.

Get all the details in Booth 3507 at the NAHB Show in Houston.
massive study of 584,874 sales leads from House & Home readers confirms that sales action in housing & light construction comes from every segment of the industry

To identify all the important people in housing and light construction who are active in the selection of building products, materials, and equipment, House & Home followed up 584,874 advertising inquiries from its reader service cards and received a 33% return involving 195,200 inquiries.

Survey questions were designed to determine what, if any, “sales actions” were taken as a result of readers having seen advertisements in several issues of House & Home.

For the purpose of this study, “sales actions”—that is, those actions bringing products and prospects closer to a sale—have been defined as specifying, recommending, approving, purchasing, and still investigating further.

For each sales action, of course, the unknown multiplier is the number of residential or other units for which the sales action was taken. For example, a single purchase mention could involve a 10-house development, a 280-unit apartment complex, or anything in-between.

As shown in the table below, results indicate in the clearest possible manner that sales action comes from every segment of the industry and only House & Home—with its industry-wide circulation—offers all the sales action in the market.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reader Classification</th>
<th>Literature Requested by Readers Surveyed</th>
<th>Literature Requested by Survey Respondents</th>
<th>Literature Received by Survey Respondents</th>
<th>Specified Product</th>
<th>Recommended Product</th>
<th>Approved Product</th>
<th>Purchased Product</th>
<th>Still Investigating Product</th>
<th>Total Sales Actions</th>
<th>Sales Actions as % of Literature Received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Architects</td>
<td>117,716</td>
<td>43,545</td>
<td>37,942</td>
<td>5,442</td>
<td>6,351</td>
<td>3,834</td>
<td>996</td>
<td>9,447</td>
<td>26,070</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Builders</td>
<td>248,906</td>
<td>77,961</td>
<td>66,624</td>
<td>5,489</td>
<td>7,666</td>
<td>7,057</td>
<td>7,227</td>
<td>22,890</td>
<td>50,329</td>
<td>75.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial</td>
<td>15,005</td>
<td>4,761</td>
<td>4,024</td>
<td>281</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>1,361</td>
<td>2,537</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineers</td>
<td>15,321</td>
<td>6,067</td>
<td>5,340</td>
<td>391</td>
<td>599</td>
<td>329</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>1,862</td>
<td>3,410</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial</td>
<td>11,280</td>
<td>4,394</td>
<td>3,832</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>1,351</td>
<td>2,417</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government</td>
<td>12,521</td>
<td>5,717</td>
<td>4,977</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>1,641</td>
<td>3,060</td>
<td>61.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realty</td>
<td>22,803</td>
<td>7,521</td>
<td>6,633</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>381</td>
<td>2,569</td>
<td>4,630</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retailers</td>
<td>11,502</td>
<td>3,447</td>
<td>2,835</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>233</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>1,027</td>
<td>2,055</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcontractors</td>
<td>20,952</td>
<td>6,010</td>
<td>5,243</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>644</td>
<td>604</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>1,665</td>
<td>3,779</td>
<td>72.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesalers</td>
<td>6,621</td>
<td>2,284</td>
<td>1,963</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>1,339</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others not identifying self</td>
<td>102,047</td>
<td>33,493</td>
<td>28,983</td>
<td>1,883</td>
<td>2,766</td>
<td>2,052</td>
<td>1,296</td>
<td>8,713</td>
<td>16,710</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>584,874</td>
<td>195,200</td>
<td>168,396</td>
<td>15,125</td>
<td>20,687</td>
<td>15,682</td>
<td>11,620</td>
<td>53,222</td>
<td>116,336</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

McGraw-Hill's marketing and management publication of housing and light construction
House & Home
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
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Fedders, first to meet the challenge

New Fedders E-Flex™ is today’s full line of residential central air conditioning systems that already meets the efficiency standards being considered by the U.S. Government for 1975.

Fedders saw the energy crisis coming. Fedders started doing something about it—a long time ago. Now, after years of research and the expenditure of millions of dollars, Fedders has achieved an engineering breakthrough and arrived at a new and more efficient system of central air conditioning. It’s called the E-Flex System of central air conditioning.

What This Means to You

Major users of energy—such as builders of office and apartment complexes and large-scale residential builders—are in an energy squeeze. On one side there is the constant rise in the cost of fuels. On the other side is the dwindling supply.

A remarkable quality of the new Fedders E-Flex System is that it is the builder’s answer to both these problems—rising costs and dwindling supply. Because an E-Flex System—by actual tests—requires less energy and makes better use of it. So startling are the capabilities of new Fedders E-Flex to perform in both these critical areas that, in a feature article in the October 1973 issue of ‘Airconditioning & Refrigeration Business,’ editor Sam Milnark reports:

...“for a 200-apartment complex, it would cost the owner about $10,000 to $20,000 more (at $50 to $100 more for each system) but in 20 years he'd save $150,000 on the average in electricity at today's rates.”

Since the Fedders E-Flex System will save you considerable sums of money at today’s rates, think how much more it will save in the future. Right now, experts predict that within a decade the cost of electricity may double or treble, which means that costs for this energy source alone will rise from an average of 3 cents a kilowatt to 9 cents.
manufacturer of air conditioners of the energy crisis

Here's Evidence

Look at the table below. It compares the BTU-Watt efficiency ratios of new Fedders E-Flex Central Air Conditioning with the best and most efficient models (1-1/2 to 5 ton capacities) of five other leading manufacturers. As you can see, Fedders outscores them all.

Translate these energy-efficiency ratios into dollars and cents per month or per air conditioning season and you'll determine for yourself the exact amount an E-Flex Central Air Conditioning installation can save.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CAPACITY (BTU/hr)</th>
<th>FEDDERS</th>
<th>SEARS</th>
<th>CARRIER</th>
<th>G.E.</th>
<th>LENNOX</th>
<th>YORK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18,000</td>
<td>8.18</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>6.66</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24,000</td>
<td>9.80</td>
<td>8.27</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>7.27</td>
<td>7.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>8.33</td>
<td>7.89</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36,000</td>
<td>9.23</td>
<td>8.57</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>8.76</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>7.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>8.40</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>7.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48,000</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>7.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>9.52</td>
<td>7.79</td>
<td>7.90</td>
<td>9.37</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


An E-Flex System for Every Use

Are there new Fedders E-Flex Systems with the right capacity for special builder needs? Yes. In fact, the E-Flex System was originally conceived for residential use and smaller commercial installations then later expanded to include units of large capacities.

Whatever your need, whether it is to air condition a 200-apartment complex or to cool an 8 room single family residence, the adaptability of the Fedders E-Flex System is remarkable.

You can combine it with a variety of Fedders vertical or horizontal evaporator blowers or—when gas, electric or oil heat furnaces are involved—with Fedders evaporator coils. The result in every case—is a custom-built air conditioning system whose unusually high efficiency gives you the lowest operating costs.

What Makes E-Flex Possible?

To oversimplify: at the heart of this revolutionary new system is a compact, smoother, more efficient method of compressing refrigerant gas—a rotary compressor. Coupled with this is a completely new arrangement of uniquely-matched components to create a condensing unit with the highest efficiency in the industry.

For complete information on the Fedders E-Flex Residential Central Air Conditioning System and equipment, circle the appropriate number on the reader reply card or write to Fedders Corporation, Woodbridge Avenue, Edison, New Jersey 08817.

See the E-Flex at the Fedders Booth Number 2220 at the NAHB Show, Houston, January 20 through 24 and at the ASHRAE Show, Los Angeles, February 4 through 7.

FEDDERS CORPORATION
EDISON, NEW JERSEY 08817
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Watch for House & Home's quarterly postcard service free to all subscribers—coming your way soon with useful product ideas

House & Home's quarterly postcard service — free to all subscribers — is designed to widen your choice of available products and provide fast action through direct personal contact with suppliers.

This month, and every three months after, House & Home will deliver a packet of product postcards post-paid and already addressed to forty or fifty manufacturers offering information on products, materials and equipment suitable for your current and future projects.

You'll find these postcards a quick, convenient way to get information from manufacturers who frequently test the market with brand-new product ideas you may well want to consider — and pass along to key people concerned with your planning, design, construction and marketing problems.

It's dealer's choice! So watch the mails for the full deck of product postcards — coming your way from House & Home, soon!
Builders have found 28 uses for particleboard. How many benefit you?

Particleboard has become one of the biggest multiple-use products in building today. And smart builders know it. Whether they’re using it on-site or buying products or components, they’re specifying particleboard.

It’s easy to see why. Particleboard is more readily available and can meet the most exacting standards of builders today.

It’s easy to saw, machine and fasten. It has a smooth surface, is free of voids, and paints easily. Manufacturers and fabricators have learned how to use it for superior products as diverse as cabinets and molding.

If you’ve been using particleboard for traditional applications only, like underlayment and shelving, it’s time you took another look at multiple-use particleboard. And remember, particleboard underlayment manufactured by NPA members is grademarked by NPA and conforms to CS 236-66, your assurance of quality.

To help you, we’ve developed a free booklet that’s yours for the asking. Just ask the National Particleboard Association, 2306 Perkins Place, Silver Spring, Md. 20910, for “MULTIPLE-USE PARTICLEBOARD.”

MULTI-PURPOSE APPLICATIONS OF PARTICLEBOARD

- Garage door panels
- Sheathing
- Siding
- Soffits
- Window seats
- Window sills
- Doors
- Sliding closet doors
- Bi-fold doors
- Stair treads
- Stair risers
- Partitions
- Dividers
- Window seats
- Window sills
- Doors
- Sliding closet doors
- Bi-fold doors
- Stair treads
- Stair risers
- Partitions
- Dividers
- Only

National
Particleboard
Association
2306 Perkins Place,
Silver Spring, Md. 20910

NPA Members: (those with asterisks manufacture underlayment)
- American Forest Products Corp.
- Bohemia Inc.
- Boise Cascade Corp.
- Broome-Willemette Corp.
- Cotton Pine Co.
- Durham South Inc.
- Georgia-Pacific Corp.
- Hambro Forest Products, Inc.
- International Paper Co.
- Louisiana Pacific Corp.
- Mainewood Products, Inc.
- Olin Mill, Inc.
- Rodman Industries, Inc.
- Southwest Forest Industries
- Temple Industries, Inc.
- Tenex Division
- The Parks River Co.
- Templar Products Co.
- Union Camp Corp.
- Weyerhaeuser Co.
- Willemette Industries
- Durham Division
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Twenty one years, the most dependable, and now the largest supplier of aluminum doors and windows for the shelter industry. Capitol, always there “with what you need”...when you need it. Our two plants result in over 620,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing space, and place us within 300 miles of 90% of our customers. Around the clock “truck fleet” service and our extensive raw material inventory puts us in an excellent position to service your needs.

In addition, our two plants have the capacity to meet most any demand, we are completely integrated...from liquid metal to finished product.

But, the big plus you realize as a Capitol customer, is the variety of product line. It provides you with precisely the aluminum door or window for your particular need...Insulated or single glazed Horizontal Rolling and Single Hung Windows...The finest in aluminum Patio Rolling Doors...Oriel, Single Hungs and a multitude of fixed lite and mulling arrangements. Most windows available with inside, self-storing, screens and storm sashes. Framing choices include Fin, Box Frame, Thermal-Break as well as frames to accommodate Buck or Receptor installation. All products are available in mill finish or in PPG baked-on enamel colors.

But, the big plus you realize as a Capitol customer, is the variety of product line. It provides you with precisely the aluminum door or window for your particular need...Insulated or single glazed Horizontal Rolling and Single Hung Windows...The finest in aluminum Patio Rolling Doors...Oriel, Single Hungs and a multitude of fixed lite and mulling arrangements. Most windows available with inside, self-storing, screens and storm sashes. Framing choices include Fin, Box Frame, Thermal-Break as well as frames to accommodate Buck or Receptor installation. All products are available in mill finish or in PPG baked-on enamel colors.

Let Capitol put “Dependability” to work for you...call collect, Mr. Wallace Fremont, V. P. Sales, (717) 766-7661.
for a fresh flow of custom home design ideas
Join the Custom Home Plans Club
plus 5 new designs each month for
of professional working drawings

Get 1,000 home designs now

The Custom Home Plans Club has been created to provide a fresh flow of design ideas you can use to make your business more profitable.

As a new member, you will immediately receive an attractive binder containing 1,000 home designs illustrated with full color renderings and detailed floor plans.

With this complete library of a thousand buildable homes to select from, you and your clients will be pleased with the wide variety of homes available in all styles, types and sizes appropriate to local needs, tastes, and budgets.

These wide-ranging selections include:

- Deluxe Small Homes — two and three bedroom
- Ranch and Suburban Homes — conventional and contemporary
- Brick and Masonry Homes
- Multi-level and Hillside Homes — split level, split foyer, others
- Second Homes — duplex and multi-family; holiday and retirement; chalets, A-frames, cabins, cottages

As you guide clients to a commitment, you—as a member of the Custom Home Plans Club—will lose no time in coming up with a complete set of working drawings, which will be shipped postage-free from Club headquarters the same day your request is received.

And with your working drawings you will also receive a complete list of the building materials you will need—essential for accurate bids and reliable cost estimates.

With so much of the exacting, tedious, preparatory work already done, you will realize substantial savings in time, effort, and money and at the same time, a growing list of clients will realize that you’re the one to come to for the right home at the right price.

plus 5 new home designs—of-the-month each month for the next 12 months

To supplement your library of 1,000 home designs, the Custom Home Plans Club will provide you with a steady flow of 5 new home design ideas each month for the next 12 months.

Illustrated in full color renderings—and complete with detailed floor plans—your five fresh designs-of-the-month can easily be added to your basic binder of 1,000 homes.

In this manner, the Custom Home Plans Club broadens the range of selections available to you and your clients, and keeps you current on home design trends beyond your immediate market.

A full set of working drawings with collateral floor plans and a list of building materials will be available on both the original 1,000 home designs and the 60 new designs you will receive during the coming year.

plus 12 sets of professional working drawings for homes of your choice

Members of the Custom Home Plans Club are entitled to receive a total of 12 sets of professional working drawings without charge.

These building plans may be ordered in any combination desired: 12 sets of drawings for 12 different homes; 4 sets for 3 different homes; or any other way you prefer them.

Beyond the initial 12 sets available as part of the Club...
and get 1,000 home designs now the next 12 months plus 12 sets to homes of your choice.

membership fee, members may obtain additional working drawings at a 35% discount off published prices which range from $25 to $50 for single sets and from $50 to $75 for four-set packages—depending largely on the square-footage of single-family homes and the number of units for multi-family dwellings.

Drawn to FHA and VA general standards, these blue line prints—size 36" x 20"—are easy to read on a white background. Depending on the size and complexity of the house design, plan sets may include as many as nine sheets. Notes and drawings indicate location and types of materials to be used. With complete freedom of choice, Club members may order their 12 sets of detailed working drawings at any time during the 12-month membership period.


plus itemized lists of building materials for accurate bids and reliable cost estimates

To eliminate the time-consuming task of taking off material requirements from each set of plans ordered, the Custom Home Plans Club automatically provides members with itemized lists of building materials needed to obtain reliable bids, to make accurate cost estimates, and to order building materials from suppliers.

The lists include the size and quantity of all millwork such as doors, lumber and built-ins . . . framing lumber . . . roofing . . . flooring . . . wallboard . . . masonry . . . concrete . . . reinforcing . . . insulation . . . beams . . . finishing materials, and more.

The lists of building materials used in conjunction with the detailed working drawings—save Club members dollars, drudgery and valuable time more profitably spent with clients.

Application for membership

Enclosed is a check for $240 for a full year of membership in the Custom Home Plans Club. For this I am to receive immediately a binder containing 1,000 home designs, plus a portfolio of 5 new designs each month for the next 12 months.

My membership also entitles me to a total of 12 sets of professional working drawings and a list of building materials for Club homes of my choice. These sets of working drawings may be ordered in any combination I desire: 12 sets for 12 different homes, 4 sets for 3 different homes, or any other way I prefer them. Beyond these 12 sets included in my membership fee, I will be able to buy additional sets at a 35% discount off published prices during my membership period.

If after receiving my first set of working drawings I am less than completely satisfied, I am entitled to a refund in full—and no hassle—simply by returning the binder of 1,000 designs and the working drawings in good condition.

Make check payable to Custom Home Plans Club.

2320 KANSAS AVENUE / P.O. BOX 299 / TOPEKA, KANSAS 66601

Your Name
Firm
Address
City       State       Zip
Signature
Date
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Mini Track Lights by Progress are the first miniature track lights sized and priced for homes.

Use this flexible and versatile track system for new lighting and decorating effects to help you clinch sales.

Progress Mini Lights mount anywhere along the track for work, play or dramatic accents. They swivel, move easily to new positions, switch on or off individually.

You can install Progress track easily, on ceilings or walls, in a variety of patterns. The track measures an unobtrusive 5/8" deep for one circuit and 1-1/8" for two circuits. It comes in 4- and 8-foot pre-wired sections.

Choose from seven styles of Mini Lights, in antique brass, white, black or chrome. Progress also offers a complete line of larger Maxi Lights for apartment lobbies, corridors or commercial use.

(shown actual size)

Your nearby Progress Lighting Distributor has Mini Track Lights. He's listed in the Yellow Pages under "Lighting." For additional information, use the reader service card or write to us.

REPEATING OUR NAHB SHOW SAMPLE SPECIAL!
A $69 Value for only $26.50

To familiarize you with this new lighting system, we are repeating our special offer of our P6100 2-light Plug-in Track Kit to use in your own home. It comes complete with two high intensity white Mini Lights, a 4 ft. track with 15 ft. plug set attached.

To order your kit (and get our new catalog), bring this ad to Progress Lighting Booth 2566 at the NAHB Show. If you aren't going to Houston, mail this ad with your name, address, and check for $26.50 (includes postage and handling), to Progress by Jan. 31, and we'll send you a kit. Limit, one per customer.
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HOW WE CAN HELP YOU MAKE MONEY EVEN IF THERE'S NOT MUCH AROUND TO BE MADE.

No matter how uncertain things are in the housing industry this year, there's one thing that is certain. Some people are going to make money. And you might as well be one of them. We can help you make it happen.

Through good business planning. The kind that took us from being just another cabinet company to being the biggest cabinet company in the U.S. in just three years.

First of all, because of our size we can offer you the kind of deliveries you need now more than ever. Deliveries that cost less because we're closer. We're the only cabinet company with nationwide manufacturing facilities.

And deliveries that are more dependable, too. For one thing, unlike smaller companies, we have the plant capacity to handle any size job, no matter how big. And because we've foreseen shortages of materials and energy — and planned for them, we have the capacity to finish what we start. Also, because of the greater productivity our size affords us, we can keep prices lower and guarantee them longer than other companies.

Another way we can save you money is through our Sales Force, the largest and most professional one in the business.

To cut costs, your Triangle Pacific salesman will help you lay out kitchens that are functional and beautiful and yet, require the least number of cabinets. He'll also make sure your cabinet deliveries meet your job's requirements.

In other words, your Triangle Pacific salesman will help you get the most out of every business dollar. Add to all this the fact that our wide variety of kitchen and bathroom cabinets may well offer you the best quality, styling, and value and you'll understand why together, we're OK.

And why this year, more than ever, being the biggest makes us better to do business with.

Triangle Pacific
Cabinet Corp
9 Park Place, Great Neck, New York 11021, (516) 482-2600

Come be O.K. with us in Houston at booth 2358
Before you build another thing, study this chart!

How BRK compares with other types of detectors in the Four Stages of Fire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INCIPIENT</th>
<th>SMOKE</th>
<th>FLAME</th>
<th>HIGH HEAT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRK DETECTOR</td>
<td>WARNS HERE</td>
<td>WARNS HERE</td>
<td>WARNS HERE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO WARNING HERE</td>
<td>WARN HERE</td>
<td>NO WARNING HERE</td>
<td>NO WARNS HERE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO WARNING HERE</td>
<td>NO WARNING HERE</td>
<td>PHOTO ELECTRIC DETECTOR ONLY</td>
<td>THERMAL DETECTOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It shows you which early Warning Fire Detector best enables you to comply with the new mandatory requirements of FHA, HUD, UBC and others.

There's no getting around it. Pressure's mounting to have early warning fire detectors installed in every new dwelling in the country — including mobile homes.

As the chart above shows, these devices vary greatly in ability to detect, and earliness of warning. It's vital to know their limitations.

BRK's SS729ACS is an ionization detector. No other type of device warns earlier.

No other type of device detects in all four stages of a fire — even the Incipient Stage before smoke or flame appear. And no other detector has BRK's self-monitoring feature — a special solid-state indicator that constantly checks the BRK's circuits, sensitivity and power supply.

The BRK has a loud, insistent alarm horn; resets automatically, when cleared of combustion products, and is handsomely styled to harmonize with any decor. It is designed to operate on 120V AC with its own transformer, or 12V AC from a remote transformer. Mounts easily to a 4" square junction box. U.L. listed, of course. For information about our complete line of early warning detectors, call or write. Then get busy building again — with confidence.

BRK Electronics
A Division of Pittway Corp.
525 Rathbone, Aurora, IL
Phone: (312) 892-8721

a timesaving
guide
to the 1974
NAHB exhibits

Builders attending the big sprawling NAHB convention in Houston next January will face a bewildering array of products, new and old, spread out over a huge exhibit area. Products '74 has been created by House & Home and its advertisers to organize your shopping tour of this impressive display. Copies will be available free at Houston.

see the best, newest, most exciting
This pocket sized guide to the exhibits is a collection of building products, materials, tools and equipment... in each case especially selected by the exhibitors themselves as being the best, the newest, the most exciting they will be offering in 1974. Each product will be handsomely illustrated in full color, described in detail and identified by company and booth number.

save time and steps
The order of presentation in Products '74 will be by booth sequence enabling you to move quickly and efficiently through the aisles pinpointing just the specific products of interest to you.

The booth numbers will also be color coded to match the carpeting and banners that identify the different sections of the exhibit area. This means you can start your Products '74 tour at any exhibit and still save hours of time and thousands of footsteps.

can't make the show?
If you can't make the show this year you can use Products '74 to see for yourself just what the participating exhibitors are displaying as their best, their newest, their most exciting. Every copy of Products '74, including those distributed in Houston, will have two reader service cards so that you and your associates can request catalog information by mail.

reserve your copy now
If you can't make the show, you can reserve a copy now by sending two dollars along with your name and address to Products '74, House & Home, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020. Your copy will be mailed immediately on publication in January.

Be sure to attend the NAHB Convention in Houston: January 20-24, 1974
“We Weren’t Born Yesterday!”

Wabash has brought you quality wood products since 1884. No matter what the fortunes of the times have been, we have always maintained a tradition of quality and craftsmanship. And now we’ve added a new dimension in personal attention and service. We’re proud of our name and our heritage!

Wabash... a tradition of quality craftsmanship since 1884 combined with modern technology and personalized service to meet your needs for tomorrow... today.

P.O. Box 9466 • Memphis, Tenn. 38109 • (901) 946-1671
HEATFORM. The unique, efficient wood and coal burning, warm air circulating fireplace that conserves and circulates extra heat can become your number one built-in amenity or profitable option. A Heatform provides comfort insurance for townhouse and single family unit buyers chilled at the prospect of future restrictions on gas, oil and electric heating.

The HEATFORM gives 3 to 4 times more heat than regular fireplaces that waste warmth up the chimney. HEATFORM has given proven dependable heating for over 50 years. Specify HEATFORM because only HEATFORM has heat tubes through the throat to save and circulate more heated air, like a furnace.

See these SUPERIOR products too • E-Z Wood Burning Fireplaces • Fireform Gas Fireplaces • Freeform Free Standing Fireplaces • Hi-Form Dampers • Feastmaster Barbecues. In Sweets Light Construction File and at the NAHB Convention.
Master bathroom has long vanity tops of solid, \( \frac{3}{4} \)" Cameo White CORIAN. Shower surrounds, whirlpool tub trim and side and back splashes are in \( \frac{1}{2} \)" Cameo White CORIAN.

"I recommend Du Pont CORIAN to my clients for its lasting beauty."

Gary Jon, N.S.I.D., Gary Jon, Inc.,
Interior Design, Palm Springs, California

"I tell my clients that CORIAN has advantages no other surfacing material has," said Mr. Jon, who completely remodelled this $300,000 home in Palm Springs where this elegant bathroom was photographed.

"It has beauty, of course. For this home, I chose Cameo White CORIAN. It has a deep opalescent quality almost like alabaster, and it blends perfectly with the vivid yellows and greens I selected for this home to create the cool feeling you want in a desert climate.

"CORIAN gives me superb design flexibility, because it can be cut and shaped so easily. And it gives my clients durability because it resists chipping and staining. CORIAN starts beautiful and stays beautiful."

Du Pont CORIAN® building products are available in sheet stock for custom surfaces (it can be worked with regular tools), kitchen countertops, wall wainscoting, bathtub and shower surrounds. One-piece molded vanity tops and bowls of CORIAN also available. For more information and the name of the distributor nearest you, write to Du Pont, Room 23719, Nemours Building, Wilmington, DE 19898.
Over 200 selected homebuilding and furnishing products are cataloged here for your inspection. Many are brand new, others are improved, still others updated to keep pace with changing technologies and life styles. Many of these products will be on display at the NAHB convention in Houston, January 19 through 24; others are specialized items that HOUSE & HOME considers particularly significant. The index below is your guide to the more than 40 pages of products in this issue ranging from cabinetry and kitchen equipment to recreation and security packages, from tools and plumbing to interior furnishings and decorative accents.

—Elise Platt
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1. Sleek contemporary kitchen is equipped with the most modern cooking appliances. Featured are a 27" self-cleaning double oven with an automatic timer control, a Smoothline™ electric built-in cooktop and an undercounter microwave oven. Hotpoint, Louisville, Ky. Circle 200 on reader service card.

2. “Superstove” cooking center boasts a Versatronic K oven system that cooks with microwaves, conventionally or both ways simultaneously to provide speed as well as browning. The range is equipped with all top of the line conveniences. General Electric, Louisville, Ky. Circle 201 on reader service card.

3. Slip-in electric Counterange™ has a Pyroceram® glass-ceramic cooking surface. Sunburst designs indicate the heating areas and turn yellow when element is on. The deluxe “Gourmet” model shown features automatic cooking controls for the self-cleaning oven and the appliance outlet. Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y. Circle 202 on reader service card.

4. Efficient modern kitchen is equipped with strategically located sinks. Auxiliary unit in the foreground is a stainless steel “Harvest” bar sink with a gooseneck-spout Aqua-mix fitting. The main sink is a double-bowl, satin finished stainless “Sunset” with an Aquarian single-control faucet and spray. American Standard, New Brunswick, N.J. Circle 203 on reader service card.

5. Three-in-one built-in wall oven offers a microwave unit with a browning element, a pyrolytic cleaning conventional appliance and a “Stay-hot” oven that provides moist or crisp warming without overcooking. Centralized controls are located on a top panel. Thermador, Los Angeles. Circle 204 on reader service card.

6. Textured laminate “Eldorado Leather” is rich brown with deep-shaded undertones. Designed to blend with today’s color schemes, the natural-looking pattern is an interesting addition to any kitchen. Formica, Cincinnati, Ohio. Circle 205 on reader service card.

7. Drop-in range features removable, reversible oven liners with a continuous-cleaning porcelain finish. The top-of-the-line model shown has a shaded-glass oven door that becomes see-through when oven light is on, infinite heat controls and lift-up top. Magic Chef, Cleveland, Tenn. Circle 206 on reader service card.


9. Elegantly designed cabinetry, “New Yorker” is a moderately-priced line. Doors, molded of high-impact polystyrene, won’t warp, crack or peel. Cabinets are finished in a pecan woodgrain, then hand glazed. A full range of convenience options is offered. Yorktowne, Red Lion, Pa. Circle 208 on reader service card.


12. Bold traditional styling of “Town & Country” cabinets blends naturally with any decor. Deep grained genuine oak cabinets are rubbed to a soft warm glow. Line is available in sunset or charter oak tones, with a choice of hardware. Riviera, St. Paul, Minn. Circle 211 on reader service card.

(For more on kitchens turn to page 162)}
1974 New Products

Image 1: A bathroom with a red and white striped shower curtain and a floral wallpaper.

Image 2: A bathroom with a dark, brick-like floor and a wooden vanity with a sink.

Image 3: A woman in a bikini sitting in a bathtub.

Image 4: A bathroom with purple and black decor, including a purple toilet and a black vanity.

Image 5: A bathroom with a large vanity and a mirror with lights.

Image 6: A bathroom with green walls and a purple curtain.

January 1974
bathrooms

1. Accordion folding shower door completely disappears from view when opened. Shown on a compact Fiat "Jubilee" non-metal shower stall, door folds back in either direction. Made of sturdy polystyrene, easy-to-install doors won't crack, shatter or mildew. Hinges come in 14 accent colors. Tub-Master, Orlando, Fla. Circle 212 on reader service card.

2. Mediterranean-styled vanity, molded of high density polyurethane, offers drawer and door storage in a 30"-wide unit. Vanity, shown in Spanish white woodgrain with a marble center bowl, also comes in a walnut finish. Unit is available in a standard 21" or space-saving 18" depth. Matching double-door wall cabinet measures 18"x36". Marblecast, Richwood, Ohio. Circle 213 on reader service card.

3. One-piece acrylic bathtub has an integral, self-draining convenience seat that makes grooming-chores, child and dog washing and tired-foot soaking easy. The slip-resistant tub, fiber glass reinforced for strength, features a safety grab bar and a unique tile flange that provides watertight, grout-free installation. Borg-Warner, Mansfield, Ohio. Circle 214 on reader service card.

4. "Victoriana" bathroom suite is based on a design originally introduced in 1837. The highly decorative ensemble includes a wash basin and pedestal, bidet, water closet and bath. Fixtures, accentuated with chrome or gold finished fittings, come in a wide range of colors and color combinations including the Astral blue shown. Adamez Ltd., Newcastle upon Tyne, England. Circle 215 on reader service card.

5. "Provincial" wood vanity, in a hand-rubbed, alcohol-proof white and gold finish, is made up of three modular units. Vanity features a twin-bowl cultured-marble top. Surface-mounted wall cabinet with side wings that open for three-way viewing has additional storage behind the center mirror. General Bathroom, Elk Grove Village, Ill. Circle 216 on reader service card.

6. Botanical bathroom is accented by "Spring Green" fixtures. "Rotunda" self-rimming countertop lavatory, available in acid-resistant vitreous china and porcelain enameled steel or cast iron, features a single-control "Easy-Mix"

7. Spacious "Garden Tub", measuring 60"x49"x24", is one-piece molded Corlglass. The tub, with a built-in center step and integral convenience ledge, features center drain and backwall overflow. Unit, in a choice of six colors, can accommodate right or left hand fittings. Corl, Ft. Wayne, Ind. Circle 218 on reader service card.

8. Elegantly simple vanity of molded polystyrene, "Wyngate" is available in white with gold trim as shown and in autumn brown or Madeira oak finishes. A wide range of matched door, drawer and wall cabinets is offered. Chemcraft, Elkhart, Ind. Circle 219 on reader service card.


10. Wide-spread lavatory fitting, "Crystal Glo" permits flexibility of installation. Faucets can be set at varying distances from the spout to conform to basin design or specifications. Fitting, in chrome or gold finish, is adjustable for 8" to 15" centers. Harcraft, Torrance, Calif. Circle 221 on reader service card.

11. Renaissance-inspired cabinetry, "Medici" features polyurethane doors with vertical panel lines for added interest. Vanity shown includes drawer, door and hamper units and has an "Americana" cultured marble top with an integral bowl. Matching wall cabinets are also pictured. Rutt-Williams, Elkhart, Ind. Circle 222 on reader service card.

For more on bathrooms turn to page 194.
doors/windows


2. Remodel-door/frame unit is designed to easily replace worn-out or damaged wood entry doors. Complete with "Perma-Seal" weatherstrip and "Thermal-Break" sill, the unit needs no preshimming or adjustment. Doors come in a wide range of designs. Perma-Door, Steelcraft, Cincinnati, Ohio. Circle 224 on reader service card.

3. Decorative doors can be created from plain flush metal or wood ones by applying ArtCarved Uni-Panels™. The high density urethane panels, available in five hand-rubbed wood tones and 20 designs, won't crack, chip, fade or peel. Entol, Miami, Fl. Circle 225 on reader service card.

4. Moldings for doors and glass doorlights can now be perfectly matched in both design and material. Fabricated of durable plastic instead of wood, snap-mount doorlight moldings firmly hold glass panels in position. Pease, Ever/Straight, Fairfield, Ohio. Circle 226 on reader service card.


7. Elegant entry door, "Voyager" captures an old-world look. Reproduced in high-density urethane foam from a hand-worked original design, door is carved on both sides and coated with a long life finish. Standard size unit comes in six colors. Wing, Garland, Tex. Circle 247 on reader service card.

8. Finger-joined redwood, in specific lengths to 24', is especially suited for fascia and trim. A combination of upper grades of redwood, finger-joined has exceptional dimensional stability. California Redwood Assn., San Francisco. Circle 229 on reader service card.

9. Prestained textured siding eliminates on-site finishing. Five paneling styles, in 26 colors and a range of standard sizes, are offered. Included is "Roughtex" with matching battens, shown in Cape Cod red. U.S. Plywood, Champion, New York City. Circle 230 on reader service card.

10. Textured hardboard siding has the look of rough-hewn lumber. Siding, which comes in 4'x8' grooved or ungrooved panels, is factory primed and scaled. Notched, grooved edges assure easy installation. Temple, Diboll, Tex. Circle 231 on reader service card.

11. Decorative siding/sheathing, "Aggreboard," comes in three new colors including Sun Tan (shown). Stone aggregate surface is bonded with a non-yellowing, non-fading matrix of polyester resin. Material comes in 4'x8' or 10' sizes on a variety of substrates. Modular Materials, Plainfield, N.J. Circle 232 on reader service card.

12. Aluminum siding, with a DuPont Lucite® thermoset acrylic finish, carries a 30-year guaranty against splitting, chipping, peeling or flaking. Siding with a protected inner surface is offered in 12 colors. Norandex, Cleveland, Ohio. Circle 233 on reader service card.

For more on Doors/Windows turn to page 174.

For more on Exteriors turn to page 180.
1. Symmetry of a ceramic tile floor emphasizes a dramatic entryway. Franciscan Terra Cotta “Flashed Walnut”, used both indoors and out, unites the two environments. The easy-to-maintain tiles can be applied to walls as well as floors. Interpace, Los Angeles. Circle 234 on reader service card.

2. Creatively designed child’s room, geared for rugged play, is carpeted with “Apropos”, a tight level-loop floorcovering of Allied Chemical Anso* nylon. Available in 12 colors, the carpet retails for about $7 a sq. yd. Walter, City of Industry, Calif. Circle 235 on reader service card.

3. Resilient carpet, “Glencove”, is a strong-textured, level-loop constructed of Acrilan acrylic pile. Five multi-color moreseque effect patterns, including “Midnight Tweed” shown, have been added to the heavy duty floorcovering line. Philadelphia, Cartersville, Ga. Circle 236 on reader service card.


6. Installation of ceramic tile is greatly simplified by “Press-N-Set”, a pressure sensitive asbestos felt sheet system. Drying time and messy mastic mixing are completely eliminated. Underneath backing is removed and 4 sq. ft. double-faced adhesive sheet applied to existing floor. Top-backing is then peeled off as illustrated and tiles laid into place. Grout can be set immediately. American Olean, Lansdale, Pa. Circle 239 on reader service card.

7. Gaily printed carpet with the look of an Early American quilt, “Milady”, brightens up the kitchen work area. Tufted of 100% DuPont nylon, the multi-color design minimizes visible traffic pattern and helps hide spots and spills. Dense loop carpet is cushioned by a latex foam backing. Patcraft, Dalton, Ga. Circle 240 on reader service card.

8. “Homestead Oak Plank” flooring is a natural accent to a contemporary dining area. The hardwood floor, made up of alternating 2¼” and 3¼” planks in random lengths, is wire brushed for a distressed look. Finished in old English mellow brown, the material installs over subfloors or screeds. Bruce Flooring, Memphis, Tenn. Circle 241 on reader service card.

9. Sculptured vinyl flooring, “Topiary”, is deeply cushioned for comfort. The multi-colored pattern, from the “Air East” line is designed to blend with any decor. The easy-to-maintain flooring comes in six colors. GAF, New York City. Circle 242 on reader service card.


11. Cushion vinyl flooring, “Peg ‘n Plank”, is inspired by wide plank hand-hewn floors of colonial America. Authenticity is simulated complete to the pegs. Part of the “Castillian” line, the durable flooring is easy to maintain. Armstrong, Lancaster, Pa. Circle 244 on reader service card.

12. Vivacious sculptured shag, “Casual Splendor”, features from five to seven hues in each of the ten available colorations. Double-level, space-dyed fabric, of soil-hiding nylon, is ideal for heavy traffic areas. Ozite, Libertyville, Ill. Circle 245 on reader service card.
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1974 New Products

1. [Image of a floral lampshade]
2. [Image of a wooden and glass chandelier]
3. [Image of a wall lamp with a brick background]
4. [Image of multiple brass chandeliers]
5. [Image of a globe-shaped outdoor lamp]
6. [Image of a modern chandelier with geometric design]
7. [Image of an outdoor lantern]
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lighting

1. Tiffany-styled pendant fixture is a colorful accent to any room. Decorative shade with a multi-color floral design hangs from an antique brass-finished holder and chain. Unit, measuring 16' in diameter accepts a 100w lamp. Virden, Cleveland, Ohio. Circle 244 on reader service card.

2. Contemporary chandeliers are a combination of chrome, butcher block and glass. Both the 21" diameter 4-light version and the 28" diameter 6-lamp model feature high-intensity downlights. Fixtures come in blonde or burr finishes. Sunset Lamp, Los Angeles. Circle 245 on reader service card.

3. Colonial wall lantern for outdoor use is finished in Etruscan iron. Fixture measures 8" wide, 25" high and extends 4" from the wall. A textured amber glass front panel is featured. Thomas, Louisville, Ky. Circle 246 on reader service card.

4. Contemporary tole-lamp chandelier, "Revelation", is accented by hurricane lamps topped with spun aluminum shades. Interiors of shades are white to provide good light reflection. To receive a catalogue send $1.50 to Lightcraft of California, P.O. Box 9050 Cincinnati, Ohio 45209.

5. Architecturally styled luminaire, Vista/Primasphere™, features a weather-resistant clear acrylic sphere with injection-molded prisms that diffuse light. Unit also comes in a virtually indestructible polycarbonate version. Holophane, Denver, Colo. Circle 248 on reader service card.

6. Contemporary sculptural fixtures feature abstract designs of candelabra bulbs and criss-crossed columns. Both the 16-light chandelier (left in photo) and the 6-light wall-mounted model (right in photo) are available in a choice of chrome or bronze. Progress Lighting, Philadelphia. Circle 249 on reader service card.

7. Pyramidal cube luminaire is available in smoke, clear or opal versions. Unit, measuring 16" square, is an interchangeable addition to the "Geometries" line. Fixture can be post-top, wall- or multiple-mounted. McGraw-Edison, Racine, Wis. Circle 250 on reader service card.


10. Freestanding "Vulcan" fireplace requires only a 6' clearance from any material including combustibles. Unit is primarily designed for installation in corners or against walls. Fireplace, which burns any fuel, comes in four sizes in a choice of finishes. Viking-Universal, Pittsburgh, Calif. Circle 253 on reader service card.


12. Portable electric fireplace can be hung on any wall with no structural changes required. Unit features a thermostatically controlled fan that sends heated air into the room. Heatilator, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. Circle 255 on reader service card.

[For more on fireplaces turn to page 170.]
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1. Simulated stones of lightweight polyester are used to create an oriental garden. Designed in many shapes and sizes, including corner pieces, naturally colored stones are easily applied with adhesive mortar. Dacor, Worcester, Mass. Circle 256 on reader service card.

2. Tropical-inspired wallcovering, "Paradiso", is a stylized conception of palm foliage. Part of "Ambiance 8", the vinyl on silver mylar pattern is offered in eight colorways. Karl Mann, New York City. Circle 257 on reader service card.

3. Lavish, turban-like swirls highlight "Valentino", a vinyl wallcovering from the "Here/And/Now" collection. The pretrimmed, fabric-backed wallcovering comes as shown, or in three other colorways—two on silver mylar grounds. James Seeman Studios, Garden City, New York. Circle 258 on reader service card.

4. Shingled panels create a dramatic interior accent wall. Interior-Tex panels consist of assorted dark and light western red cedar shingles with contrasting grains and knots. Panels measure 46 1/2 " long with a 7 1/4 " wide face exposure. Shakertown, Cleveland, Ohio. Circle 259 on reader service card.

5. Hardboard wall paneling in a French Provincial style adds elegance to a dining area. "Provence" features deep-detailed insets in soft white. Each 4' x 8' panel is made up of three narrow sections with a hand-fitted appearance. Masonite, Chicago. Circle 260 on reader service card.

6. Indian-inspired wallcovering, "Shalimar", is part of the "Vinyl Wallcloth" collection. A special four-layer manufacturing process makes Wallcloth suitable for heavy wear areas. Covering is scrubbable and strippable. Imperial, Cleveland, Ohio. Circle 261 on reader service card.


8. Wallcoverings from the "Afro Handprinted Collection" of vinyls and mylars are combined for a unique effect. "Wajir", a pattern of mask-like shields, is set on a background of "Ujiji", a strong cane design. Collection contains 14 patterns. Bill Miller Wallpaper Studios, College Point, N.Y. Circle 263 on reader service card.

9. Handprinted vinyl wallcovering, "What a Beautiful Morning", is a floral on unusual background colors such as the brown shown, silver mylar or buckskin. Wallcovering is complemented by "Rendezvous", Aladdin's carpet of Anso® nylon. J. Josephson, Hackensack, N.J. Circle 264 on reader service card.

10. Rustic-looking ceramic wall tiles add excitement to a contemporary entranceway. Easy-to-maintain tiles from Buchtal have a distinctive look achieved by texture and color variation. Amsterdam, New York City. Circle 265 on reader service card.

11. Vinyl-surfaced gypsum wall paneling, Durasan®, provides an easy-to-maintain surface ideal for heavy wear areas such as the reception room shown. The Mediterranean parquet pattern is a cork design available in three colors. Gold Bond, Buffalo, N.Y. Circle 266 on reader service card.

12. Custom-look plywood paneling, "Teak 4", is used vertically and horizontally as a dramatic accent to a dining room. Paneling with low-maintenance factory-applied finish, is part of the "Weldwood Collection". U.S. Plywood, New York City. Circle 267 on reader service card.

13. The quarry-stone look accents an archway and fireplace in a family room. Suited for interior or exterior use, fireproof "River-stone" is a concrete aggregate molded into flat-back slabs. Naturally colored material can be easily broken into irregular stone-like pieces and applied with mastic and mortar. River Products, Rockford, Ill. Circle 268 on reader service card.
furniture

1. Modular seating group, “Hexibloc”, lends itself to an infinite number of arrangements. Seats with or without backs, are constructed of “Proberon” urethane foam molded around welded-steel frames. Zip-off coverings come in a selection of fabrics. Harvey Probber, Fall River, Mass. Circle 269 on reader service card.

2. Contemporary seating collection has the added attraction of a sofa that opens into a queen-size bed. Also included in the modular “Avanti” group are armless seating pieces and matching ottomans. Collection is shown in a natural and brown woven polka-dot fabric. Simmons, New York City. Circle 270 on reader service card.

3. Sumptuous seating group, “Solo”, consists of two basic modules, a chair with arms that fold up when multiple units are formed and an ottoman. Seats and backs of the chair adjust to a variety of reclining positions. Tetrad, Preston, Lancashire, England. Circle 271 on reader service card.


6. Add-on seating, “Digit”, provides a flexible size arrangement. Single elements of molded foam are connected one to the other until desired length is reached. The strong, durable Italian import comes in a wide range of bold colors. Stendig, New York City. Circle 274 on reader service card.

7. Soft modular seating, “Le Bambole”, is constructed of entirely flexible materials. Polyurethane bodies and corners are encased in pillows of foam and dacron fiberfill. Furniture is shaped from the outside by stretch-resistant textiles such as leathers and buffalo hides. Atelier International, New York City. Circle 275 on reader service card.

8. Window shades of wood slats interwoven with yarn are a dramatic decorative accent. Available in a wide range of textures and multi-color patterns, shades can be fabricated to fit even the most irregular shape window. Del Mar Woven Wood, Westminster, Calif. Circle 276 on reader service card.

9. Space saving closet system can be easily builder-installed in place of the conventional wood shelf and pole. Strong steel grillwork is coated with a smooth permanent white vinyl finish that never needs painting. Closet Maid, Ocala, Fla. Circle 277 on reader service card.

10. Wall graphic kit contains 28 squares that fit together to create unique murals. Modules can be placed in any order and direction, so design possibilities are limitless. Contemporary “Swirlwind” pattern shown comes in three colorways and sells for $79. West Wall Graphics, Santa Monica, Calif. Circle 278 on reader service card.


recreational

1. Outdoor physical fitness trail, "Parcourse" is designed to blend with the natural environment. The one-mile meandering jogging course is marked with 20 exercise stations, some equipped with specially constructed apparatus such as the log "Step-ups" shown. Parcourse, San Francisco. Circle 281 on reader service card.

2. Residential "Helo" sauna is easy to install. The UL-listed unit operates on standard 110v current. Prewired sauna comes complete with a heater and Finnish igneous rocks. Available in large or small sizes, it is equipped with a visibility window and a light. MacLevy, Elmhurst, N.Y. Circle 282 on reader service card.

3. Floating docks for residential use come in preassembled lightweight modules. Non-sinkable polystyrene foam encased in polyethylene pans provides flotation. All wood deck components are treated with an exclusive preservative, making them maintenance-free for life. Koppers, Pittsburgh, Pa. Circle 283 on reader service card.

4. Prebuilt saunas come in a range of modular sizes. Packages are complete with insulated walls and ceiling, floor, carpet, heater, sauna stones, electrical controls, door, light and benches. A patented latching device built into the panels makes for quick, easy assembly. Viking Sauna, San Jose, Calif. Circle 284 on reader service card.

5. Computerized indoor golf course, "Golfomat", is a full-scale game simulator that offers a choice of championship courses. Players tee up 17' in front of a 100 sq. ft. screen and drive a regulation ball towards the projected target. Ball velocity and direction are instantly computed and film strip automatically moves to within a few feet of where the ball would lie. Golfomat, EMC, Alexandria, Va. Circle 285 on reader service card.

6. Hexagonal-shaped shelter, "Tudor", features fiber glass roof panels fabricated to simulate natural brown shakes. Heavy duty steel supports with a MiraCote® finish have a timberlike appearance. Roof and frame are easily bolted together. Miracle Recreation, Grinnell, Iowa. Circle 286 on reader service card.

7. Compact version of "Air Hockey", a fast-action table sport, is ideal for project recreation rooms. Modeled on ice hockey, the game is played by two or four people. Table weighs 200 lbs and operates on standard 115v current. Brunswick, Skokie, Ill. Circle 287 on reader service card.

8. Freestanding sauna, requiring no structural supports, seats five batters. The "Mark 58" with two long benches and one short one, features a mahogany exterior, a polyurethane core and a redwood interior. Am-Finn, Camden, N.J. Circle 288 on reader service card.

9. Creative play apparatus, "Satellite III", is a colorful, safety-oriented unit. Composed of sturdy aluminum domes, ladders and linked-bar network, it accommodates up to 25 youngsters. Playground Corp. of America, Long Island City, N.Y. Circle 289 on reader service card.

10. Radiant electric sauna heater, with built-in thermostat and timer, provides even heat distribution. Steel baskets hold the stones in position around an immersion heating element made to use with water. Ilo, A.&L. Dollar Bay, Mich. Circle 290 on reader service card.

11. Multi-purpose table can be used for checkers, chess, backgammon, cards or as a work area. Playing board designs are permanently silk-screened onto the mar-proof melamine 36'-square table top. Pedestal-base piece comes in red/black/white, or walnut finishes. Murrey & Sons, Los Angeles. Circle 291 on reader service card.

12. Relaxing whirlpool, "Hydro-Spa", is constructed of durable fiber glass. Available in a wide range of sizes, shapes and colors, units can be installed indoors or out—above or below ground. Package comes with all necessary hardware, filter, pump and heater. American Leisure Holding, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Circle 292 on reader service card.
1. Reflective, heat-absorbing glass, "Solarcool", is available in gray and bronze tints as well as the standard clear. Metallic coating applied to the float glass reduces indoor heat build-up and helps control air-conditioning loads and costs. PPG, Pittsburgh, Pa. Circle 293 on reader service card.

2. Fast-erecting drywall partitions are low-cost fire barriers for wood frame multifamily housing. Lightweight, non-load-bearing "Area Separation Walls" that attach to specially designed steel studs and runners are easy to install. Cavity system shown is for party walls between apartments. U.S. Gypsum, Chicago. Circle 295 on reader service card.

3. Spray-on acoustical insulation, "Celbar", provides effective sound barriers in multi-unit buildings. Used in wall cavities and around ductwork and piping, the material is composed of cellulose fibers chemically impregnated to resist mold, mildew and fire. National Cellulose, Houston, Tex. Circle 294 on reader service card.


5. Architectural fabric, "Sheerfill", made of Owens-Corning Fiberglas coated with Teflon* fluorocarbon resins, is used as a covering on permanent structures. Fire-safe, weather-resistant material, available either opaque or translucent, can be used on air- or cable-supported structures. Chemical Fabrics, Bennington, Vt. Circle 297 on reader service card.

6. "Polyarch" structural system is based on gracefully arched fiber glass segments which combine with window, door and solid panels to create a countless variety of building forms and layouts. Each segment is a high-strength insulated wall and roof unit in one continuous molded piece. Color impregnated units have cores of urethane foam. Rudkin Wiley, Stratford, Conn. Circle 298 on reader service card.


9. Flexible building system is based on a steel frame made up of stacked floor panels and columns. Assembled with lateral and electrical works inside, floor panels are hoisted into place. Prefabricated insulated wall panels as well as windows that tilt into place enclose the structure. Component Building Systems, Chicago, Ill. Circle 301 on reader service card.

10. Spray-on insulation, TCI-75, provides thermal control, soundproofing and fireproofing. Cellulose-based material can be applied to any surface and conforms to complex shapes as shown in photos A and B. Therma-Coustics, Chilton, Tex. Circle 302 on reader service card.

11. Patented steel tunnel forms speed up multifamily construction by permitting concrete walls and ceilings to be poured simultaneously. Adjustable, retractable "Batimetal" units provide flexibility of size and building design. Heating device cuts setting time to ten hours so forms can be used daily. Scientific Construction, Rahway, N.J. Circle 303 on reader service card.
1. Jimmy-proof double cylinder lock bolts to itself not the door. Part of the "Superguard Lock" series, the device has a decorative escutcheon plate that protects cylinder from prying. Ideal, St. Paul, Minn. Circle 304 on reader service card.

2. Community mail box contains 18 individually locked compartments. Designed to save delivery time, the unit is serviced by the postman from the rear. Weatherproof doors are of extruded aluminum with concealed hinges. American Device, Steelville, Ill. Circle 305 on reader service card.

3. Rugged double-cylinder deadbolt locks or unlocks from either side only with a key. Unit, with a free-turning hardened steel insert and a heavy duty solid brass cylinder guard, is self-adjusting for door thicknesses from 1 3/4" to 1 1/2". Harloc, West Haven, Conn. Circle 306 on reader service card.

4. "Meteor" lock features a 1/4" throw deadlocking latch plus a 1" throw deadbolt. A concealed hardened steel roller within the deadbolt resists sawing and tampering. Unit locks from the inside with a thumbturn. Schlage Lock, San Francisco. Circle 307 on reader service card.

5. Electronic door opener, "Electro-Lift", features portable solid state remote controls that operate from distances up to 100'. Powered by a 1/2 hp motor, system is equipped with an automatic safety reverse and a security light. Chamberlain, Elmhurst, Ill. Circle 308 on reader service card.

6. High security deadbolt lock features a tapered, free-turning cylinder guard that defies assault by burglar tools. A full 1" projection deadbolt is made of solid bar brass with a free-turning hardened steel insert that makes sawing through the bolt almost impossible. Weiser, South Gate, Calif. Circle 309 on reader service card.


8. Colonial-style handleset, "Monticello", features a tapered non-crushable brass cylinder collar that deters tampering. The 21" long unit is available in bright or antique brass finishes and comes with a choice of interior knobs and trim. Dexter, Grand Rapids, Mich. Circle 311 on reader service card.

9. Electronic fire alarm system alerts occupants to the presence of smoke and flame in the earliest stages. Solid state UL-listed unit operates on standard household current and meets federal, state and local requirements and building codes. Lutron, Coopersburg, Pa. Circle 312 on reader service card.

10. Electronic smoke detection device, Smoke-Alert™, has a dual photo electric cell that senses fire in the earliest stages of combustion. Easily heard warning signal cannot be set off by normal household procedures. Easy-to-install unit is enclosed in a decorative plastic body. Circle F, Trenton, N.J. Circle 313 on reader service card.

11. Early warning fire alarm detects the combustion before flame or smoke is evident. Decorative battery operated ionization type unit sounds a piercing warning. Kwikset, Anaheim, Calif. Circle 314 on reader service card.

12. Panicproof lockset can be opened from the inside by simply turning the knob. Thumbscrew is not needed to release the lock. Unit has a 1" deadbolt with hardened steel inserts that cannot be sawed through. Weslock, Los Angeles. Circle 315 on reader service card.

Those new accounting rules

will make a world of difference
to your profit picture

You’ve made a good deal on selling a piece of land and ended up with a bundle of cash and a hefty tax bill. But your financial statements say you’ve added nothing to your net worth—not for the moment at least.

That’s life in the new world the accounting profession created on July 1, 1973. On that day, rules on Accounting for Profit Recognition on Sales of Real Estate* took effect. They were drafted to keep the big guys from making the type of deal that gets them in trouble with the SEC, but one way or another they’ll affect everyone in the industry. They may affect you when you sell an apartment building but continue to manage it. Or when you accept 10% down on a piece of land. Or when you go to the bank for financing with your new P&L statements.

Of course if you’re privately owned, you may not care what those financial statements say. In that case you’ll keep doing business as usual, and you’ll have the edge over the public companies that must keep one eye on the quarterly report.

Under the new rules there are times when a sale is a sale for tax purposes but not for accounting—or financial statement—purposes. There are times when profits must be deferred. There are tests to meet on down payments, time of sale, buyer’s investment and seller’s continuing involvement. Understanding these rules may help you structure your deals so you can report profits in the way that is best for you. Or it may just help you make your banker understand why he should lend you money despite your anemic financial statements.

Stan Ross, partner of Kenneth Leventhal & Co. of Los Angeles, helped draft the new rules, and House & Home has asked him to explain them. Here are the highlights . . .

The new rules will hit some companies harder than others even though accountants will follow them for all real estate transactions. Those developers or builders whose financial statements are scrutinized most closely—publicly held companies and privately held companies that plan to merge or go public in the next few years—will be affected the most by the stricter requirements for reporting profits. Many transactions that would previously have shown profits at time of sale will now be accounted for by deposit, installment and cost recovery methods that either defer recognizing the sale until its substance can be determined (see “Sometimes a sale is not a sale,” below) or defer recording profit until the money is actually in hand.

*Available from the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 666 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10019, for $2.00.
ACCOUNTING CONTINUED

The guide has its most dramatic effect on the structuring of sales of rental apartments and other income-producing properties, and some companies have reacted by shifting to condominiums. Under the guide, it will no longer be financially beneficial from a reporting point of view for the seller to retain ownership interests in a property or to guarantee return on investment or deficit cash flow. Possibilities for involvement with a property after a sale has closed are drastically curtailed.

Privately held companies, on the other hand, do not have to structure their deals so that they will look good on an earnings statement and thus can maintain any type of continuing relationship with the property after it is sold so long as it produces an economic profit. The privately held company can also employ incentives in selling land, single-family homes, condominiums or income properties that would be impossible for publicly held companies because of their profit impact. Such transactions may not qualify as sales under the rules of the guide, but this does not matter if the developer is concerned with generating economic rather than accounting income.

Still, each transaction will have an impact on cash flow and income taxes and thus must be evaluated carefully. The effect on net worth must also be taken into account when financial statements are to be provided to banks and other financial institutions.

**Those quick paper profits won't be possible anymore**

The SEC was beginning to crack down on such deals. For example:
- A company sold a shopping center but received only a small deposit. The SEC ordered its annual reports revised to exclude the profits on the sale.
- Two land purchases were immediately resold at a significant profit. The SEC charged that false information had been issued.
- A company sold some amusement parks to a limited partnership but continued to manage them. It received very little money down and a share of the future profits. The SEC made it reverse all the profits it had reported and change its method of accounting for the deal.

Cases like these, plus the bad publicity they generated, forced the accountants to tighten their rules so that the SEC would not step in and do it for them. They concentrated on the two areas that had caused the most trouble—retail land sales* and the timing and reporting of earnings.

This article is concerned with the rules covering profit recognition on all real estate transactions other than retail land sales: sales of lots to builders, and sales of homes, buildings and parcels of land to builders and others.

The general philosophy of the new rules can be summed up in these two statements:

1. **Before a seller can report revenue on a sale, the amount of that revenue must be measurable.** This means the seller must be reasonably assured that the buyer has committed by making a down payment, and the uncollected amount must be capable of being estimated.

2. **The earnings process must be virtually complete.** Thus the revenue should not depend on the seller's future actions.

Unless a sale meets these two tests, which will be explained in detail below, the seller cannot report profits at time of sale. Instead, a method that defers recognition of profits, such as deposit, installment or cost recovery, must be used.

**Sometimes a sale is not a sale**

A transaction that is legally a sale (i.e., when title is transferred in exchange for cash or a promise to pay cash) may be something quite different for accounting purposes.

It may be a construction contract, a contract for services, a lease, an agreement to lend or borrow funds, a joint-venture agreement, an agreement to divide profits in a specified ratio, a deposit, an option, a sale of something else such as depreciation or the right to participate in profits, or a combination of any of these.

Thus, before you can report a profit you must first determine whether your transaction is indeed a sale. Specifically:

1. Are the usual risks of ownership, such as obsolescence and unprofitable operation, transferred from the seller to the buyer?
2. Are the rewards of ownership, such as profit opportunity and gains from appreciation in value, transferred from the seller to the buyer?

The guide states:

"If... the terms of the transaction are such that the buyer may expect to recover his investment plus a return through assured cash returns, subsidiaries and net tax benefits, even if he were to default on his debt to the seller, the transaction is probably not in substance a sale."

**You have to close a sale before you can report a profit**

For accounting purposes, this means the parties must be bound by the terms of the contract and all considerations must have been exchanged and all conditions met. A contract to sell or a pre-closing is not considered a sale.

In addition, a sale must be consummated before the end of the accounting period in which it is reported. Accountants used to accept transactions that closed while they were finishing their auditing, they can no longer do this.

As you can see from the various tests a sale must meet, the accountants are conservative and have developed strict rules as to what constitutes a sale. At the same time the government, for tax purposes, is lenient as to when to report profits as it would prefer to have income reported quickly. It recog-
izes a sale simply when the benefits and burdens of ownership change hands or when there is some other evidence that a transaction is closed. Paradoxically, a developer could thus be picking up taxable income without picking up book income.

Too small a down payment can nix your profits

One test accountants use to determine whether the seller is reasonably sure of collecting his sales price (and is thus in a position to report profits) is the down payment on the sale. The buyer’s initial investment must give him a large enough stake in the property so that he would not want to lose it through default.

What large enough means is spelled out in great detail in the guide. The buyer must pay a major part of the difference between the usual loan limits and the sales “value” (rather than the sales price) of the property. Thus the minimum down payment must be the greater of:

1. The amount specified in Exhibit A to the guide (see Table 1 below), ranging from 5% for a single-family house that the owner lives in to 25% for land held for development after two years.

2. The amount by which the sales value of the property exceeds 115% of the amount of the loan or commitment by the primary lender.

Regardless of which of these tests is used, the maximum down payment need not exceed 25% of the sales value of the property.

These down payment requirements are summarized in Table 2 (page 131), which shows at a glance the relationship between the percentages required under Exhibit A (Table 1) and the 115% test.

The down payment may consist of cash, buyer notes supported by irrevocable letters of credit, payments on third party debt or payments designated as management fees, points, etc. that may in substance be additional sales proceeds. For purposes of financial reporting only, it may not consist of buyer notes not supported by letters of credit (until they have been sold or somehow converted to cash on a non-recourse basis), funds provided directly or indirectly by the seller, payments to third parties for improvements, developments, etc. or prepaid interest.

Once the required down payment is made, the guide considers other factors that could affect whether or not the buyer will meet his obligation. Is his credit good? What is the age and location of the property? Does it have adequate cash flow?

With single-family homes the down payment requirement begins to hurt when the money market tightens and banks make smaller loans. When loans were 90% or 95% of sales value, the 5% minimum down payment was greater than the 115% loan-to-value ratio, and the sale was thus complete and reportable. But when loans are only 80% and 85% of sales value, the developer must require higher down payments, as in the following example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASE A</th>
<th>CASE B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sales price</td>
<td>$40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary loan 38,000</td>
<td>32,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loan-to-value ratio 95%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum down payment required by the guide</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another example of the way the down payment requirements may affect a deal is the case of an apartment house that is sold for $1,100,000. If the seller accepts $100,000 cash and a $1 million mortgage, he cannot report a profit because $100,000 does not meet the 10% down payment requirement. Ironically, if he reduces his price to $1 million and receives $100,000 cash and a $900,000 mortgage, he can report a profit.

The buyer has to keep increasing his investment

He not only has to meet the down payment requirements, he has to continue to increase his investment. Otherwise if the property decreased in value, he might decide to stop making payments and the transaction would have been, in substance, an option rather than a sale.

The annual payments must be at least equal to the level annual payment that would be needed to pay the total indebtedness (including interest on the unpaid balance) over (1) the customary term of a first mortgage loan, (2) no longer than 20 years on the sale of land (3) or earlier than either of these if desired. If the payments do not meet this test, but will at least be equal to annual level payments of principal and interest on the maximum first mortgage that could be obtained on the property, plus interest on a second mortgage at an appropriate rate, the seller may recognize a reduced profit at the time of sale.

Again, funds may not be provided directly or indirectly by the seller but must meet the same tests as down payments (see above). Any excess down payments can be applied to annual payments, however.

Suppose you have a deal where the buyer has met the down payment test, makes no payments for the next four years and then pays off the full amount in the fifth year. You cannot have full profit recognition on this sale because the buyer did not meet the annual amortization test. If you were to restructure the deal so that payments equaled interest and principal on the first mortgage and interest only on the second, you would be able to pick up reduced profits. But if there is no payment in a year, all payments are valued at zero.

Beware of selling land with a receivable subject to future subordination

You will run afoul of some of the basic tenets of the guide if the seller’s receivable is subject to later subordination. The effect of such subordination usually cannot be reasonably evaluated and, in addition, there would be no way to prevent the buyer from using a subordination loan to recoup his original

---

**TABLE 1**

**EXHIBIT A—MINIMUM DOWN PAYMENT REQUIREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirement</th>
<th>Minimum Down Payment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Minimum down payment expressed as a percentage of sales value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Land</strong>&lt;br&gt; (other than volume retail sales by land development companies):</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held for commercial, industrial or residential development to commence within two years after sale</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Held for commercial, industrial or residential development after two years</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Commercial and industrial property:</strong>&lt;br&gt; Office and industrial buildings, shopping centers, etc.:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Properties subject to lease on a long-term lease basis to parties having satisfactory credit rating; cash flow currently sufficient to service all indebtedness</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single tenancy properties sold to a user having a satisfactory credit rating</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All other</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other income-producing properties</strong> <em>(hotels, motels, marinas, mobile home parks, etc.)</em>:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash flow currently sufficient to service all indebtedness</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up situations or current deficiencies in cash flow</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multifamily residential property:</strong>&lt;br&gt; Primary residence:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash flow currently sufficient to service all indebtedness</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up situations or current deficiencies in cash flow</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary or recreational residence: Cash flow currently sufficient to service all indebtedness</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up situations or current deficiencies in cash flow</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single-family residential property (including condominium or cooperative housing):</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary residence of the buyer</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary or recreational residence</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
down payment and thus eliminate possible risk of loss. Therefore the guide specifies that profits from such a sale must be determined under the cost-recovery method.

This does not apply if the proceeds are first used to pay the seller's receivable or if the receivable is subordinate to the existing mortgage on the property.

In such situations the extent of the subordination can be evaluated at the time of closing. For example, if a receivable is subordinate to an existing permanent loan commitment, it can be in terms of the 115% loan-to-value test.

**Buyers must meet commitment tests with land sold on release**

When portions of land are released from liens securing related debt after certain specified conditions (normally payment of a release price) are met, the buyer's down payment and amortization tests will apply at each release to all of the property, including the portion that is not released or not subject to release. Otherwise profit should be recognized as if each release were a separate sale.

**You can't get around these requirements by turning a sale into a lease**

Although the guide was not intended to cover lease transactions, it does cover sales of improvements where there is a concurrent lease of land for a period that would extend over the life of the improvements, or at least 20 years.

If the lease is between the buyer and a third party, its effect must be taken into account when down payment is calculated. If the seller of the improvements is also the lessor of the land, however, the lease affects the calculation of profit on the sale of the improvements too.

In these cases the down payment is calculated by adding the present value of lease payments (over the term of the principal debt or customary term) to the sales value. As it would be difficult to distinguish between profit on the sale of improvements and profit on the related lease, the profit to be recognized on the sale of the improvements should be computed by deducting the sum of the cost of the improvements and the cost of the land from the sum of the sales value of the improvements and the present value of the lease payments (but not more than the cost of the land).

The result is that profit from the residual value of the land or from rentals on the land is deferred until the land is sold or the rental payments are received. Profit to be recognized on the sale of the improvements should not be increased by profit inherent in the land lease, since such profit is not realized until rentals are accrued under the lease.

**If the seller remains involved with the property he may have to defer his profits**

This is one of the major provisions of the guide. As indicated above, to report a profit the earnings process must be virtually complete at time of sale and the revenue should not depend on the seller's future actions. Still, there are many ways a seller may want to remain involved in a property after sale, such as through financing, management, development, construction, guaranties, equity, syndication and leaseback. From now on he must weigh the impact any of these will have on his profit picture.

A simple example would be where the seller obtains or provides permanent financing for the buyer of a single-family house or condominium. If he does this, he cannot report a profit until the financing has been made available.

Or the seller may have entered into a sales contract and received a deposit before he constructed the unit. In such case profit is generally deferred until construction has been completed.

A seller may agree to develop the property in the future, construct facilities on the land or provide off-site improvements. The accountants decided that this is not substantially different from accounting for long-term construction contracts in general, and that therefore a method that recognizes profit primarily on the basis of performance rather than on sale should be used.

Table 3 (page 132) shows how continued involvement in a piece of land he has sold may affect a developer's financial statements. In this example a privately held developer sells land, obtains adequate financing to complete a project, pays income taxes on the sale, but must defer much of his financial income.

A sale cannot be accounted for as a sale if the seller's continued involvement with the property carries the same risks as ownership. This is particularly true of real estate syndications, where the seller, acting as general partner, may guarantee cash flow or returns to investors for an extended period.

There are many forms of seller involvement with property sold. Some common ones, along with recommended accounting treatment, are shown in Table 4 (page 133).

**An option to repurchase can turn your sale into something else**

Even if you have received 100% cash, you can't record a sale if you have an option to repurchase the property, be it in five years or in 50 years. Depending on the terms, the accountants may consider your transaction in substance a financing, leasing or profit-sharing arrangement. But right of first refusal based on a bona fide offer by a third party is not considered an option.

**Condominium sales must meet special tests**

Condominium units that are part of a larger structure come under the guide's provision for partial sales. Profit should not be reported unless:

1. Construction has progressed beyond a preliminary stage. (The guide does not define this, but some companies have interpreted it to mean that the percentage of completion
### TABLE 2
DOWN PAYMENT REQUIRED AS A PERCENTAGE OF SALES VALUE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOAN TO VALUE RATIO</th>
<th>50%</th>
<th>60%</th>
<th>70%</th>
<th>75%</th>
<th>80%</th>
<th>90%</th>
<th>95%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>PROPERTY PER EXHIBIT A</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% Property</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>held for commercial, industrial or residential development after 2 years</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>Exhibit A Limited to 20%</td>
<td>Exhibit A Limited to 10%</td>
<td>Exhibit A Limited to 5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income-producing properties: start-up situations or current deficiencies in cash flow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential property: secondary or recreational residence start-up situations or current deficiencies in cash flow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% Property</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>held for commercial, industrial or residential development to commence within 2 years after sale</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>115% test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and industrial property: all other (See exhibit A).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15% Property</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and industrial property: single tenancy properties sold to a user having a satisfactory credit rating</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>115% test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other income-producing properties: cash flow currently sufficient to service all indebtedness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential property: primary residence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential property: secondary or recreational residence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential property: secondary or recreational residence cash flow sufficient to service all indebtedness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10% Property</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial and industrial property: properties subject to lease on a long-term lease basis to parties having satisfactory credit rating; cash flow currently sufficient to service all indebtedness</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>13.75%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily residential property: primary residence (cash flow currently sufficient to service all indebtedness)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-family residential property: secondary or recreational residence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5% Property</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-family residential property: primary residence of the buyer</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test Limited to 25%</td>
<td>115% test</td>
<td>19.5%</td>
<td>13.75%</td>
<td>5%-8%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Caution should be exercised in situations where there are high loan-to-value ratios and the seller remains primarily or secondarily liable on the primary debt.
of actual construction is beyond 15% to 30% for medium-rise and 50% or more for high-rise condominiums.)

2. The buyer cannot obtain a refund of his deposit.

3. Sufficient units have already been sold to assure that the building will not revert to rental. (Again the guide does not specify, but companies have interpreted this rule to mean at least 50% of the total available units have been sold.)

4. Aggregate sales proceeds can be estimated reasonably.

The profit to be recognized in these cases should be calculated by multiplying the percentage of completion of the project—which may be a single building or a group of buildings—by the gross profit on the units sold.

Condominium conversions come under the same rules, and in addition the developer should consider that:

1. Extended construction periods for refurbishing and installing amenities would defer or delay profit recognition until completion and/or until a sufficient number (i.e., at least half) of the units have been sold.

2. The terms under which an existing tenant converts his apartment would have to meet the down payment test and the other rules just as though the building had been a condominium from the outset.

The tax people don't see it the same way as the accountants

In essence, the accountants are being conservative and saying, "If there's any doubt about collectibility of profits, don't book them," while the IRS is being liberal and saying, "If there's any possibility of collecting taxes on profits, we want them."

Until this is resolved, the developer will be caught in the middle. As things stand today he may be faced with a situation in which he closes a deal, incurs a tax liability, goes to the bank to borrow money to pay those taxes and is told, based on his financial statements, "I'm sorry. You have no profit so we can't lend you any money."

—Natalie Gerardi

### TABLE 3

Private Development Company buys a parcel of land for $85,000, completes certain engineering work at a cost of $15,000 and then sells the property to Profit Savings and Loan Association for $200,000 cash.

#### ECONOMIC PROFIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales price</th>
<th>$200,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost of sales</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>$85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross profit</td>
<td>100,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tax liability on profit</td>
<td>50,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net economic profit contribution</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If the transaction did not contain any continuing involvement by the seller the economic profit shown above would equal the seller's financial profit. But in this case the seller has also agreed to complete the site development work at a price of $300,000. The cost to the developer based upon firm contracts will be $270,000.

This contract added to the land sale indicates that the seller remains involved with the property after the sale and under the new rules in the guide an allocation of total income based upon costs incurred to total estimated costs is required. The financial income is calculated as follows:

#### FINANCIAL INCOME

1. Total income

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Sale of land</th>
<th>Site development</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Costs</td>
<td>$200,000</td>
<td>$300,000</td>
<td>$500,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross profit</td>
<td>$100,000</td>
<td>$30,000</td>
<td>$130,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Income reportable upon the disposition of the land

\[
\text{Reportable gross profit} = \left( \frac{\text{Cost of land}}{\$100,000} + \frac{\text{Cost of site development}}{\$270,000} \right) \times (\text{Total gross profit}) = \$35,126
\]

The $35,126 would have a financial statement tax of $17,563 resulting in a net profit contribution of $17,563.

Thus although the developer had an economic increase in net worth of $50,000 after paying income taxes of $50,000, his financial statements will only reflect $17,563 because he had involvement with the property after sale.

The new accounting guide will have a drastic effect on Private Development Company's financial statements which could result in limiting its financing capability. Therefore, the privately held company must consider these rules when structuring transactions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Form of involvement</th>
<th>Transaction does not qualify as a sale</th>
<th>Transaction qualifies as sale—portion of profit reportable:</th>
<th>Pursuant to other methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. * Seller enters into management agreements with purchasers, with no receivables or further guaranties.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All profit is reportable by the completion of construction.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. * Seller agrees to provide management services free or below market rate.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Reduce profits by imputing compensation for services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. * Management fees may be waived or subordinated in total or in part.</td>
<td>Profit on sale not reportable. May be treated as financing, leasing or profit-sharing.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>See above for profit reduction. Add fees to formula.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. ** Guaranties by seller concerning only negative cash flows (for the useful life of the property or an extended period).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Cash deficits are funded by loans to the buyer by seller:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. * Principal or interest or both subordinated for short-term periods (i.e., 2-3 yrs.) recoverable out of subsequent excess cash flow.</td>
<td>Profit on sale not reportable. Collection of advances must be evaluated on the basis of current operating levels.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Must include subordinated amounts of additional costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ** Principal or interest or both subordinated for long-term periods up to the life of the project, recoverable out of subsequent excess cash flow.</td>
<td>Profit on sale not reportable. May be treated as financing, leasing or profit-sharing.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ** Cumulative or non-cumulative recovery by the seller, only out of subsequent refinancing or sale.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>If short-term, must include subordinated amounts of additional costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Seller participates as general partner (directly or indirectly) and:</td>
<td>Profit not reportable. May be treated as financing, leasing or profit-sharing.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Implied support for two years from time of initial rent-up.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. ** Holds large receivable (15% of maximum first lien) in which sole repayment is from the property.</td>
<td>See (6) above.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Defer income recognition until rentals cover all costs including guaranties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. * Holds receivable under 15% and deal otherwise qualifies as sale.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. ** Seller guarantees return on buyer’s investment: (expressed in contract) Short-term (i.e., 3 yrs.) or specified occupancy levels.</td>
<td>Profit not reportable. Must be treated as financing, leasing or profit-sharing.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** Long-term.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. ** Seller guarantees return of buyer’s investment or: Repurchase option, buyer “puts”, long-term guaranties.</td>
<td>Profit not reportable. Must be treated as financing, leasing or profit-sharing.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Equivalent to short-term guaranty return (see item 8).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. * Short-term sale-leasebacks (3 yrs.).</td>
<td>Profit not reportable. May be equivalent to long-term guaranty.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. ** Intermediate sale-leasebacks (5-10 yrs.).</td>
<td>Profit on sale not reportable. Principle relating to long-term sale-leasebacks may apply.</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>If ceiling is realistic, profit reportable by end of construction after reserving for maximum.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. ** Long-term sale-leaseback.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. * Ceiling on continued involvement (negative cash flow guaranties or others).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Seller participation in project:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. * Proportionate sharing in profits and losses.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>May qualify as partial sale if no control exists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. * Disproportionate sharing including preferences to buyers.</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Partial sale rule is modified by costing out 100% of costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. * Participation limited to additional profits including residual value (if transaction otherwise qualifies).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Do not anticipate additional profits. Original profits reportable by end of construction.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* of special interest to publicly held developers

** of special interest to privately held developers
Housing for the snow country

Sure, ski condos are a route to big profits... but risks are high in this very special market—and the gasoline shortage complicates the problem.

Skiing is more than a sport. It's a state of mind. The sensations of skiing—soaring flight, stinging cold air and potential danger—exhilarate the mind and lift the spirit.

But skiing is also big business. Five million U.S. skiers currently shell out more than $2 billion annually for equipment, clothes, lodging and lift tickets. And their numbers have grown by 10% to 15% a year, according to the National Ski Areas Assn., although such growth may be slowed by the gasoline shortage.

And contrary to popular belief, the ski boom is not limited to New England or the western mountain states. Southern states like North Carolina and Virginia now have ski areas as do such relatively flat midwestern states as Iowa, Michigan, Ohio and Indiana. In total, 34 of the 50 states contain some 1,000 ski areas.

Though the skiing population varies in age and income, a major segment is the upper-middle-income family. A typical profile shows a husband and wife in their mid-40s; he's a college graduate, earning $25,000 to $35,000 annually; they have 2.5 children. And they tend to patronize resorts that are under four hours by car from home.

Generally, there are three types of ski areas: 1) day areas, where most customers live less than two hours away by car; 2) weekend areas, which are less than four hours from customers' homes; 3) week-long areas, where most customers fly in from homes that are from 500 to 3,000 miles away.

Few metro markets are less than two hours from prime skiing. But many are no more than a four-hour drive from excellent ski areas. And it is these weekend areas that have the best potential for second-homes. Nobody knows the exact size of this market, but most developers say condominium sales in weekend ski areas have ranged from adequate to flourishing.

However, all is not snow and profits in ski country.

"The whole skiing industry is worried about builders, developers and lenders who ignore the vast differences between building on the flat and building in the mountains," says Jim Branch, president of Sno-engineering Inc., a company that specializes in feasibility and engineering studies for ski resorts.

They are courting failure, he adds. And the failure of a single ski-resort project sends out ripples that hurt the economic climate of the whole area.

Here, Branch says, are the special problems of ski-country de-
Low-density housing on a giant scale

When completed, Northstar at Lake Tahoe will contain 3,150 townhouses, single-family homes and apartments, but they'll be scattered over 2,500 acres—a density of only 1.26 units/acre.

"We were determined to leave the natural terrain as undisturbed as possible," says architect Henrik Bull. "So we sited buildings among trees at the edges of clearings and put roads and parking lots in the natural open areas.

The project's first phase (site plan at left) consists of 30 six-unit buildings. Each building is a mixture of two- and three-story townhouses (plans at right).

"All units are 18'x28', so a two-story, two-bedroom unit has the same depth and width as a three-story, four-bedroom unit," says Bull. "This allows us to plug in different size units as demand warrants during construction."

SNOW COUNTRY CONTINUED

Developing and building:

*Construction costs are higher* because of steep slopes, rocky terrain, poor roads, long distances from suppliers and shortages of skilled labor and experienced subcontractors.

*Land costs are deceptive.* Only 5% of mountainous terrain is suitable for ski areas and only one-tenth of 1% of this terrain has true potential for developing ski resorts that include second homes. So, while an unimproved acre in the East, for example, may be available for $2,000, its cost can easily rise to $10,000 or $15,000 after roads and utilities are brought in. In western ski areas, improved land brings as much as $40,000 to $60,000 an acre.

Such costs usually preclude single-family-house development. So the alternative is higher densities in the form of condo townhouses or apartments.

*The construction season is shorter.* In the mountains construction crews can work from April through November, but for much of the year the ground is frozen or muddy. So in many areas site work is limited to the period between early July and mid-November.

*The selling season is shorter.* Sales pros say 60% to 80% of ski condominiums are sold from September to December. Either you hit pay dirt during this four-month period, or you may have to carry the cost of all completed but unsold units—and even of the full construction loan for another eight months.

Since the risks are greater in ski-country projects, developers seek a higher return.

“We expect a net profit of 15% to 20%,” says Donn Odell, president of Trimont Land Co. (see Northstar, previous overleaf).

“We always aim for a 10% to 15% net,” says William Allen, president of East Sierra Development Co. “At Sherwin Villas (see page 143) we met the mark—a $250,000 net on a $2.1 million project.”

How can you come up with a healthy net—and also cope with the risk? Consultant Branch and developers like Odell and Allen suggest the following:

Don’t try to build more units than you can complete and sell in one season. Short building and selling seasons—not estimated demand—should determine the number of units to be marketed.

A high-rise for land with sky-high prices

Shorefront land on Lake Tahoe sells for $500 to $1,000 a running foot. So it’s not surprising that the original developer of Brockway Springs increased the density of the 35-acre project (site plan at right) by building a high-rise as well as townhouses.

The high-rise, four towers around an elevator and stairway core (typical floor plan, far right), is seven stories on the lake side and six stories on the uphill side. It contains twenty-two 1,150-sq.-ft. apartments and four 1,500-sq.-ft. penthouses. Prices are from $62,000 for lower units to $120,000 for the penthouses (interior photo, right).

Brockway Springs got off to a slow start—so slow, in fact, that the developer sold it to Innisfree Corp., the present owner. Innisfree sales manager Douglas Murdock says 18 units have now been sold, “and we have deposits on several more.”

SNOW COUNTRY CONTINUED

each year. And since many buy­
ers want delivery by Christmas
at the latest, you may wind up
with many contract cancella­
tions if units aren't ready.

Start framing as soon as the
snow melts. This means you'll
have to put in roads, utilities, and
foundations the previous fall—a
tactic that requires more front
money but lets you line up scarce
sub­early (when bids are lower),
build more units in the time
available and close in all units by
November so they can be heated.
[If men have to work in sub­freezing temperatures, their pro­
ductivity drops 40% to 50%].

Shoot for a low pre-sale re­
quirement on your take-out loan
so you can close sales one at a
time. Forty to fifty percent is
reasonable. A 60% to 80% pre­
sale requirement is impractical
for the short selling and building
season. It can also be fatal to your
venture because if you can't hit
the requirement by December,
you will have to carry the entire
project until the following fall.

"At Northstar we had a 75% pre-sale requirement our first
year for the first 200 units," says
Trimont's Odell, "and it hurt us
badly. Carrying the interest on
about $10 million ate up all our
profits."

Northstar was also bugged by
construction delays, which
made it necessary to build
through the winter and thus
added about 25% to the cost of
the first phase.

"So even though sales are
great, we're not going to break
into the black until the third
year," says Odell.

Keep the environmentalists
off your back—a tall order but
not impossible.

One way to turn potential op­
opponents into supporters is to
prepare an environmental im­
pact analysis before submitting
your project to the local planning
and zoning boards.

Northstar's developers went
that route and got results: The
project was publicly endorsed by
the Sierra Club and the League
to Save Lake Tahoe, and voters
approved a $5 million bond issue
to pay for the necessary sewer
and water systems.

"It was pretty obvious to ev­
everyone that we were taking great
care to keep the site in its natural
state," says architect Henrik
Bull, whose firm designed the
project.

The Northstar impact study
TO PAGE 140

A fourplex for a tight
waterfront site

The site is only 106' wide and 260' deep. It's smack up against a large chalet on one side, and there's a good chance another will be built at the
other end.

So the architect, William Olin of
Wisser/Olin, designed this fourplex
with windowless end walls and in­
door and outdoor living areas
oriented to Lake Tahoe and the
mountains beyond.

Each of the 2,116-sq.-ft. units has
three bedrooms plus additional loft
sleeping quarters to accommodate
guests (sectional drawing and floor
plan left).

Heavy post-and-beam con­
struction (photo, far right), necessary
so the units can withstand snow
loads of up to 200 lbs. a sq. ft., con­
tributed to the $100,000 per unit
construction costs. Developers Jo­
seph Duffel and Ralph Riggers own
two units; the others were sold to
friends.
was a detailed analysis of the 2,500-acre site. It covered 18 factors, including slopes, water, soil types, snow depth, tree heights and locations, orientation to sun and wind and visibility from outside the property. Data, prepared by a forestry and soils expert who was known to local officials, were fed into a computer to produce a working tool for siting buildings and roads.

Another way to keep environmentalists happy is to treat a site gently during construction. Don DeBacker, formerly at Northstar and now general manager of Bretton Woods, a 10,000-acre New Hampshire resort, suggests these practices:

• Insist that only one road be used for heavy equipment, designate equipment maneuvering areas and see that workmen stick to designated footpaths.
• Include in all contracts a clause that calls for fining any sub contractor whose men or machines stray from designated routes.
• Wrap batter boards around major trees along work routes to protect them from damage by passing equipment.
• Since certain seeds can germinate only in certain soils, be sure your earth movers don’t change the soil characteristics of any particular area.

Plan your project for easy snow removal. Many ski resorts are in areas where the annual snowfall ranges from 30 to 40 ft. So there’s a twofold snow removal problem—first, how to minimize the shoveling and ploughing jobs; second, where to put the ploughed snow. The answers: Keep walkways as short as possible and leave areas around parking lots for piling snow.

“Long walks can double the cost of snow removal,” says Glenn Evans of Mammoth Properties, which markets East Sierra Properties, “and if you have no places to pile snow, you’ll have to pay to have it trucked away.”

Design your buildings to cope with heavy snow and ice. You’ll have to consider not only the structure but also the shapes of the buildings and how they are sited. Specifically:

**Structure.** Buildings should be able to withstand snow loads from 125 to 275 lbs. a sq. ft. So conventional framing won’t do. Instead, you’ll probably have to go to post-and-beam con-

---

**Furnished triplexes for a prime site**

The 11-acre site (plan below) is particularly desirable because it overlooks the ski slopes and is close to other facilities at Stowe, Vt., a resort that predates World War II.

Fifty-one units, grouped in 17 triplexes, have one, two or three bedrooms (plans at lower right). Prices ranged from $40,800 to $70,200 when the project opened 21 months ago, have since been raised as much as 7.5%; they include furniture packages, which must be bought for cash and which start at $4,500.

Designed by architect Jay Flood, the project was built by Pizzagalli Construction Co. for the Mt. Mansfield Co., which owns Stowe-area ski facilities plus 4,000 acres.

“We’ve sold 31 units,” says Mt. Mansfield’s Bill Riley, “and although we’re a little behind schedule, we expect to be sold out by early 1974.”
SNOW COUNTRY CONTINUED

constriction with 8x16 or 16x24 joists and rafters and 8x8 posts on 3' or 4' centers.

Shapes. In many areas you can't use a conventional pitched roof because it is subject to differential loading when wind-driven snow piles up on one side but not on the other; the result is a shearing action that can crack open a house like an egg. The best alternative is to design your buildings with small, slightly sloping shed roofs.

Siting. Orient your buildings to the prevailing wind to minimize the build-up of snow on roofs. Also be sure that roofs don't slope toward entrances, walks or parking areas since heavy icicles and masses of snow falling off a roof can cause serious injuries or crush a car.

Roofs must also be designed to prevent ice dams. These masses of ice at the eaves—formed when snow melts, freezes and then melts again—can cause roof leaks. The two most common ways to prevent them:

1. A cold roof—so called because it consists of two roofs separated by 4" of cold air. Snow remains on the outer roof without melting from the building's warmth.

   "The extra cost is from $600 to $1,000 a unit," says Bill Allen of East Sierra Development Co. "But it's worth that to eliminate very costly callbacks."

2. An aluminum roof designed to be impervious to melting ice. It costs $200 to $300 more than a wood shingle roof.

What about the impact of the gasoline shortage? How will it affect skiing in general and the ski home market in particular?

No one knew the answers as this story went to press. But ski-area developers interviewed by HOUSE & HOME were inclined to be more optimistic than pessimistic.

They pointed out that most of the largest ski areas are within 200 miles—or four hours driving time—of big metro markets like San Francisco, Los Angeles, New York, Boston and Denver. And they felt these areas won't be severely hurt. They also foresaw car pooling to save gas, sharing of gasoline rations if rationing becomes a fact and greater use of railroads and buses.

"Skiers are a very dedicated and inventive breed," said Howard Eisler, a Wilmington, Vt. developer. "If there's good snow, they get there."

—MICHAEL J. ROBINSON
Pinwheel clusters in a densely planned project

A density of 17.5 units per acre could have turned this four-acre development—Sherwin Villas in Monmouth, Calif.—into an environmental disaster. Instead, there's a high degree of openness throughout—due primarily to the pinwheel-shaped design and the siting of the project's seven buildings (site plan, left).

"The high density was a simple matter of economics," says developer William Allen, president of East Sierra Development Corp. "Our land cost $50,000 an acre. And we also required a varied product mix to serve singles, couples and large families."

The seven buildings, designed by architect Duplanity/Huffaker, are identical (plans, above). Each contains three 1-bedroom, single-level units; three 2-level units with two bedrooms; three 3-level units with two bedrooms and a den; and one 3-level unit with three bedrooms and a den. Prices range from $21,900 to $39,900.

All units in each building are reached from a central court (entry above, left).

Allen credits a strong sales campaign stressing year-round recreation with a record of 40 presales before the project's furnished model was completed. While selling out the last few units, his company has begun another project nearby—this time for 110 families.
Builders who switch
...don't switch back.
to Super-C steel joists

Super-C steel joists cost less installed than wood. And give a better floor.

The switch is on. More builders than you probably realize have changed to Super-C steel joists, for a wide variety of applications.

And builders who have switched don't go back to wood. In fact—they're designing new projects with these joists in mind, right from the start.

That's no surprise, because Super-C steel joists have some major advantages over wood.

They cost less to install. Not "maybe." Facts prove it. Steel joists are up to 20% lighter than wood—so they can be handled and installed quickly by just 2 men. And Super-C's extra strength permits greater spans and greater spacings, reducing the number of joists as much as 60%.

They give a better floor system. Developed by U.S. Steel, Super-C joists are hot dipped galvanized steel. They don't shrink or warp. Floors don't squeak. Nails don't pop. You should expect no callbacks from a floor system based on Super-C joists.

Many applications are possible. First floors, upper floors, flat roofs—for single-family houses, townhouses, apartments, shop built or field assembled. They've all been "proved out" by builders in the field. And plywood decking or concrete floors can be used.

For detailed information, send for our highly factual booklet, which includes typical applications, load span tables and architectural details—as well as the name of the manufacturer of Super-C joists serving your area. United States Steel, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230.

United States Steel

United States Steel (USS C218)
600 Grant Street
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230
Dear Sirs: Please send me your booklet on Super-C joists.

Name __________________________
Title __________________________
Company Name __________________
Address _________________________
City ___________________________ State ______ Zip ______
Type of units ____________________ How many? ______
Name of architect or project engineer who should also get this booklet ____________________
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Pull dust, pollen, smoke and profit right out of the air.

You wouldn't think of designing or building a home without central air conditioning, right?

For just a little more, you can add the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner . . . and offer air that's both cool and clean.

This efficient unit removes 95% of all dust, smoke and pollen passing through. Homebuyers go for it because it helps them live in a cleaner environment. And the lady of the house is sure to like the fact that walls, drapes and furniture remain clean longer.

From your point of view, the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner provides a tangible, competitive point of difference. You add major extra value to your homes at minor extra cost.

The Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner installs in the return air duct of any forced air furnace or central air conditioning system. Lightweight cells remove easily and clean in the dishwasher.

Clean air for the home buyer. Extra profit for you, right out of the air. That's the story of the Honeywell Electronic Air Cleaner. You'll find complete specs in Sweet's. For special contractor quotations, call or write Honeywell.

Honeywell
Drive fast and save money—twice as much now as a few years ago

The cost of hand-nailing is doubling every seven years. That means the savings you can make with a Paslode® nailer are doubling every seven years. It's nailing speed that does it. For example, Paslode's famous Gun-Nailer® tool drives 7,000 6d (1 3/8") or 8d (2 1/2") commons or coolers an hour. As fast as six men with hammers. There's a Paslode nailer that's right for your job, too. There's a smaller one for 3d to 6d nails. There's a brad nailer, and brads with heads in colors to match paneling. There's a big one that drives 20d (4") nails—the only tool on the market that can do this. There are others, and more to come.

Whether you build houses by the hundreds or pallets by the score or big crates one at a time, Paslode's business is helping you minimize nailing costs. If nailing can affect your profits, call the experienced Paslode man near you. Or write for free 20-page catalog.

Paslode Company (Division of Signode)
8080 McCormick Blvd., Dept. HH
Skokie, IL 60076. In Canada, Paslode Canada Registered
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"The big difference in GE's

Philip J. Drieci, Manager,

In our over 20 years of commitment to the builder business, we at General Electric have built a large nationwide organization that has more and more come to realize that today's builder, no matter what his size, looks to the manufacturer for a full program of services and products.

GE's program is outstanding in the appliance industry. It is the most complete and time-proved one of its kind. From early basic blueprint planning, through step-by-step technical counseling, to final color coordinating of the kitchen, GE experts can do more for you and do it better.

1. GE gets your appliances to you, where you need them, when you need them. We have 9 factories, 4 regional distribution centers and over 60 warehouses throughout the country. One of them is close to you.

Your order is recorded and processed through a special computer system that assures you of getting what you ordered—on time.

2. GE has a specialized group of certified kitchen designers and artists who will work with you to create the best kitchen plan and recommend the best appliances in the best color styling for your particular project, based on cost, space allotment and specifications.
Full color renderings are suitable for newspaper and brochure reproductions.

3. From one-family homes to large office and apartment structures, our staff of technical specialists will work with you from the planning stage to completion on your appliance, heating and cooling requirements.

And our merchandising people can help you develop advertising and merchandising programs to help achieve your sale or rental objectives.

4. Women want new features and innovations in their appliances.

For them, GE introduced the P-7™ self-cleaning oven range, the Custom Ice Dispenser on refrigerators, the Mini-Basket™ in washers and the Potscrubber dishwasher.

And GE is the "leader" in developing appliance colors and coordinating appliances into attractive kitchens.

5. Behind every GE appliance is General Electric Customer Care... Service Everywhere™ Which means that wherever your project is in the continental U.S.A., there'll be a qualified GE serviceman nearby.

6. The Contract Sales Representative coordinates and expedites all GE services that can go to work for you. You can reach him through your local General Electric major appliance distributor.
You need facts to pick the right pickup. Here are 12 about the '74 Ford.

1. Ford cabs are quiet, carlike, roomy. Inside width of 66 inches lets three big men ride relaxed. Padded, color-keyed instrument panel is standard.

2. Even the standard cab gives you the solid comfort of a full-foam seat 7 inches deep.

3. You can choose a Ford Six or, for heavy loads, V-8's up to 460 cu. in.

4. Optional air conditioning is built right into the instrument panel for good air circulation, full legroom.

5. Front disc brakes are standard on all '74 Ford pickups with 2-wheel drive.

6. Ford's optional slide-out tire carrier makes the spare easy to remove and replace.

7. Behind the seat is a hidden storage space 5½ feet wide. It's big enough to hold tool boxes, golf bags or other gear.

8. Ford took the gas tank out of the cab and put it in a protected position under the box, between the frame rails.

9. Only Ford pickups have Twin-I-Beam suspension for truck strength, carlike ride.

10. Sides of the cargo box are double-wall their full depth. All told, over 200 sq. ft. of surface is zinc-coated to resist rust.

11. Ford pickups come big as 10,000 lbs. GVW, like this F-350 Super Camper Special, to meet about all your pickup needs.

12. Over 92 out of 100 Ford trucks built in the last 12 years are still on the job, based on R. L. Polk & Co. figures. For a long-term investment in trucks, see your Ford Dealer now. A better idea for safety: Buckle up.

Works like a truck. Rides like a car.

FORD
FORD DIVISION
Valley single-control, deck model faucet is designed to complement the kitchen decor.

Valley is comparable to a classic car — both are time-tested designs of distinction. Valley features the feather-touch control with the exclusive "hydroseal," Guaranteed leak-proof internal design. Many years of protection are yours with the mirror-like "tri-plate" chrome finish.

Valley single-control faucets are for the home of today.

FREE GIFTS 1973

Holiday of Values

SEE YOUR LOCAL WHOLESALER FOR DETAILS NOW!
Ranges with Microwave ovens and continuous cleaning ovens.
Ranges with standard, problem-free installation.
Ranges with carefree maintenance.
Ranges with a free choice of colors.
Ranges in a complete gas and electric line.
Ranges with free time for housewives . . . and that sells houses.

BROWN STOVE WORKS, INC. • CLEVELAND, TENNESSEE 37311
Say goodbye to the model "A"
SAY HELLO TO THE YORK FLATTOP, a major breakthrough in evaporator coils. Just 7¼ inches high, the FlatTop performs its cooling/dehumidifying job with full rated capacity in about half the space needed by "A" or slanted-slab coils... with comparable or less pressure drop.

AMAZINGLY FAST AND SIMPLE TO INSTALL, the 7¼ inch FlatTop fits easily even in applications with high furnaces, low ceilings or in confined closet spaces. In most cases, even existing plenums can be utilized. FlatTop installation is fast, neat and clean. The lightweight FlatTop means easy one-man handling.

NEW HOME SALES CLOSING BENEFITS are built-into the FlatTop. For example, no large condensate drain pan (as with "A" coils) that often slow airflow, shorten furnace life.

You're looking at a whole new world of comfort with the YORK FLATTOP. It's 7¼" high.

FlatTop Coils available February from your local York Distributor or Branch.

EXCLUSIVE, PATENTED* CONDENSATE REMOVAL!
Sloped, narrow troughs assure positive condensate removal, no volume of standing water, ever! Makes possible 7¼" height.

ENGINEERING BREAKTHROUGH!
Patented* saw-tooth fins with wide, 10 fins per inch spacing make possible complete drainage and flat design.

* Patent No. 3,750,418
heat exchanger life and result in cooling surface not effectively used. No large pan of "standing water" to be reintroduced into the air stream during the cooling "off" cycle or to become an environment for algae or odors. No uneven airflow or noise sometimes caused by "A" and slant-slab coils extending into supply ducts. Smooth airflow through the coil helps extend furnace heat exchanger life by as much as 10%. (We have a temperature test and engineering analysis to support this claim.) And, the FlatTop may even result in heating fuel savings, important in these energy crisis times.

GET ALL THE FACTS about the sensational new FlatTop and York's matching condensing units by turning the page. Be sure you're up-to-date on this history-making first from a company that's been making history for 100 years.

new shape in cooling!
it never gets higher...regardless of capacity.

EASILY CLEANED
Should water conditions require, the FlatTop drain troughs can be easily cleaned with any stiff wire ... from the front. Most "A" coils can't be cleaned.

NO SPRAYS OR SPECIAL COATINGS NEEDED!
York's FlatTop needs no sprays or special coatings that may wear or burn off during the heating season. Condensate drains into the troughs like water off a duck's back!

See the FlatTop and other new ideas from YORK at BOOTH 1310 NAHB SHOW.
The York FlatTop is matched to York's Champion III condensing units for a quality system.

HERE'S THE OUTSIDE STORY
You've read the "inside" story on the York FlatTop. Now, here's the word on York's dependably quiet Champion III condensing units that complete the system.

TAILORED SYSTEMS WITH FAVORABLE ENERGY CONSUMPTION
York offers condensing units in 7 basic models from 1 1/2 through 5 tons. Now, with the new FlatTop coil, a wide range of mix-matching options are available. In fact, York gives you a total of 44 selections so that the system can be tailored to match the load. This flexibility also results in improved energy consumption ratios.

ADD TO THIS . . .
. . . quiet operation with an enclosed compressor compartment and vertical air discharge, a low, compact silhouette and York's reputation for reliability and you'll have a system second to none in the industry.

AND, WHILE WE HAVE YOUR ATTENTION, here's a quick look at some other York residential products for specialized applications.

ALL ELECTRIC PACKAGED PATHFINDER UNITS
York's Pathfinder line includes all electric cooling models, optional electric heating models and heat pump versions. They're ideal for slab or rooftop locations and keep the entire cooling (or cooling-heating) system outdoors. Select from five models from 24,000 to 60,000 BTUH capacities.

ELECTRIC COOLING, GAS HEATING SUNLINES
Compact, packaged units that combine electric air conditioning with gas heating, natural, propane. Power vent system assures complete combustion. For applications where all-outside location of the comfort system is a "must", York's low silhouette Sunlines provide the perfect answer. Choose from seven models. 24,000 to 60,000 BTUH cooling.

ALL THIS PLUS...
- Borg-Warner Gas and Oil Furnaces, in upflow, counterflow and horizontal types.
- York all electric furnaces designed for cooling duty, too.
- Humidifiers, stainless steel evaporative types.
- Electronic Air Cleaners, both duct and wall installed models.
- Evaporator-blower combinations for Champion systems in homes without forced warm air furnaces.
- Thermostats for every heating or cooling application.

Here's a complete line of dependable products, topped-off by the all-new FlatTop.

BUILDING A 2nd CENTURY OF QUALITY

YORK DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORPORATION
P.O. BOX 1592, YORK, PENNSYLVANIA 17405

Send to: YORK DIVISION OF BORG-WARNER CORP.
P.O. BOX 1592 YORK, PA. 17405
Most popular appearance for mansard and sidewalls...

SHAKERTOWN
SHAKES AND SHINGLES IN PANELS

The rich texture of Shakertown Barn Shakes maintains a welcome atmosphere in the expansive 158 unit complex of Skywest in Oakland, California. Only Western Red Cedar Shakes offer you real wood beauty, rustic texture, added insulation and weather protection without maintenance. Builders enjoy the savings in labor by applying these shakes in convenient 8-foot panels. They apply faster with less labor, less waste and with a professional appearance. Panels are self-aligning and applied with matching colored nails.

Write for detailed brochure
SHAKERTOWN CORPORATION
Dept. HH-1 • 4416 Lee Road • Cleveland, Ohio 44128

In Canada:
BESTWOOD INDUSTRIES, LTD. • P.O. Box 2042 • Vancouver 3, B.C.

Visit Booth No. 2569 NAHB Show

TEXTURAL CONTRAST...
a key to greater sales
THE BUILDING DIRECTORY DESIGNED

THE BLUE BOOK OF MAJOR HOMEBUILDERS®


A comprehensive data bank including more than 700 individual reports on the nation's top homebuilders:

Who they are . . .
Where they are . . .
What they plan to build in 1974.

YOU GET OVER 500 PAGES OF DETAILED HOUSING DATA ON THE NATION'S MAJOR HOMEBUILDERS, HOME MANUFACTURERS, MOBILE HOME PRODUCERS AND NEW COMMUNITY DEVELOPERS

The Blue Book of Major Homebuilders details the builders' 1974 building plans . . . shows their six-year history of building activity by type of housing produced, including condominiums . . . lists recent changes in their key operations personnel . . . describes their performance record, construction methods, money requirements, land needs . . . and spells out recent corporate changes, including mergers and consolidations.

The Blue Book of Major Homebuilders is a Copyrighted Publication of CMR Associates, Inc.
TO INCREASE YOUR BUSINESS IN 1974!

THESE PEOPLE TOLD US THE BLUE BOOK WAS INVALUABLE IN EXPANDING THEIR SHARE OF BUSINESS

BUILDERS AND DEVELOPERS
• "As one of the nation's largest builder/developers, the Blue Book tells us exactly where we stand in the industry."
• "An outstanding job on compiling all available information on major home builders."
• "We use it as a market research tool."
• "The individual builder reports are valuable in comparing our building operations to other builders of similar size. The Blue Book helps us answer many questions."

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS
• "By knowing who is building what, we can gauge the changing nature of the nation's new homes and apartments."
• "An excellent reference in determining the development trends in the larger metro areas."
• "To find new clients."
• "In understanding the relative positions of the major home builders."
• "We must know who the leaders are!"

LENDERS AND INVESTORS
• "Provides back-up data on builders to whom we provide loans."
• "We use the book in trying to determine large builder share of specific markets, assessing the builder's outlook and screening acquisition candidates."
• "We have used the book for several years. It is well done and is constantly being improved in its scope and detailed information."
• "The only complete reference to all of the building firms who have participated in the recent housing boom."

BUILDING MATERIALS
• "We use it to target our marketing opportunities. Each of our regional managers has a copy as do all of our salesmen working in the larger metro areas."
• "The Blue Book is an excellent marketing tool - we use it for market planning and market research."
• "The Blue Book is an excellent source of information on 'out of town' builders operating in our metro area."
• "Useful in locating joint venture prospects."
• "As a broker for numerous land owners, the Blue Book is a valuable source reference."
• "Our business is rental management. We use the Blue Book to find multi-family developers who need our help."

REALTY CONSULTANTS
• "The 1973 edition has saved us a great deal of time in gathering detailed information about our customers."

MANAGEMENT, MARKETING & PERSONNEL CONSULTANTS
• "The Blue Book puts it all in one place. We would be lost without it."
• "Its uses are too numerous to mention."
• "The book has been the most handy reference to 'where the action is' that we have ever found."
• "An invaluable tool in helping our clients."
• "Very useful in researching the state of the building industry."

Quotes are in response to solicited comments from 1973 Blue Book buyers.

Order Your Copy Now!

CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THE BLUE BOOK OF MAJOR HOMEBUILDERS®
"WHO'S WHO" IN THE RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY™
1559 ETON WAY • CROFTON, MARYLAND 21113

Gentlemen:
Please enter______ orders for the 9th Edition, The Blue Book of Major Homebuilders at the price listed below. I understand you are offering a 10-day, full refund, return privilege with each book.

$74.50 Regular Price—Special Multiple Copy Prices Available.

Name______________________(please print)
Company Name______________________
Address___________________________
City_____________________ State______ Zip______

Please Check One:
[ ] Builder
[ ] Manufacturer
[ ] Ad Agency/Consultant
[ ] Finance
[ ] Library
[ ] Bld Matrls Sales/Distributors
[ ] Architects
[ ] Subcontractor
[ ] Realty
[ ] Ind/Commercial
[ ] Government
[ ] Other ___________

WANT MORE INFORMATION? FILL OUT ABOVE AND CHECK HERE [ ]
products: kitchens

1. Top-of-the-line dishwasher features rapid-advance timer controls. Two banks of pushbuttons offer six cycles and a choice of three water temperatures. Cycles include regular wash, glass wash, rinse and hold, pots and pans, plate warmer and cancel and drain. A spray tube provides separate water distribution into the silverware basket. Unit is available in a full range of decorative kitchen colors. Tappan, Mansfield, Ohio. Circle 325 on reader service card.

2. Under-counter can storage cabinet turns narrow wasted space into an added convenience. Unit rolls out revealing three adjustable oak shelves on both sides. One side is deeper than the other and can hold a standard size juice can. Unit, shown in a 12" width, is also offered in a double size 24" model. Coppes, Napanee, Ind. Circle 326 on reader service card.

3. Dishwasher-sink combination unit, "Superba", is available in harvest gold, avocado, coppertone and white. A one-piece stainless steel sink and countertop makes for easy maintenance. The unit can be equipped with a disposer and hot water dispenser. KitchenAid, Hobart, Troy, Ohio. Circle 327 on reader service card.

4. Traditionally styled cabinetry, "Country Pine", features a bold grain, a lustrous finish and a graceful arch design that blends with any decor. Doors, with changeable front panels, provide a decorative option. Standard door is a pine veneer panel set in a solid pine frame. Wall cabinets have adjustable shelves. Base units feature hardwood frames and self-closing drawers. IXL, Westinghouse, Elizabeth City, N.C. Circle 328 on reader service card.

5. Smooth cooktop ranges heat up quickly, due to open coil elements, cool down fast and resist staining. Easy-to-clean, one-piece cooktops are constructed of PPG Hercuvit ceramic glass. Line includes two double-oven models, two warming shelf versions and three 30" freestanding units. Hardwick, Cleveland, Tenn. Circle 329 on reader service card.

6. Dishwasher boasts quiet operation. Extra rigidity and firm support of the wash chamber combine with effective isolation of the motorized power module to muffle and suppress operational noise. Dishwasher features stainless steel wash chambers, three-level washing, push-button controls and up to ten cycles. Five undercounter and four portable models are offered. Three come with decorative front panel kits. Norge, Fedders, Edison, N.J. Circle 330 on reader service card.

7. Convertible cooktop grill-range is available in countertop style with a choice of glass ceramic or conventional elements. Either or both plug-in/lift-out cartridge cooktops are easily replaced with plug-in char-flavor grill assemblies. Options include an electric rotisserie, a shish kebab, a french fryer and a griddle. Jenn-Air, Indianapolis, Ind. Circle 331 on reader service card.
Specify our fiberglass 
Gothic Pool or Deluxe Recessed Shower.

Or any of our nine styles in eleven sizes. Everything from an 84” oval pool to a square oriental soaking tub. Or a 32” one-piece replacement shower to a 60” luxury model with a built-in seat. You’ll find them all in an assortment of bright, pace-setting colors.

Our line meets the strict standards of the NAHB and receives its coveted label of approval. Fiberglass is economical and easy to install. And when your clients realize you’ve sold them on a Designer Line fixture that’s warm to the touch and easy to keep clean—you might just find your name being dropped in the right places.

Designer Line: A good name to drop when specifying fiberglass bath fixtures.
The architect has a variety of materials from which to choose... he must consider the cost... the suitability for the purpose intended... the practicality of installation...

When he comes to subfloor WATERPROOFING... he finds that

Compotite®

is one-fourth to one-half the cost of sheet lead, copper, or comparable weight butyl, neoprene or vinyl...

is designed specifically for direct installation on either wood or concrete without adhesives or asphaltic protection...
easily fits any space from showers in single widths to large areas by lapping...

may be scheduled without interference to other construction and thus satisfies his client by truly unstopping the bottleneck of the subfloor waterproofing phase of building!

Compotite is available through wholesale plumbing suppliers in cut pens and in 100 foot rolls... in widths of 48"-54"-60"-72".

Meet requirements of Model Plumbing Codes, FHA, VA, and Military Guide Specifications for Family Housing and for Plumbing, General Purpose.

products: kitchens

1. Convenient pantry cabinet unit is a welcome addition to any kitchen area. Cabinet is divided into an upper storage compartment that holds tall boxes and oversized cans and bottles and the lower section, featuring adjustable, self-returning lazy susan shelves. Five steel shelves located on the inside of each door are fully adjustable. Shown in the "Mediterranean" style are two freestanding units, side by side. Long Bell, International Paper, Portland, Ore. Circle 332 on reader service card.

2. The ultimate cooking appliance, Micromatic™, combines a microwave oven, a conventional continuous cleaning electric unit and a smooth ceramic glass cooktop. Extra-large-capacity microwave oven features automatic defrosting and a 60-minute digital timer. The 30" range, with up-front infinite heat controls, offers smokeless broiling. Brushed chrome backsplash and lift-up cooktop make for easy cleanability. Litton, Minneapolis, Minn. Circle 333 on reader service card.

3. Rustic-styled cabinetry, "Winchester Oak", blends with any decor. Rich brown and ebony walnut stain is hand-wiped to emphasize the oak woodgrain. Three-coat finish includes a tough, durable, baked-on polymer topcoat. Solid core doors feature raised panel designs. Wall cabinets with adjustable shelves are 12" deep. Feather-touch drawers and magnetic catches are standard. Hardware is brass finished. Connor Forest, Wausau, Wis. Circle 332 on reader service card.
Miracle’s Tenant Attracters
Make Them Stay with You

THE CHILDREN — Fill their hours with fun with safety-engineered Miracle playground equipment. Miracle’s body-building babysitters convert childrens’ restless energy into constructive, imaginative, developmental play.

A variety of basketball backstops, tennis net hardware, handball backstops and heavy duty tether ball equipment are ideal for teenage children.

THE ADULTS — Adults can relax and find more time for their own activities knowing that the children won’t stray and that they are engaged in wholesome, safe fun. Miracle equipment is so well designed and safe the children can practically play without supervision.

Adults will also love Miracle’s colorful array of park benches, tables, pool equipment, poolside tables, sun decks and barbeque grills.

YOU’LL SMILE TOO! — Many owners and renters say Miracle mini-playgrounds for multiple housing complexes are the deciding factor in choosing a residence. Miracle equipment is practically maintenance-free thanks to sturdy construction and the best protective finishes on the market — new MIRACOTE® (seven times thicker than paint), “PERMA-CLASS” with TEDLAR® and Miracle’s exclusive “Perma-Lok”. All equipment is delivered directly to the site. Installs quickly and easily. Order the complete package or start small and reserve space for future equipment installation . . . then sit back and watch the smiles.

Call or Write Today for your FREE 4-color catalog of 166 pieces of the world’s finest play, park and athletic equipment.

Miracle Recreation Equipment Company
Box 2754 - P Grinnell, Iowa 50112
Telephone 515/236-7536
TWX 910 520-2826
The hinge that hides

NOW YOU SEE IT
NOW YOU DON'T

The Soss Invisibles—for a custom look for any room! These amazing hinges hide when closed, eliminating unsightly gaps, hinges, and door jambs. They're the perfect hidden touch for doors, doorwalls, storage cabinets, built-in bars, stereos, and TV's. Specify the Soss Invisibles wherever looks matter. See listing in Sweet's or write for catalog: Soss Manufacturing Co., Division of SOS Consolidated, Inc., P.O. Box 8200, Detroit, Mich. 48213.

Why pay an answering service when you can own your own?

Dictaphone has a machine to make sure you never lose another cent through a missed phone call or a garbled message. In fact, we have a whole line of them.

They're called Ansafone Telephone Answering Systems. You can buy one outright or possibly lease it for about what you're paying your answering service now. And it works for you 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

For a free brochure describing how much an Ansafone can help you, mail this coupon now.

Dictaphone
Box L-1-20. 120 Old Post Road, Rye, New York 10580
Please send me full details of the Ansafone line.

Name
Company
Address
City State Zip Code

Ansafone and Dictaphone are registered trademarks of Dictaphone Corp.
CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD

products: kitchens

4. Traditionally styled “Nottingham Oak” cabinetry offers tremendous design versatility. Sculptured center door panels feature grooved reverse sides that can be faced with any type of material for decorative accent. Furniture-finish cabinets have door frames and drawer fronts of solid oak as well as easy-to-clean interiors. Wall cabinets feature adjustable shelves. Series includes convenience options and matching vanities. Home-Crest, Goshen, Ind. Circle 335 on reader service card.

5. Safety-oriented double oven range features a sliding, locking control cover that prevents children from accidentally turning on the unit. The smooth top range has upper and lower continuous cleaning ovens. Upper one is equipped with a double glass door. Outer black glass door can be opened to check on cooking while the clear inner door remains shut. Lower oven is fully automatic. Range includes a lighted backsplash, infinite heat controls, a built-in exhaust fan and a lower storage drawer. Gibson, Greenville, Mich. Circle 336 on reader service card.

6. Self-service single load dryer for multifamily use features a large capacity, rapid drying and easy maintenance. Unit is adaptable for coin slide usage, manual timer for non-metered use and electronic ticket control. Dryer, in electric or gas models, offers preset cycles for all types of clothes. Easy-access lint filter is in the wall of the front-opening door. Maytag, Newton, Iowa. Circle 337 on reader service card.
Once or twice every winter it gets to 30 or 35 below in Warroad, Minn., where we make Marvin windows. Sometimes there's a spell of a couple of weeks when it doesn't get any warmer than 10 below. Marvin's been making double and triple-glazed windows for a long time. We know what happens to them in bitter cold. Thanks to wood, double or triple glazing, and double weather-stripping (where practical), Marvin windows reduce heat loss, even at 30 below. And we offer many combinations of multiple glazing, with no loss of time in delivery.

Because of the energy crisis, people who are buying homes, and bankers who are putting up the money, are becoming very wood window conscious. It makes sense to offer them fascinating, trouble-free windows that also save them money. Write for our 36-page catalog and see the combinations offered. Marvin Windows, Warroad, Minn. 56763. Phone: 218-386-1430.
When a job calls for beautiful, textured doors with better durability than wood...

Next to the three prefinished embossed hardboard door facings in the Legacy Series from Masonite Corporation, any other door facing is out of its depth.

No flat surface door with a mere grain finish has the deep-textured feeling of Legacy or its deep-rooted durability.

Legacy comes closer to nature than competitively priced doors. The texture is embossed into the substrate before the durable finish is applied. It won't scratch off. The total effect mirrors that of an actual wooden planked surface, each plank with its own personality.

Mar-resistant Legacy won't split, splinter, crack or check. It can be easily repaired on site in event of damage. Legacy's high dimensional stability and great structural strength make it suitable for use with both solid and hollow core doors.

And the price is right.

Want the names of some quality door manufacturers currently using Legacy? Write Masonite Corporation, 29 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

Legacy and Masonite are trademarks of Masonite Corporation.
Masonite Corporation will pay you a

"Buck-a-door"
(up to 100 doors, that is, $100)

to install Legacy™

Why such an extraordinary offer? Because Legacy is no ordinary door facing. And because we are firmly convinced that after you install your first door, you'll be hard pressed to revert back to any other.

The offer, again. Masonite Corporation will pay any professional builder—directly—$1.00 for every Legacy faced door purchased—up to 100 doors.

Limitations. This offer is limited to one payment per builder. It covers any one order for Legacy faced doors purchased and shipped to you between November 1, 1973 through and including March 15, 1974.

What do you do? Call: 800-447-4700* (toll-free of course). We will tell you where your nearest Legacy door supplier is located and send you a qualification form. Later, after you have received Legacy doors, simply send us proof of purchase—such as a copy of an invoice to you.

What will we do? Send you a check. But remember, Masonite Corporation will honor one invoice only from a builder. If the invoice you submit covers one door, you will be paid $1.00. If it covers 50 doors, you will be paid $50.00. If it covers 100 doors, $100.00. Any amount over 100 doors does not qualify. In short, the maximum payment to any builder is limited to $100.00.

Masonite Corporation, 29 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606.

For the name of your nearest Legacy door supplier,

Call: 800-447-4700

*(In Illinois Call 800-322-4400)

Legacy stands alone...

... in beauty.
Embosed and prefinished hardboard, it duplicates the look and feel of natural wood. The texture is in not simply on the surface.

... in durability.
The surface is harder than most conventional doors with mere printed surfaces.

... in repairability.
If damaged, Legacy can be easily repaired on site. Builders who have used it, report far fewer problems, complaints or requests for replacements than with other doors.

... in availability
at stable prices from leading door manufacturers in Walnut tone, White and Oak tone. Domestically made, Legacy is not subject to the vagaries of the wood industry.

... in economy
Prefinished doors generally are less costly—installed—than those which must be finished on the job site.

MASONITE CORPORATION

CIRCLE 169 ON READER SERVICE CARD
products: fireplaces

1. Flagstone electric fireplace complements any style home. Unit is available with a choice of log sets including three with built-in heaters. Logsets plug into 110v outlets. Fireplace can be placed at center as shown or to the right or left. Easy-to-install fireplace features a brass-trimmed black firescreen and slate hearth. Monoline, St. Joseph, Mich. Circle 353 on reader service card.

2. Traditionally styled electric fireplace doubles as a forced air heater with thermostatic control. Designed to be tucked in a corner, the "Coronado", constructed of realistic brick, is a natural looking accent for any room. Curved hearth and front and arched opening allow viewing from any angle. Heater logs are available in 120v and 240v models. Dyna, Farmington, Calif. Circle 354 on reader service card.

3. Island fireplace, used as an unusual room divider, allows viewing from any direction. The bricklike unit is molded of a fiber glass masonry material. Real flickering wood log provides an authentic look. UL-listed heater provides a warm air flow. Cavnik, Vernon, Conn. Circle 355 on reader service card.

4. Electric fireplace, "Georgian", with the texture and look of genuine fieldstone, is a useful addition to any room. Unit, with either a 1,500 or 3,000 watt thermostatically controlled heater, includes the firebox, firescreen, draw pulls and real oak fire logs. Fasco, Fayetteville, N.C. Circle 357 on reader service card.

5. Built-in woodburning fireplace can be installed directly on wood floors and next to combustible materials. Available in three size firebox openings and in open ended models as shown, unit, including damper and screen, comes in one carton. Preway, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. Circle 356 on reader service card.

6. Freestanding woodburning fireplace, "Lounge-Around", offers a 360° viewing area. Unit, finished in satin black, is available in a choice of brass or black firescreen and several hearth colors to complement any decor. Unit features a refractory firebox floor, a curved fitted firescreen and enough matching color flue pipe to reach an 8' ceiling. Accessories include matching color sections and elbows and all-fuel chimneys to go through the roof. The decorative fireplace, available in 28" and 34" widths, comes in a choice of antique red or antique orange porcelain finish. Superior Fireplace, Fullerton, Calif. Circle 358 on reader service card.

7. Cone-shaped, freestanding fireplace, "Free-form", is a UL-listed woodburning unit. A heavy-gauge steel baffle design inside protects the sides and back of the firebox. Unit features a refractory firebox floor, a curved fitted firescreen and enough matching color flue pipe to reach an 8' ceiling. Accessories include matching color sections and elbows and all-fuel chimneys to go through the roof. The decorative fireplace, available in 28" and 34" widths, comes in a choice of antique red or antique orange porcelain finish. Superior Fireplace, Fullerton, Calif. Circle 359 on reader service card.
Rebel, A Fine Figure Of A Door

The old ideal of the Gibson Girl owed much of its success to a no-nonsense corset, liberally aided by firm metal stays. This is something we understand completely, because we built the same idea into our Rebel garage doors. The rails on the Rebel are rigid extruded architectural aluminum that eliminates rotting, warping, splitting or grain checking—you can figure on it. The rails are formed into Tru-Fit rabbeting, which effectively seals out dust, rain and wind. Pre-drilled wooden stiles and muntins are incorporated for easy installation with Raynor's time-tested hardware. Factory installed astragal, combined with an adjustable bottom rail, allows for a snug fit against uneven problem floors. The Rebel is offered in single or two car Ranch or Colonial styles, classically beautiful figures. There's one other Rebel figure you ought to know about—its surprisingly low price tag. For your next project, check out the Raynor Rebel. It's a fine figure of a door, any way you look at it.

You're always in better shape with Raynor Garage Doors.

RAYNOR MANUFACTURING COMPANY, DEPT. HH-1, DIXON, ILLINOIS 61021

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD
These newly-built apartments with gambrel rooftops take on an interesting Dutch Colonial feeling. All exterior block surfaces were sealed first with a brush coat of THOROSEAL cement-base coating to fill and seal all cracks and voids. A spray coat of THOROSEAL PLASTER MIX was then applied for a finishing texture. (Super bonding ACRYL 60 was used in both.) Here's another example of remarkable THOROSEAL qualities—low cost finishing that protects, waterproofs and decorates for the life of the building.

Attractive spray texture enhances Dutch Colonial look

Thoroseal Plaster Mix finishes and waterproofs masonry quickly and economically!
Alhambra from Arist-O-Kraft offers the industry the most exciting new kitchen cabinet to hit the market in years. Two years in the development... offering the handcrafted look found only in the custom priced kitchen.

Elegance... styling... self-closing hinges... light-colored smooth interiors, solid wood face frames...

Alhambra gives you everything including being stocked in Arist-O-Kraft's national network of warehouses.

Contact Arist-O-Kraft today for complete details and product literature.
products: doors/windows

1. Sectional steel garage door, "Sta-Lite 500", features heavy-duty hinges and roller brackets as well as integral welded trusses and muntin bars. Tapered track with large nylon rollers, adjustable leveling brackets and pinch-proof, weather-tight section joints are also standard. The lightweight door is divided into eight sections and can be easily installed by one person. Stanley Works, Birmingham, Mich. Circle 345 on reader service card.

2. Deeply sculptured steel entrance door eliminates warping and panel splitting problems. Fully reversible, it is deeply embossed on both front and back. The "Chateau", above, is 1 1/4" thick and made of 23-gauge galvanized steel with an electrostatically sprayed enamel finish. It comes prehung and ready to install, including weatherstripping and threshold. Other models from the "Benchmark" line include flush doors, doors with multiple lights and combinations of the two. General Products, Fredericksburg, Va. Circle 346 on reader service card.

3. Prehung entrance door, "Jamlock" is installed simply by nailing exterior clip. It requires no shimming or leveling. The styrofoam-core steel door features a thermal aluminum frame with a baked white or bronze enamel finish. Predrilled door is furnished with lockset. Interior ranch casing and exterior trim are included. Unit comes with magnetic weather stripping and threshold. Reynolds Metals, Park Ridge, Ill. Circle 347 on reader service card.

4. Insulating window, with heavy-duty double locks and concealed hinges, comes in heights of 5' and over. Made of rigid vinyl and aluminum, it resists sticking, warping and rusting. Exterior finish is bronze or white. Alcoa, Pittsburgh, Pa. Circle 348 on reader service card.

5. Casement angle-bay window is comprised of low-maintenance "Perma-Shield" units. A rigid vinyl sheath that needs no painting is applied around the wood sash and frame to resist weathering and corrosion. Available in 30° and 40° models, the unit comes in 4', 5', and 6' heights. Andersen, Bayport, Minn. Circle 349 on reader service card.


7. Louvered wardrobe doors of 1 1/4"-thick western hemlock are available as single doors or in two and four door models. Units come complete with hardware, sanded and ready for painting. E.A. Nord, Everett, Wash. Circle 351 on reader service card.

8. Open-louvered bifold door is molded of high-impact structural foam polystyrene. The one-piece, 1"-thick frame is reinforced for extra rigidity to help eliminate twisting and warping. No bottom track is needed. Allastics, Norcross, Ga. Circle 352 on reader service card.
Simpson Ruf-Sawn 316.
The textured plywood panel for solid color finishes.

When you put a coat of paint or solid color stain on Ruf-Sawn 316 siding, it stays there up to three times longer than on natural wood.

That's because Ruf-Sawn 316 has a resin-impregnated overlay permanently bonded to the plywood substrate. This process produces a surface that's ideal for taking and holding solid color finishes. It won't chip, crack, or peel, and you won't see any coat patches or fuzzy grain spots, either.

Yet it's a surface that looks and feels like wood. With a rough-sawn, actual woodgrain pattern deeply embossed into the overlay.

Ruf-Sawn 316, available in plain or grooved patterns, is easy to handle and install. It saws, shapes and nails better than composition. And it meets or exceeds APA "303 Siding" specifications and FHA requirements for racking strength without sheathing.

See for yourself. We'll send you additional literature on Ruf-Sawn 316's superior performance, plus a free sample. Write Simpson Timber Company, 2000 Washington Building, Seattle, Washington 98101. Or call (206) 682-2828.
Our clean air act

A powerful furnace that's designed to push cold air through the toughest central air conditioning systems. Day & Night's compact Dustrap III provides a constant electronic "washing" of circulated air. Which removes the tiniest microscopic particles such as lint, pollen, dust, and smoke.

Finally, our Spring Mist humidifier — available in both bypass and downflow types — add the ultimate touch of comfort by introducing just the right amount of moisture into the living environment.

Day & Night's clean air act is just one more way that we've expanded our air conditioning capabilities to meet both your residential and commercial needs.

So contact your Day & Night distributor today. He's the man with the answers.
"The First Really New Book of Financial Tables in 25 years..."

The Thorndike Encyclopedia of Banking and Financial Tables

compiled by DAVID THORNDIKE and the editors of The Bankers Magazine

- Over 1500 pages!
- Measures a full 8 1/2” x 11”!
- Rugged binding is designed to stand many years of constant use!
- Large, easy-to-read format!

FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME, virtually all the banking and financial tables you are ever likely to use in your daily dealings have been assembled in one, comprehensive volume.

The computer-generated data in David Thorndike’s highly acclaimed new reference is now at your fingertips to save valuable time and to help you come up with the most accurate answers to all your banking and financial questions. Every table has been thoroughly checked for complete accuracy.

There is no other work like it available on the market today!

EASY-TO-READ, EASY-TO-USE:
- Includes tables for commercial loans, mortgages, bonds, stocks, consumer credit, simple interest, compound interest, effective rates, compound growth, discounts, present worth, sinking funds, annuities, payments, price, yield, cost, rate, value, and balance.
- Presents hundreds of tables always ready to give you answers instantly and accurately.
- Provides with each table a step-by-step example illustrating how to use that specific table.
- Offers a quick reference Index as well as a separate Glossary to clarify terms and tables.

Now have all the answers... always in front of you
A truly comprehensive encyclopedia of financial tables, David Thorndike has created this essential volume primarily for the working needs of:
Commercial Bank Lending Officers • Installment Loan Officers • Investment Analysts and Trust Officers • Real Estate Investors and Mortgage Lending Officers • Savings Institution Treasurers and Cashiers • Corporate Financial Officers.

For your personal copy
MAIL COUPON WITH REMITTANCE TO:
Housing Bookcenter, House & Home, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10020

Send me_____ copies of The Thorndike Encyclopedia of Banking and Financial Tables for $47.50 each. Enclosed is my check for $____ payable to Housing Bookcenter.

Your name
Firm name
Mailing Address
City State Zip

(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY)
products: exteriors

1. Slate-like siding, "Petrarch", is a nonflake composite of powdered slate and stone with a resin binder and glass fiber reinforcement. Available in green or blue, the sheets are 10'x4' and ¼" thick. Lighter in weight than natural slate, they are easier to transport and install. The material can be applied to exterior brickwork, concrete, masonry and timber or steel frame constructions as well as interior surfaces. Unaffected by weather conditions or pollution, this man-made cladding is easily cleaned and is unharmed by solvents or thinners. Redland Claddings, Sussex, England. Circle 338 on reader service card.

2. Polystyrene shutters with an acrylic finish complement any style of home. They resist warping and twisting, denting and wind damage. The open-louvered, woodgrained shutters can be installed easily with only a drill and screwdriver. Measuring 14" wide and from 25" to 81" long, they are available in white, black, brown and green with color-matched screws. Shutters can be repainted with standard exterior oil or latex. U.S. Steel, Pittsburgh, Pa. Circle 339 on reader service card.

3. Mineral-fiber shingles, "Pocono", are maintenance-free and prefinished and have the look of wood shakes. Ceramic-based finish cannot discolor, fade, peel or blister. Shingles are fireproof and impervious to shrinkage, warping and decay. They measure 14"x253/8" with a 13" exposure. Supradur, New York City. Circle 340 on reader service card.

4. Brick panels can be used as exterior siding or applied indoors on fireplaces, in kitchens or as room dividers. Fabricated of kiln-dried, fired-clay brick, ¼" thick, and permanently bonded to an insulating substrate, the easy-to-install panels add structural strength. Material comes in a wide range of colors and textures. Panel Brick, Owensboro, Ky. Circle 341 on reader service card.

5. Aluminum cladding, with the rustic look of natural wood shakes, is ideal for sidewall or mansard roof application. Coated with a PVC finish, the material resists fading, chipping, peeling or cracking for up to 30 years. No painting is needed. "Great American Shakes" comes in 2'x1' panels in white, redwood and other natural colors as well as in monochromatic or polychromatic styles. Alcan, Warren, Ohio. Circle 342 on reader service card.

6. Premortared brick siding, "Insta-brick", consists of modules which contain six standard-size brick faces. Units, cast from natural masonry material, are ¼" thick, 8" high and 16¼" long. They come in standard and custom shades. Insta Building Systems, Spring Valley, N.Y. Circle 343 on reader service card.

7. Copper sheeting can be used for a broad range of exterior applications. The high-strength "Tough 12" is available in 36"x96" and 36"x120" sheets. It does not burr and is readily cut and formed using hand tools. Copper Dev., New York City. Circle 344 on reader service card.
The Full Proof Doors

Warp proof
Shrink proof
Crack proof
Sag proof
Swell proof

Sta-Tru® doors are so full of proof, in fact, that you'll never go back to the gripes and headaches of a conventional wood door again. Or, any other metal-clad door as far as that's concerned, if you compare it feature by feature, dollar for dollar, with our Sta-Tru door.

And, this is one beautiful door to live with. Not only in looks, but in installation, too. With Sta-Tru's lower in-place costs, you'll enjoy every dollar-saving minute.

Ask your Sta-Tru man about these full proof doors today. Over 30 styles from which to select. Also available with “C” Fire Label where required. Let him show how Stanley helps you sell homes. Stanley Door Systems, Division of The Stanley Works, 2400 E. Lincoln Road, Birmingham, Michigan 48012.

STANLEY
helps you do things right

CIRCLE 181 ON READER SERVICE CARD
News! American systems for every

This was just the beginning.

This is Redi-Set* Systems 100, our famous pregroutcd glazed tile sheets. Homeowners love the flexible, stain- and mildew-resistant Redi-Set grout. It's waterproof, wipes clean, and won't crack—even when the building settles. Use Systems 100 in the luxury baths in your condominiums, apartments, custom and semi-custom housing, and for remodeling jobs. It comes in sheets of up to 16 tiles.

of the tub enclosures found in apartments, townhouses, industrialized housing, tract homes, and low-cost FHA housing. Installed in under an hour over almost any backup, this eight-sheet beauty is self-trimmed. Most grouting and most cuts are eliminated. Extension packages are available to extend the glazed tile to the ceiling.

The matching Redi-Set tile wainscot.

Almost anywhere you use System 310, you can add even more sales appeal with Redi-Set System 350, the matching pregrouted wall sheets. It's quick and easy to build in. Or offer it as a trade-up option. Sheets are 2' by 2', and contain up to 36 tiles.

Anywhere there's a standard-size tub in a standard recess there's where you use Redi-Set System 310 pregrouted tub surround. It's designed to fit most
Olean ceramic tile kind of bath.

Redi-Set shower systems.

Redi-Set Systems 300 glazed tile shower surrounds are sized to fit the four most popular receptor sizes. These units can be installed directly over properly sealed drywall. 72" high, there are extension packages available to extend the tile to the ceiling.

Redi-Set ceramic mosaics.

Even the edges of Redi-Set Systems 200 floor and wall sheets are pregrouted, eliminating all grouting on the job except around fixtures and where floor and wall meet. 2' x 2' sheets of 1" x 1" ceramic mosaic tiles; in 10 patterns; with harmonizing colored grout.

Redi-Set pregrouted ceramic tile. It's the natural thing to use.

So give your prospects what they want a bathroom with the beauty and recognized low maintenance of ceramic tile; plus a new grout joint which is waterproof, stain- and mildew-resistant, and won't crack out. That's what they get with American Olean Redi-Set systems.

American Olean Tile Company
1923 Cannon Ave., Lansdale, Pa. 19446
Please send literature on your new Redi-Set systems.

Name
Street
City
State
Zip
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products: hardware

1. Decorative hardware line for doors, closets and cabinets includes fine vitreous china and Tasmania blackwood knobs. Porcelain pieces, in six classic patterns, will never graze or discolor. They come in 2¾", 2" or 1½" sizes with 22 karat gold-plated roses. Precision sanded blackwood knobs, in sizes from 1½" to 2¾", feature pewter roses and have nylon bushings and concealed fittings so no screws are visible. De Jong, Richmond Hill, N.Y. Circle 360 on reader service card.

2. Elegantly styled hardware line, "Baroness," is a decorative accent to any decor. Line includes a 6" pull, a 6¼" pull, a 1½" diameter knob and a 2½" o.c. pendant. Backplate, for use with pulls or knob, measures 6¼" overall. Matching hinges come in conventional and self-closing versions. Series is offered in Medieval brass and antique silver finishes. Hyer Hardware, Fullerton, Calif. Circle 361 on reader service card.

3. Bathroom hardware, guaranteed not to crack, peel or tarnish, is available in Mirra-gold or Mirra-chrome vacuum metalized finish. Easy-to-install line includes a towel ring and bars, tissue holder, hooks, shelf, toothbrush and tumbler holders and soap dish. Newell, Freeport, Ill. Circle 362 on reader service card.

TRI-MIRRA™...something new from the folks you didn’t know one year ago...

Remember the ad we ran last year? The one that said: "Here's why you don't know us!" Funny thing, we can't run that ad anymore.

Because now, Zenith is well-known throughout the entire building industry. For quality, fast delivery and competitive pricing on a full line of medicine cabinets for the bath.

Which brings us to our new TRI-MIRRA series. 10 different models that look like a million dollars, but cost considerably less.

Check out TRI-MIRRA. Contact your nearby Zenith distributor or sales rep. Or write for free product information.

Zenith...we live up to our name.

723 Secane Avenue, Primos, Pennsylvania 19018
(215) 748-3000
No matter how you color it - Temple's new textured hardboard siding looks great!

Temple's new textured primed panels solve many traditional siding problems—with a look that's tradition itself.

These panels make painting simple. Their rustic grain patterns look great under any of a rainbow of colors, and the factory-primed finish eliminates half the painting job entirely. You can even wait up to sixty days before applying the surface coat.

Because Temple textured siding is made entirely of wood fibers, it offers many of the advantages of wood, and some others besides. It will not split or crack during cutting or nailing, even when nails are driven flush. Each panel is uniform, free from knotholes, and simple to install. It is warp resistant, with no resins to bake out in the sun.

Available in grooved or ungrooved panels, Temple siding can save you time and money on your next construction job. Judge it against the siding you're using now—for both quality and price. See your building supply dealer—you may be surprised at how economical it really is.

TEMPLE INDUSTRIES
DIBOLL. TEXAS 75941

CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD
products: hardware

4. French-provincial-designed hardware, “Bonaventure”, can be used in every room of the house. Over 40 different matching items include entry handles, switch and outlet plates, cabinetware, passage levers and a full line of bathroom accessories. The elegantly styled decorative series is available in a bronze or white finish. Amerock, Rockford III. Circle 363 on reader service card.

5. Series of door pulls and handles, designed to restore old world elegance, comes in three distinct styles. The Marrakesh line is available in hand-finished antique brass, iron or copper. The Moorish style is offered in the same finishes. Crystal pieces come in clear, smoke, red, blue and green with antique brass, polished brass or polished chrome bases. Harris Hardware, Brooklyn, N.Y. Circle 364 on reader service card.

6. Series of bathroom accessories, traditionally styled “Pilgrim” line, is available in antique brass or pewter finishes. Towel ring and bars, hooks, toilet tissue holder, soap dishes for sink and bathtub and a tumbler and toothbrush holder are included in the group. Easy-to-install pieces are individually packaged. F.H. Lawson, Cincinnati, Ohio. Circle 365 on reader service card.

if space and cost limitations have you against the wall

with Climatrol heating and cooling

Climatrol Thru-the-Wall design concepts for heating and cooling can reduce your project expenditures in these important ways...

savings... with no chimney costs
savings... in on-site labor costs
savings... with no-slab costs
savings... on fire retardation code requirements
savings... with on-site service, without unit removal
savings... on inside work during bad weather
savings... with Climatrol’s compact, 4 ft. size—needs no special equipment room
savings... with quicker tenancy and rental income

Consider Climatrol’s multitude of unique engineering adaptations before you start your next job. For 111 years we’ve been building products to heat and cool what you build. No matter what you build, where you build it, or the fuel you use, there’s a Climatrol answer to your air conditioning needs...3696 different Climatrol models.

Ask the Climatrol man near you about our thru-the-wall units—split, package apartment or modular heating/cooling systems... gas or electric. Or write to Mueller Climatrol Corp, 255 Old New Brunswick Road, Piscataway, New Jersey 08854.

Climatrol
Mueller Climatrol Corp
If you thought of everything you wanted in a cabinet—including the price range—chances are pretty good you'd be the second person to design PLAZA ONE. It has the handsome look of deep-grained oak; the durability found only in a man-made material like Durium; it won't warp or peel; practically eliminates service call-backs. Look in the Yellow Pages for your nearest distributor or write Kitchen Kompact, Inc., KK Plaza, Jeffersonville, Indiana 47130. See PLAZA ONE at NAHB booth #3245.

America's #1 Cabinet Value

Antique brass pull with matching self-closing hinge.
One solution for three baseboard problems.

Flexible Metal Inserts

Need an attractive and easy to install and maintain baseboard? Or a baseboard raceway system that includes an electrical outlet system for continuous plug-in capacity? Or a baseboard with an integral floor seal?

Crane plastic profile extrusions can solve all problems. Let us put our complete design, extrusion and fabrication capabilities to work to solve any baseboard problem you may have. Write Crane Plastics, 2141 Fairwood Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43216. Or call (614) 443-4891.

Crane Plastics

CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD

KOOL-O-MATIC Automatic Power Attic Ventilator lets air conditioning function up to 30% more efficiently saving both energy and dollars!

ENERGY SAVER!

When attic temperature reaches 100°F, KOOL-O-MATIC's powerful fan automatically is activated to remove superheated attic air before it penetrates living areas to make air conditioning work harder, longer. And KOOL-O-MATIC goes on working in the winter to keep insulation dry, reduce heating costs, add years to the life of the home. Inexpensive, easily installed and a terrific selling feature. Investigate now!

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
KOOL-O-MATIC CORPORATION, Dept. 1174
1831 Terminal Rd. - Niles, Mich. 49120 - Phone: 616/683-2600

KOOL-O-MATIC Automatic Power Attic Ventilator lets air conditioning function up to 30% more efficiently saving both energy and dollars!

products: electrical


2. Compact dimmer device, Trimatron™, is half the depth of conventional units. Thin enough to be quickly and easily installed in any wall system, dimmer features a full range of light levels with counterclockwise rotary action for brightness control. Designed to fit single gang switch boxes, unit is UL-listed. Leviton, Little Neck, N.Y. Circle 367 on reader service card.

3. Tape-on wall switch provides easily installed additional electrical controls in less than 30 minutes. "Surface Tape" wire and a plastic state transformer (power source), thin two-conductor, self-adhesive "Surface Tape" wire and a plastic touch-button switch. Transformer steps current down to 2-volt level. Switchpack, Del Mar, Calif. Circle 368 on reader service card.

4. Ground fault interrupters are now required on all outdoor receptacles and all circuits serving non-permanent swimming pool equipment. Easily installed in load centers or panel boards by an electrician, the device cuts power the instant a fault is recorded, preventing a potential shock. ITE Imperial, Spring House, Pa. Circle 369 on reader service card.
"Wood detail is important in my Hawaiian homes. And for my entryways, I use Nord doors."

Honolulu builder Roy Morimoto got his start as a carpenter. He still designs and does most of the wood detailing in his houses. And when it comes to his entryways, he uses Nord doors.

Reasons:
Appearance, quality, price.
"A fine entry is the feature that first attracts people to a house. If they like the looks of the outside of the package, they'll want to open it and investigate further."

Morimoto has used Nord doors on a wide variety of homes. He picked the Voyager Cadiz to dress up the small guest house pictured above. At the same time, he's using a pair of Nord doors for the double entry of a $265,000 five-bedroom home that's under construction.

"Nord doors hold their form. They don't twist or warp. And this can be a problem in Hawaii because of the high humidity."

Nord's philosophy.
For over 25 years, the Nord family has been combining fine wood and old-world craftsmanship with modern technology. Builders, like Morimoto, know they can count on Nord for select Western woods, rich detail, quality production, and "commodity" prices.

For full-color literature on Nord carved entry doors, write "doors" on your letterhead and mail it to E. A. Nord Company, Everett, WA 98206.
Cabinets bearing this seal meet or exceed ANSI A161.1/1973 “Minimum Construction and Performance Standards for Kitchen Cabinets.”* Certified Manufacturers are tested twice a year by unannounced plant pick-up of cabinets and testing to insure their compliance with this standard which is required by the Minimum Property Standards. Delays in approval and rejection by H.U.D. field personnel can result from the use of uncertified cabinets. Your responsibility ends and the manufacturer’s begins when you order or specify certified cabinets.

For list of Certified Cabinets write to:
National Kitchen Cabinet Association
334 East Broadway, Suite 248, Louisville, Kentucky 40202
(502) 583-4328/James L. Dooley, Executive Vice President

*Copy of Standards available for $2.00 from NKCA or A.N.S.I.

products: electrical

5. Vinyl raceway (above sink) is designed for convenient, economical surface installation of electrical wiring. System, which can be fastened mechanically or with adhesives to any type wall, provides for conveniently spaced outlets. Raceway will not support combustion and can be painted as desired. Johnsonite, Middlefield, Ohio. Circle 370 on reader service card.

6. Ground Fault Interrupter, Stablok®, protects against electrical shock by constantly monitoring balance of current. If a ground fault occurs, unit immediately breaks the circuit. Installed in load centers or panelboards, GFI also acts as a conventional circuit breaker. Federal Pacific Electric, Newark, N.J. Circle 371 on reader service card.

7. Wall-box timer switch reduces use of electricity and saves on wear of equipment. The “Mark Time”, available in timing ranges from 60 seconds to 12 hours, can be used to control heaters, ventilating fans or lights. Easily installed in any gem box, unit can be mounted with toggle switches and/or outlets. M.H. Rhodes, Avon, Conn. Circle 423 on reader service card.

8. Centralized cleaning system features a vacuum producing power unit separate from the dirt canister, allowing installation flexibility. Dirt canister can be located in a place convenient for emptying and servicing, while power unit can be remotely mounted so that noise is not heard. Vacu-Maid, Ponca City, Okla. Circle 372 on reader service card.
At Corl Corporation we put ideas to work for quality's sake, starting with the material we use in all our bathroom tubs and showers — a fiberglass reinforced polyester compound we call Corlgas. Corl research spent years developing Corlgas to make it tough, lightweight, durable and beautiful; and the result is a quality product that is highly desirable to today's home buyer or builder.

But that's not the only reason we're leaders in quality. Corlgas tubs and showers also offer:

EASY INSTALLATION, because Corlgas tubs and showers are constructed in one seamless, leak-proof piece that slips easily into place.

SEVEN HIGH-STYLED MODELS from which to choose, color-coordinated to match other bathroom fixtures and accessories.

SAFETY, because Corlgas tubs and showers are constructed of a special fire-retardant compound that has been rigidly tested and approved by an independent testing company.

FAST DELIVERY from Corl's four plant locations in Indiana, Georgia, North Carolina and Texas.

Interested in hearing more? Drop us a line and we'll be happy to tell you more. Write: Corl Corporation, 500 Commerce Building, Fort Wayne, Indiana 46802.
products: coatings/adhesives

1. A line of products for home care consists of five easy-to-apply substances. All-purpose asphalt paint is for protecting any wood or metal surface. Super foundation coat can be applied to concrete, brick masonry surface as a water-proofing agent. Fibrous roof coating, suitable for any surface except shingles, forms an impenetrable weather seal. Super roof cement fills large cracks and holes in masonry. Brewer, Newton, Ohio. Circle 381 on reader service card.

2. All-purpose construction adhesive, "Liquid Nails", is a waterproof substance formulated of rubber. Suitable for bonding all types of prefinished panels to most common building materials, "Liquid Nails" retains adhesion and flexing properties for years. Easy-to-use material requires no mixing and is freeze- and thaw-stable. Packaged in 11 oz. cartridges, the substance emits no offensive odor. Maccro Adhesives, Glidden, SMC, Wickliffe, Ohio. Circle 382 on reader service card.

3. Plywood construction adhesive is designed to bond interior and exterior panels to wood studs, concrete, drywall and masonry. "Scotch-Grip Brand Construction Mastic" is water, heat and dead load creep resistant. It remains firm and flexible. Bond strength increases for a few days after assembly. Adhesive comes in cartridges, five-gallon pails and 55-gallon drums. 3M, St. Paul, Minn. Circle 383 on reader service card.

4. Acrylic emulsion Rhoplex® is designed for formulation of high-solids latex caulks with low shrinkage and good adhesion. Caulks prepared with Rhoplex® offer low odor, good flexibility, high pigment loading capability and outstanding water and ultraviolet light resistance. The emulsion may also be used in glazing compounds, putties and adhesive products. Rohm & Haas, Philadelphia. Circle 384 on reader service card.

5. Latex interior paint line is a collection of more than 100 dramatic accent colors designed to blend with today's decors. Substance, which applies easily with a minimum of preparation and needs little cleanup, is fast drying, scrubble and resists fading. Devoe, Celanese, Louisville, Ky. Circle 385 on reader service card.

6. "Barn Board Stain" simulates the look of weather-beaten old wood. Ideal for the antique or colonial effect, transparent stain accents variations and irregularities on the wood surface. Stain may be used on all exterior and interior wood. Available in pint, quart and gallon containers, it is most effective when used on rough-sawn lumber for vertical siding. Samuel Cabot, Boston, Mass. Circle 386 on reader service card.

Builders benefit from a strong distributor network.

Here’s why:

- Instant service—delivered on time from local inventory.
- Competitive prices—widest selection of cabinets and styles for every size of kitchen cabinets in every size and color of oak and wood.
- Available in the industry.
- Simple, complete installation.
- Quality cabinets go up fast.
- Raygold cabinets go up fast.
- Clean, clutter-free installation.
- Variety—a wide selection of cabinets and styles with a quality cabinet for every need all with a quality variety of styles and sizes which eliminates the need for backorders.

Boise Cascade
Raygold Division
Winchester, Virginia 22601
products: bathrooms

1. Surface-mounted corner cabinets, "Avanti", used in combination with various size wall mirrors, offer a wide range of installation possibilities. Available in silver or gold finish, the reversible cabinets come in three styles: a white and gold paneled door version, a louvered front design and the mirrored-door model shown, which provides three-way viewing. Units are constructed with doors angled to blend with the wall mirror making storage area invisible until opened. Monarch Metal, Elk Grove Village, Ill. Circle 319 on reader service card.

2. Mirror and cabinet ensemble is designed for use in elegantly styled bathrooms. Decorative mirrors, with Baroque solid wood frames in gold or white/gold finishes, provide three-way viewing. Easy-to-install surface-mounted cabinets include three adjustable bulb-edge glass shelves and a plate glass mirror. Center mirror is available in five different sizes. Zenith, Primos, Pa. Circle 320 on reader service card.

3. Traditionally styled vanity, "Classic", features all wood construction. Shown with a white marble, center bowl top, the vanity is 21" deep. Available in 60", 48", 36", 30" and 24" widths, the unit has Lisbon walnut finish. A matching linen cabinet is also offered. Perma-bilt, Torrance, Calif. Circle 321 on reader service card.

4. Luxury bathtub, "Mark Seven", is a two-piece tub and deck ensemble molded of cast marble. Matching accessory pieces form a step around the entire perimeter. Cast marble, formulated of ground marble and polyester resins, provides a high gloss surface impervious to household stains and chemicals. Material will not chip or crack under normal use. Tub features a safety ribbed bottom and comfort contoured arm rests. Available in a wide range of neutral and marbleized decorative colors, the unit accepts standard plumbing fittings. Molded Marble, Menomonee Falls, Wis. Circle 322 on reader service card.

5. Single-handle shower fitting, "Hydro-Poise", features an anti-scall pressure balancing valve. Any sudden drain on supply lines automatically adjusts the balancing valve to maintain water temperature within 1° of original setting. The unit comes as a tub and shower fitting or as a shower fitting only. Decorative lucite or lever handle is available along with a full selection of shower heads. Chicago Faucet, Des Plaines, Ill. Circle 323 on reader service card.

6. Decorative bathroom cabinet ensemble, "Capistrano", is shown with optional twin swag lights. Mirror frames, styled with old world European elegance, are available in white and gold, antique gold or antique pewter finishes. Cabinets, which can be recessed or surface-mounted, are color coordinated with frame. Twin storage units feature adjustable glass shelves and magnetic catches. Mirrors are plate glass. Miami-Carey, Monroe, Ohio. Circle 324 on reader service card.
"Our residents are happier with Maytags and we have a lot less headaches," reports Mr. Botnick.

At Indian Valley, 18 Maytag Washers and Dryers bring a smoother, more trouble-free laundry operation.

Built by Irving Botnick and Associates, Indian Valley is a quality community of 300 town houses on 25 landscaped acres in the college town of Kent, Ohio.

Four years ago they replaced another brand of machines with 18 Maytag Washers and Dryers, giving them a total of 103 Maytags in their various housing complexes, according to Mr. Irving Botnick, President.

"Breakdowns are a source of irritation to residents and I know my problems are appreciably reduced with Maytags," he states. "Complaints are few and calls for refunds are very rare."

Also contributing importantly to the success of his laundry operation, according to Mr. Botnick, is the dependable service of Coin Rentals, Inc., the local Maytag Commercial Distributor.

Of course, we don't say your experience will be exactly like that reported by Mr. Botnick. But dependability is what we try to build into every Maytag Washer.

Find out what Maytag dependability and the great acceptance of the Maytag name can do for you. Mail the coupon now.
products: outdoor

1. Easy-to-erect, multi-purpose shelter is precut and predrilled. Constructed of aluminum, unit is coated with a wood-like brown enamel finish and embossed for a woodgrain effect. Measuring 20'x22', shelter is shipped KD and comes complete with all necessary hardware. T.J. Bottom, Fenton, Mo. Circle 373 on reader service card.

2. Modular passenger shelter helps make waiting for transportation comfortable. Strong durable unit, of extruded aluminum with clear acrylic or Lexan panels, is available with optional front wind screen, aluminum bench, map/schedule holder, lighting and heating. Vandal-resistant modules snap together. Melrose, Passaic, N.J. Circle 374 on reader service card.

3. Swimming pool deck coating is cool to the touch even in the hottest weather. The cementious mixture of silica, acrylic resins and a bonding catalyst can be applied to almost any type surface and spread paper thin. Material, which comes in four decorative colors, will not chip, peel or flake off. Super Deck, Phoenix, Ariz. Circle 375 on reader service card.

4. Vandal-proof drinking fountain for outdoor use is constructed of heavy-duty steel. Bubbler is locked to the receptacle and protected by a guard. Access panel is reinforced and locked to the fountain. Push-button valve is surrounded by a steel sleeve. Undercoated unit is surface mounted by three mounting feet. Western Drinking Fountain, Glen Riddle, Pa. Circle 376 on reader service card.

5. Concrete surfacing material, "Epoxy-Rok", is for indoor or outdoor use. It prevents spalling and is impervious to salt and ice damage while providing an attractive surface. Material is slip resistant and is highly resistant to chemicals and abrasion. It comes in a wide range of colors. Hallemite, Montvale, N.J. Circle 377 on reader service card.

6. Fiber glass building panels, used for patio roofs and decorative fencing, are translucent, offering privacy, protection and light at the same time. Weather-resistant, color-impregnated panels are available in two styles: a white background with broad and narrow stripes in either warm or cool tones. Filon, Vistron, Hawthorne, Calif. Circle 378 on reader service card.

7. Utility storehouse, constructed of aluminum with a baked enamel finish, features easy-gliding, wide, double-sliding doors. Available in sizes ranging from 6'x4' through 10'x10', the satin-white storehouse has a full width drain gutter, rigid supports and bracing and a key lock for added security. Cabanarama, Hialeah, Fla. Circle 379 on reader service card.

8. Trash container storage system "Tee-M" is sanitary and secure. Galvanized steel units feature rolling-door curtains made up of midget slats that operate on counter balance springs. Mounted on concrete slabs, cabinet, with a corrosion-resistant primer-coat and drainage and ventilation provisions, resists vandalism. J.G. Wilson, Norfolk, Va. Circle 380 on reader service card.
The bilt-in things that mean a lot.

Make more sales with Thermador bilt-in convenience.

Install the new Thermador Toaster or the dependable Can Opener in wall or cabinet location—wherever they are used most. In promoting the end to counter clutter you are also promoting kitchen sales.

The Can Opener is a real time saver. It pierces most sizes or shapes of cans, severs lid, shuts itself off and holds the can until you lift the handle. Cutting blade of heat treated tool steel. Face plate with attractive design, may be covered with wallpaper, vinyl or paint to match kitchen decor.

The slim-line Toaster lifts out of its mounting for ease of cleaning or for use at your table. The color selector lets you order the exact amount of toasting you want. It holds an extra large slice of French or Sheepherder's bread or two regular size slices plus all the handy toastable foods. Brushed lifetime stainless steel finish with vinyl simulated woodgrain handle. Write for details.

Visit us in Booth 2150 at the NAHB Show

Thermador
A DIVISION OF NORRIS INDUSTRIES

5123 District Blvd., Los Angeles, California 90040
A Lindal distributor recently grossed $156,000... working one day a week.

We're not sure how Gene Pettipas managed to limit his first year's activities to a Saturdays-only basis. And we certainly don't recommend his schedule.

Not when, by putting in an extra day or two each week, he could have grossed at least $300,000, for an income of well over $70,000.

How do we know? During the same period, Jim Brady, another first-year distributor, grossed a total of 1 million!

The simple truth is, we make exceptionally solid houses—precut cedar homes that also offer unique insulating virtues and unusual design flexibility. Homes that make a great deal of money for our distributors. (1973 sales were up again, by 33%.)

And, as Gene and Jim can attest, you don't need any related background to be successful. We supply the experience—some 28 years of housing and selling know-how, plus training and day-to-day assistance, advertising and leads.

Much of that assistance is spelled out in our comprehensive distributor guide, the Lindal Profitmaker. It costs $10, but it's a big book which covers all the bases, including the details of our distributor options and opportunities. (We'll also include a copy of our newest Planbook, containing 73 Lindal designs.)

If you'd like a copy, just return your check or money order with the coupon below. But please act promptly. Even in this period of rising costs, our sales are rising even faster. And, at Lindal, we make houses that make money.

ATTACH LABEL HERE

Please give five weeks notice before change of address becomes effective. Attach mailing label here and print your new address below. If you have any question about your subscription, include address label with your letter.

MAIL TO
House & Home, P.O. Box 480, Hightstown, N.J. 08520

ATTACH LABEL HERE

... for up to 15 people in Am-Finn's new "jumbo" Mark 810 Sauna.

Giving you:
- 80 square feet of floor space
- interior walls, ceiling, floor and benches of beautiful kiln-dried redwood
- superior insulation of non-burning polyurethane
- vapor-proof interior light
- pre-fabricated and pre-wired for easy installation

"Sitting room only": inside the Mark 810 Sauna means "standing room only" outside your rental office.

Call or write for more information about our complete line of original Finnish saunas today.

AM-FINN, INC.
Haddon Ave. & Line Street • Camden, New Jersey 08103
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TEST PROVES: NO NYLON FIBER HIDES SOIL BETTER THAN ENKALURE II.

The truth is out about soil-hiding nylon commercial carpet fiber.

Enkalure II is as good as the best.

It’s been tested and proven by the independent testing laboratory, Nationwide Consumer Testing Institute. They placed carpets made of the leading nylon fibers in one of the most heavily traffic’d airports in the country.

And when the results came in, Enkalure II’s soil-hiding ability proved to be every bit as good as the best-known soil-hiding nylon.

The reason is that, unlike conventional nylon fibers, Enkalure II bulked continuous filament nylon has no deep grooves to trap and hold dirt. Also, its special multilobal construction causes light actually to bounce off the fiber in every direction. So the color looks clean, even when the carpet is dirty.

Then there’s another test. Each prototype carpet is tested by Nationwide to make certain it meets our specifications. That’s why we can guarantee that Enkalure II carpet will wear no more than an average of 10% for 5 years when certified by Nationwide and the mill, and when properly installed and maintained—or we’ll replace it.

If you have the kind of floor that takes a lot of traffic, you should specify Enkalure II.

For specific carpet information and a 14-page report of the test results, contact American Enka (Dept.HH), 530 5th Avenue, N.Y., N.Y. 10036. (212) 661-6600.
products: interior environment

1. Low-cost heating unit, 'Warm-plan 250'' can be used individually or in a series as part of a system. The fan-assisted, sealed-ventilation gas convector can be operated by remote control or at the appliance itself. Compact unit features an over-heat control and a fail-safe device. Thermostatically and time-clock-controlled models are offered. Robinson-Willey, Liverpool, England. Circle 395 on reader service card.

2. Electronic air cleaner is designed for return air duct installation at the furnace, air handler or air conditioner. Easy-to-install unit is for upflow, horizontal or counterflow applications. Cleaner can be mounted vertically or horizontally. Mueller Climatrol, Milwaukee, Wis. Circle 396 on reader service card.

3. Thru-The-Wall electronic air cleaner is designed for use with a single central air grille. Unit is installed through the wall or ceiling and connected to the furnace and/or air conditioner. Attractive flush mounted grille is then installed on the front. Electro-Air, Emerson, McKees Rock, Pa. Circle 397 on reader service card.

4. Packaged terminal air conditioners are self-contained through-the-wall units that provide heating, cooling and dehumidifying. Operated by color coded pushbuttons and controlled by a dial thermostat, units come in a range of capacities. Prewired components and controls are mounted on one chassis. Raywall, TPI, Johnson City, Tenn. Circle 398 on reader service card.

5. Low capacity condenser has been added to a line of elliptical air-cooled units. The new 14,000 BTU model is designed to meet the cooling needs of smaller apartments. Seven other units, in cooling capacities ranging from 1½ to 5 tons, complete the series. Low-silhouette condenser features top air discharge. Attractive grills protect condenser coil and fan. Galvanized cabinets have a baked enamel finish. Carrier, Syracuse, N.Y. Circle 399 on reader service card.

6. "Twin-flo" hydronic heater is designed for use where space for a conventional heater is limited. Kick-space model shown is available in a 4''x18''x14'' size which provides the equivalent output of 9' of baseboard heat and a slightly larger unit equal to 15' or 20'. Forced air heater, ideal for kitchens or bathrooms, is controlled by a remotely mounted switch. A console model for larger areas supplies over 16,000 BTUH. Beacon-Morris, Boston, Mass. Circle 400 on reader service card.

7. Restyled vented heaters are attractive as well as functional. Leather-grained metal front panels are a striking contrast to the copper-tone finished unit. "Imperial Sure-Vent" shown is a 10,000 to 30,000 BTUH unit. Also redesigned are the "Baronet II" and "Baronet II Circulator". All models operate on natural or LP gas and feature thermostatic temperature controls, safety pilot lights and easy-to-see dial controls. Dearborn Stove, Dallas, Tex. Circle 401 on reader service card.
When customers are already sold on Kingsberry Homes you're in business in a big way! That's why Kingsberry Homes are advertised in more leading national publications. Buyers see Kingsberry Homes in magazines like *American Home*, *Better Homes & Gardens*, *Good Housekeeping*, *House Beautiful*, *House & Garden* and *The New Yorker*. Not only that, Kingsberry Homes are out front with editorial feature coverage. For the last three years, a Kingsberry Home has been chosen "House of the Year"—like The Highlander, named for '72 by *American Home* magazine.

Consumer advertising is just one way we offer all the help you can get. For the whole story...over 140 quality manufactured models and free, professional service from the Kingsberry Man...just fill out and mail this coupon. Do it today!

Kingsberry Homes are distributed throughout a 38 state area of the Mid-West, Mid-Atlantic, Southeast, Southwest and New England states from plants located in Alabama, Iowa, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

IT'S ALL THE HELP YOU CAN GET.
products: interior environment


2. Electric furnace control responds to changing climatic conditions. It generates the right amount of heat to maintain a constant room temperature. System consists of a wall-mounted sensing instrument and a control circuit board in the furnace. Mears, Beaverton, Ore. Circle 389 on reader service card.

3. Thermostat for line voltage control of resistance electric heating features a locking cover that must be removed for set point adjustment. Available in single pole and double line break models, unit is tan and gold with a dark brown accent. Sunne Controls, Portland, Ore. Circle 390 on reader service card.

4. All-Year comfort system combines heating and cooling in one air-cooled gas-operated unit. Individual chilling and heating systems within the unit share circulating water-line. Models range from 3-5 ton cooling and 100,000 to 180,000 BTUH input heating. Arkla, Shreveport, La. Circle 391 on reader service card.

Benchmark

Beautiful cost cutters that give you a sharp sales edge.

Fast installing—in minutes! Cut labor costs with time-saving engineered features, like snap-apart tracks, quick final adjusting.

Full 1 ¼" thick. 100% more rigid, outperforms all other doors. Top quality at every price level.

Exclusive deep-molded beauty. Authentic look of wood panel details, shaped in steel under tremendous pressure. Traditional, louvered and flush models.

Show and sell. Nylon-quiet action of these handsome bi-folds adds the finishing touch to your sales message.

Benchmark Insulated Steel Doors—Deep-Embossed Beauty on Both Sides

Exclusive deep-molding process produces sculptured-steel elegance, coming and going. Prefinished and prehung, Benchmark Doors are complete and engineered for fast installing.

All the advantages of trouble-free steel. Special insulating "sandwich" has twice the heat-blocking value of wood door/storm door combinations. Choice of six deep-embossed designs (four with lights) plus flush door.

Write for money-saving details, or call Benchmark Sales Office (703) 373-8877.
"No doubt in my mind. MGIC-insured loans have helped us grow."

The Mayer Corporation, Forked River, N.J., is one of the fastest-growing builders in the state. Begun in 1958, the firm is now a subsidiary of Development Corporation of America, Hollywood, Fla. Mayer Corporation vice president and treasurer Bob Kling highlights his company's growth:

"Up to 1971 we used conventional financing without insurance. Then in February, 1972, we were one of the first in the state to use MGIC insurance on a large scale. There's no question that one of the most significant factors in our growth has been 90% and 95% loans insured by MGIC.

"Last year we had about 750 starts and $16 million volume. For 1973 we're projecting 1000 starts and volume near $22 million. Our homes are $24,000 to $50,000, and we started our first condo project this summer. The area is growing rapidly, and we're growing with it.

"MGIC has been very helpful, in encouraging New Jersey savings and loan associations to handle loans that exceed 80% of the loan to value ratio. Most of our customers couldn't get loans without MGIC insurance. And we appreciate the extra protection this insurance provides."

Want the same kind of help? Talk to your MGIC representative. Or call Jim Reichert toll-free, at 800-558-9900; in Wisconsin the toll-free number is 800-242-9275.
THE INDUSTRY'S LEADER IN
"ON THE JOB" MOBILE FABRICATION
Rain-Flow authorized dealers have custom fabricated and
hung over 7 million feet of seamless, continuous guttering.
Rain-Flow's uniform standards of superior quality are
recognized and preferred by leading contractors throughout the
country.
Rain-Flow continuous guttering is now available in 5 new
colors.

CALL YOUR LOCAL
DEALER OR
CONTACT
RAIN-FLOW
GUTTERING
National
Franchise Headquarters
2222 Boyd Ave.,
Indianapolis, Ind. 46218
See us at the NAHB Show-Booth 2377
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The single... The London Style 3
most effective... Collection of Vymura®
least costly way Wallcoverings
Wallcoverings
62 Designs & Textures
ICI America Inc.
Wilmington, Delaware 19899
For local representative, call: (302) 658-9311

The London Style 3 Collection of Vymura® Wallcoverings 62 Designs & Textures ICI America Inc. Wilmington, Delaware 19899
For local representative, call: (302) 658-9311

The single... The London Style 3 Collection of Vymura® Wallcoverings 62 Designs & Textures

The single... The London Style 3 Collection of Vymura® Wallcoverings 62 Designs & Textures
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5. Through-the-wall air conditioner features a high efficiency rating which means a lower operating cost. Model shown is available in capacities ranging from 19,500 to 33,700 BTU per hour. It has an oversized condenser coil, a filter dryer, an anti-ice device and sixway air flow control. Unit is of heavy-duty steel.

Friedrich, San Antonio, Tex. Circle 392 on reader service card.

6. Cooling/dehumidifying coil for central home conditioning systems, "Flattop", fits on top of the furnace. Coil, which measures 7½" in height, is connected to a Champion III condenser located outside the house.

Easy-to-maintain, space-saving unit features a special saw-tooth coil design. Narrow drain troughs carry the water so no pan is needed. York, Borg Warner, York, Pa. Circle 393 on reader service card.

7. Gas-fired furnace is monitored by a thermostat that activates the manifold control as heat is required. Unit, with a vertically designed heat exchanger, features a limit control that prevents overheating by cutting off fuel supply. Offered with direct, multi-speed or belt drive blowers, furnace has glass-lined steel cabinet. Singer, Somerville, N.J. Circle 394 on reader service card.

---

**Cabot's STAINS**

**Bring out the best in wood...**

For shingles, siding, clapboards, paneling, decking

Here is wood at its wonderful best. Cabot's Stains, so easy to apply, accent the wood grain, protect and beautify in a choice of 37 unique colors. Stains, unlike paints, enhance the natural beauty of wood, will not crack, peel, or blister, are readily applicable to all wood surfaces: textured, smooth, or rough-sawn.

Samuel Cabot Inc.

One Union St., Dept. 130, Boston, Mass. 02108

Please send color card on Cabot's Stains.

Send full-color Cabot handbook on stains.

---

Cabot's Stains, the Original Stains and Standard for the Nation since 1877
ARCHITECTURAL ARTWORK from the past ENGINEERED FOR TODAY.

IN URETHANE.

No. 114 CEILING CORNICE MOULDING
Depth: 7" Projection 5 1/16"
Crisp in detail, this light weight moulding ships beautifully and installs as a single member.
Also shown: Ceiling Medallion No. 805

FOR INFORMATION CONCERNING THE COMPLETE LINE OF FOCAL POINT PRODUCTS WRITE:
FOCAL POINT INC.
1760 South Roswell Road
Route 3
Marietta, Georgia 30060
404-971-7172
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products: plumbing/pipes

1. Washing machine supply and drain has plastic couplings for use with 1 1/2" or 2" PVC or ABS plastic pipe. Cabinet measures 9 1/4" x 14" and fits a rough wall opening 8 1/2" x 12 1/4" x 4". Made of enamel on steel, model shown does not require additional fittings. Guy Gray Manufacturing, Paducah, Ky. Circle 402 on reader service card.

2. Submersible cast-iron sump pump is designed to handle debris up to 3/4" in diameter. One-quarter hp unit can be used as a medium duty pump in slab construction, cisterns and water transfer. Models are equipped with automatic thermal overload protection with an automatic reset. Capacities are 3,300 GPH at 5' and 2,300 GPH at 10'. Kenco, Lorain, Ohio. Circle 403 on reader service card.

3. Bath drain, with solid brass stopper, is opened by an effortless lift and turn. Easy-to-install unit features easy cleaning and maintenance since there are no obstructions or linkage inside. Heavy-gauge overflow tube adjusts to fit all size tubs. Union Brass, St. Paul, Minn. Circle 404 on reader service card.

4. Factory-applied pipe coating, "Thermacor", is a polyurethane insulation that helps control corrosion. Moistureproof, thermal-resistant urethane bonds well to all piping materials including steel, iron, copper, plastic galvanized, aluminum and asbestos cement. It can be used on pipes with diameters to 48". Joint molding kits are provided. Thermacor Process, Ft. Worth, Tex. Circle 405 on reader service card.
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In Oronoque Village, a condominium community in Stratford, Connecticut that will stretch for over 300 acres, GAF Timberline® Asphalt Roof Shingles is the only roofing being used. It's not hard to see why. Timberline combines the rugged good looks of wood shake shingles with the safety and maintenance-free convenience of modern asphalt shingles. That's a tall order for one roofing. Moreover it won't rot, crack, warp or split. It's fire resistant. And it has a special self-sealing adhesive to keep it down in high winds.

Timberline's woodlike texture comes in 6 authentic shades. All with that rich, varied shadowing that really makes a home appealing to a potential buyer. There was one final reason why Timberline was chosen for Oronoque Village. GAF. The company that warrants this great roofing for 25 years against manufacturing defects.

GAF Timberline. The reliable roofing. Oronoque Village wouldn't put 1200 families under it if it weren't. For further details, call your GAF Building Products distributor, or write:

GAF Corporation
Building Products Division Dept. HH-14
140 West 51 Street
New York, New York 10020
BRUSH UP ON WHAT'S NEW IN FASTENING

Come in and test drive the latest in pneumatic fastening systems for building construction. You'll find it a profitable experience.

Senco fastening systems

NAHB • BOOTH 124
Astrohall • Houston • Jan. 20-24

P.S. If you can't attend the show, we'll bring our fastening systems to you, write or call: Senco Products, Inc., 8485 Broadwell Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45244 • 513/561-4500

products: plumbing/pipes


7. Outdoor garden hose faucet won't freeze or burst and need not be turned off in winter. Water-flow valve, controlled by an elongated stem, is inside building where it's warm. Heavy red brass faucet is available in a range of lengths. Mansfield Sanitary, Perrysville, Ohio. Circle 408 on reader service card.

8. Pressure-equalizing shower control compensates for drops in cold water pressure resulting from a faucet being turned on elsewhere in the house. The unit maintains temperature by retarding the pressure flow of hot water, operating on a pressure balance rather than thermostatic control. It can be installed in existing shower/baths. Powers Regulator, Skokie, Ill. Circle 409 on reader service card.
THE 4-WHEEL-DRIVE CLUB CAB

Dodge—and only Dodge—has it.

The Dodge Club Cab is one of the most useful innovations in pickup truck engineering in years. A pickup with 34 extra cubic feet of storage space behind the seat where you can keep all those things—or people—that you don't want to leave lying around in the back of the truck. The Club Cab is the only truck of its kind in the pickup field.

Now look what we've done for an encore. We're offering the Club Cab with four-wheel-drive. So not only do you get extra room behind the seat, you get extra traction to help pull you through in mud, snow, sand...anything.

The four-wheel-drive Club Cab. It's a big improvement on a big improvement.

EXTRA CARE IN ENGINEERING MAKES A DIFFERENCE.
DODGE TRUCKS.
DEPEND ON 'EM.
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Build in quality with our complements.

And beauty. And value. And more. What we make for you is the better choice. Even by your tough standards. You want the best you can get... at a price. You get it with Miami-Carey. Built in.

The new standards
Our redesigned range hoods are like a whole new line. At the top, this finest RH6000. All have the look, the color selecting, the quiet. Being Miami-Carey, all have the quality.

For stylish accents
In Antique Brass or Pewter. In several series of bright chrome. Miami-Carey bath accessories are stylish accents to the beauty of your baths.

New side-light cabinets
Go in beautifully, simply. And in styles to complement the most popular decorating motifs: Contemporary, Provincial and Early American. Three of many new models.

The comfort combination
For the extra comfort touches, add one with warmth, light, quiet ventilation for the bath. Your choice of styles and combinations. Provide more sales appeal for your homes... at the flick of a switch.

All the more reason to specify Miami-Carey
203 Garver Road • Monroe, Ohio 45050

There's more to the Miami-Carey product line story, much more. Framed and Unframed Mirrors, Chimes, Washroom Equipment and Decorator Lights. We'll be glad to send you complete catalogs.

Circle 114 on Reader Service Card.
Simplified Sliding Hardware Selector

Before Grant Hardware Company published its Simplified Sliding Hardware Selector, choosing the proper sliding door, drawer, shelf and hospital hardware for your applications was probably a somewhat costly and time consuming job. After all, with the thousands of components used in all types of building today, you just can't memorize what is best to use for a hundred pounds of sliding doors or for an economic drawer slide. Grant, a leader in this business, has solved this problem once and for all with its new Simplified Sliding Hardware Selector. Whatever your application, the Grant Selector puts the proper hardware right at your fingertips.

Never again waste a moment looking for sliding hardware. Write today for your copy of the Grant Simplified Sliding Hardware Selector.

GRANT WE KEEP THINGS MOVING
A Division of Buildex Incorporated
High Street, West Nyack, New York 10994

NEW two-way

Jacuzzi®

Jacuzzi Whirlpool Bath has twin adjustable recessed whirlpool heads and a third centered one under builtin armrests, and a third centered one at one end of the whirlpool to massage back, neck and shoulders face the other direction for equally comfortable faces.

Jacuzzi Research, Inc.
1400 San Pablo Ave., Berkeley, Calif. 94702
(415) 525-0934
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products: tools/equipment

1. Compact Uni-Loader, "Model 1816," featuring 4-wheel hydrostatic drive, is an easy-to-handle piece of equipment. Machine can make 360° skid turns for maneuvering in close quarters and can travel through 36" wide openings. Unit accepts 35" or 44" utility buckets and pallet forks. J.I. Case, Racine, Wis. Circle 410 on reader service card.

2. Electric screw-driver line, Scrugun™, offers a full range of machines. Positive clutch models, in 600 to 3,500 rpm, offer operator-controlled torque. Depth-sensitive units in 2,500 and 3,500 rpm are ideal where preset depths are essential. Adjustable clutch screw-drivers provide for preset uniform torque. Black & Decker, Towson, Md. Circle 411 on reader service card.

3. Heavy-duty stapler can be easily converted into a rapid cycling tool that drives 360 staples per minute by the simple turn of a screw. Quick-clear flip-clips make it easy to remove unit's front plate and reduce down time. Lightweight, easy-to-handle tool measures 10 1/2" high and 4" wide. Spotnails, Rolling Meadows, Ill. Circle 412 on reader service card.

4. Cordless electric screwdriver is capable of driving 80 one-inch screws into pine without recharging. Housing is constructed of impact resistant Cyolac plastic. Unit comes with a UL-listed charger, two slotted bits, two Phillips bits and two drills for predrilling. Tool is fitted with a forward/reverse/off switch. Disston, Pittsburgh, Pa. Circle 413 on reader service card.

5. Cradle-type nailer carrier enables the Duo-Fast "C-137" pneumatic nailer to be table-mounted for wall assembly work. The only modification required is the addition of a new safety tip. Carrier, with controlled counterbalance, provides for two nailing positions on the plate. Duo-Fast Fastener, Franklin Park, Ill. Circle 414 on reader service card.

6. Automatic finish nailer, "SNF-II", drives 1 1/2" to 2 1/2" true brad head finishing nails. It easily countersinks full 2½" nails into hard wood or can be adjusted to flush drive painted head Senco nails. The lightweight, balanced tool is easy to operate and maintain. A tapered body and 30° tilted magazine make it maneuverable. Senco, Cincinnati, Ohio. Circle 415 on reader service card.

7. Drills can be converted to reach up to 30" using a 33° Angle Drill Kit. The 33° angle drive unit, 30" extension tube drive shaft, with hex socket on both ends and two clamping collars, fits all Milwaukee D-Handle drills. Weighing only 4 1/2 lbs, the extension permits easy drilling of ceiling joists. Milwaukee Electric Tool, Brookfield, Wis. Circle 416 on reader service card.

8. Rough terrain lift trucks, "Pioneer 50 & 40", are designed to handle 4,000 and 5,000 lb loads in close quarter operation. Compact machines have a tight outside turning radius. Models come with standard or four-stage uprights. Four cylinder engines can be gas, LPG or diesel powered. Hyster, Portland, Ore. Circle 417 on reader service card.
Ozite's carpet of Herculon® took a ribbing from Open Pit...

but had the last laugh.

Ozite's "Hobnail" carpet with pile of Herculon® olefin fiber can laugh off most anything. Including a batch of juicy spareribs, topped with rich, tangy Open Pit barbecue sauce.

The stain resistance of Herculon, coupled with uncommon resistance to abrasion and fading, gives you the ideal carpet for any commercial installation.

Ozite's "Hobnail" carpet of Herculon had the last laugh on stains. It'll keep your clients smiling, too.

For detailed information on Herculon, see Sweet's Light Construction, Architectural and Interior Design files. Or, write Fibers Merchandising, Dept. 322, Hercules Incorporated, Wilmington, Delaware 19899 for a free 24-page booklet.

Specify carpet of stain resistant Herculon®

©Hercules registered trademark.

©Open Pit is a registered trademark of General Foods Corporation.
**NEW ISSUE**

November 26, 1973

$14,450,000

**JMB Income Properties, Ltd.-1973**

(an Illinois limited partnership)

**14,450 Limited Partnership Interests**

Minimum Purchase—5 Interests

Price $1,000 Per Interest

Copies of the Prospectus may be obtained from the undersigned in any State in which it is lawful to offer these securities.

Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith

Incorporated

**INTRODUCING**

**NEW BRICK PANELING**

**WITH KILN-FIRED Brickettes®**

Now you can offer real brick for new housing, apartments, and remodeling with revolutionary new Brickette® panels by Panel Brick Mfg. Co. Lightweight genuine kiln-fired Brickette® panels can be installed in a fraction of the time and manpower it takes to lay conventional brick... and in nearly any weather! We offer factory training for installers. Each panel is interlocked to achieve a running bond pattern. Defies even the most critical eye! Available in 12 color combinations to blend beautifully with any interior or exterior motif. Panels are FHA and BOCA approved and are in wide use in housing and apartment construction in major market areas. Write or call now for a free color brochure.

**products: tools/equipment**

5. **Lawn and garden tractor** with rollover protection meets OSHA requirements. The 19½ hp “Pow’r Max” features a tubular steel ROPS with a plate steel roof. Structure, measuring 60" long, 35" wide and 57" high, is welded and bolted to the tractor. Vehicle is available with a full range of options. Simplicity, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee, Wis. Circle 422 on reader service card.

6. **Double insulated electric saw** weighs only 12 lbs yet generates 2¾ hp. The 7¼" tool has an impact-resistant, compact body constructed of glass-filled polycarbonate. Unit features a comfort-contoured handle, a transparent chip shield, beveled blade guard and a sawdust ejection system. Stanley, New Britain, Conn. Circle 424 on reader service card.

7. **Pneumatic power shears** cuts mild steel, aluminum, copper, lead, and zinc, plastics, fiber glass, plywood and plastic laminates. Weighing only 2.2 lbs, tool delivers 2,700 strokes per minute with a double scissor action. It cuts straight or complex configurations on round, flat or curved surfaces. Dotco, H Hicksville, Ohio. Circle 425 on reader service card.

8. **“High-lift” fork lift “9000”** has capacities to 3,500 lbs and can reach to 40½”. Vehicle with 4-wheel drive is rugged and stable enough for rough terrain use. Masts tilt 19° forward and 15° back. Chassis frame side tilts 15° right or left. Operator’s compartment allows maximum working visibility. Safety guard is standard. International Harvester, Chicago. Circle 426 on reader service card.
One name says it all
Briggs

This year more than ever, find more of what you're looking for at Briggs. The CONSERVER two-piece water closet. Briggs has taken the water-saver idea and really made it work. New and redesigned Briggs' water heaters...a complete line to choose from. Gas and electric. Residential and commercial. Porcelain-on-steel bathtubs, lavs and steel sinks...manufactured in our new modern Knoxville steel plumbingware plant. And you have the "beautiful bath" complements of Briggs' famous chinaware. Altogether, they are the "better than ever" reasons for you to choose Briggs. Product diversity. Complete lines. And a reputation for quality. Yes, one name says it all.

What a beautiful idea!

See all Briggs has to offer at the NAHB Show, Booth #2218

BRIGGS, 5200 West Kennedy Boulevard, P. O. Box 22622, Tampa, Florida 33622

a Jim Walter company
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**LITERATURE**

**Vinyl wall coverings** brochure comprises eight pages of questions and answers about tearing, cleanability, mildew resistance and fire ratings. Test results are provided as well as a suggested specification standard. I.E. Carpenter, New York City.

**Home security systems** folder presents a line of master control units and optional accessories. Specifications are included in four full-color pages. Thomas, Louisville, Ky.

**Wood trusses** manual is a guide to good practice in the manufacture of metal connector plates and the fabrication, handling, delivery and installation of trussed rafters. The handbook can be obtained by sending $1.50 per copy plus $0 handling and postage to Truss Plate Institute, Suite 205, 919 18th St., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

**Electric duct heater** brochure includes unit prices. Electrical, mechanical and installation specifications and application information are presented in 36 pages. The catalog is illustrated with charts, graphs and diagrams. Federal Pacific Electric, Clifton, N.J.

**Insulating products**—masonry fill, styrene foam and a wall insulating system—are discussed. Technical data, specifications and general descriptions are provided in 12 pages. Also: illustrations, charts, black and white photographs, list of sales offices. Grace Construction Products, Cambridge, Mass.

**Aluminum railing systems**, their components and accessories are discussed in detail. Black and white photographs of actual installations, cross-section diagrams and other illustrations accompany text and specs. Railite, Gardena, Calif.

**Insulation** handbook includes chapters on heat transfer, thermal insulation, fireproofing, acoustics and acoustical insulation. Products and characteristics, installation procedures and uses in partition, wall and ceiling systems are also covered. The 55-page booklet presents charts of various test results, illustrations, photographs and detailed text. It is available for $1.50 from Dept. 160-HH-L, United States Gypsum Co., 101 S. Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60606.

**Plastic products for concrete work** are featured in a 12-page booklet of scale drawings, text descriptions and specifications. Information is included on waterstops, chamfer strips, control joints, concrete placement equipment and new types of architectural form liners. Application suggestions and instructions for use are included for many products. Greenskeepers Plastic Products, St. Louis, Mo.

**Heat diffusers** for large expanses of glass wall are described in a four-page folder. The binder-hole-punched literature includes illustrations, photographs and specifications in chart form. Leigh, Coopersville, Mich.

**National Design Specifications for Stress Grade Lumber and its Fastenings** is referenced by the national model building codes and regulatory agencies. The fundamental wood design reference includes new information for glue laminated timber, new allowable loads for multiple fasteners and allowables stresses for some previously unlisted species. A supplement to the booklet contains allowable unit stress tables for structural lumber. National Forest Products Assn., Washington, D.C.

**Plumbing fittings** are shown in a 76-page catalog. Including over 400 illustrations, the booklet features a full line of residential and institutional faucets and fixtures. Book is indexed numerically and topically. Chicago Faucet, Des Plaines, Ill.

**Bathroom cabinetry**, lighting and mirrors are featured in a full-color 32-page catalog. Photographs of room settings, text descriptions and charts of specifications are included. Hole-punched for binder filing. Monarch, Elk Grove Village, Ill.

**Wood doors** are shown in full-color photographs accompanied by specifications and short text descriptions. Cutaway illustrations are also included. Mohawk, South Bend, Ind.

**Steel doors and frames** catalog comprises information on prefinished, heavy duty, galvanized steel, glass and fire doors and their frames. Specifications, color representations of prefinishes, size and design information are also included. Amweld, Niles, Ohio.

**Products for manufactured housing**—sidings and paneling for exteriors and interiors—are shown in 14 full-color pages. Descriptive text and photographs of applications complement a full page of specifications, codes, physical properties, characteristics, performance and installation information. Close-up illustrations show representations of available textures, colors and finishes. Masonite, Chicago.

---

**Specifying Alsons** the shower system that's a feature.
This man just installed a
good-looking, inexpensive,
pre-painted metal bi-fold
door in 15 minutes flat.
No wonder he's smiling.

U.S. Plywood's metal bi-folds
give you a lot to smile about.
Cost, for one. They're more economical than wood.
Ease of installation, for another.
Our doors are precision engineered
to fit right every time — without
planing, shaving or fussing. And
our hardware system permits accu­
rate adjustment for horizontal and
vertical variances in finished
openings.

No painting's needed at time of
installation. (Another time and
money saver.) Because all our
metal bi-folds get enamel baked on
right at the factory. For a finish that
lasts much longer than any job-site
painting, and won't crack, peel or
chip.

Finally, our doors come in a vari­
ety of styles and colors, to cover
anything from an 18" cubbyhole to
a full room width.

If you'd like to learn more happy
facts about our money-saving
metal bi-folds, call your local
U.S. Plywood Branch Office.

U.S. Plywood
A Division of Champion International
777 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017
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REGIONAL SALES MANAGER FOR HOME MANUFACTURER

The Maryland Housing Corporation, largest and oldest in Maryland, needs manager for Pennsylvania—New Jersey territory. A successful track record with other home manufacturer is required. Manager experience handling at least three other salesmen desirable. Salary, excellent, liberal commissions, expenses and air-conditioned car. Sophisticated marketing support. We are an expanding 30 year old corporation, a subsidiary of Olin-American Inc., now operating in six states. Send resume to:

Maryland Housing Corporation
5820 Southwestern Boulevard
Baltimore, Maryland 21227
ATTN: Tom Brown, Vice-President

Construction Specialists Nationwide

V.P. SALES AND MARKETING GULF COAST REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT

Real estate development subsidiary of NYSE-listed company has an immediate requirement for a Vice President of Sales and Marketing to organize and implement full marketing program of 2,000-acre planned residential community development on Mississippi Gulf Coast. Experience must include proven management of both residential sales (preferably multi-family as well as single family projects) and a successful lot sales program. Send detailed resume of experience to:

SINGING RIVER PROPERTIES, INC.
Golfing Green Drive #2
Ocean Springs, Miss. 39564


SELLING OPPORTUNITY AVAILABLE

Bathroom Accessories Mfr. needs reps. calling on building material outlets. Write Sales Mgr., 11438 Lambert, El Monte, Ca. 91732.

ANNOUNCING AN EXPANDED SERVICE FOR YOU

Starting with our January, 1974 issue, House & Home will expand its regular Job/Land Market department into a Classified Section format, to be located in the back of the publication.

This new service will create a market-place where you can reach your peers — 400,000 House & Home readers in every phase of housing and light construction — with three types of low cost classified advertising under headings such as the following:

Employment Opportunities
Rate
Positions Vacant
Positions Wanted
Sales Opportunity Available
Sales Opportunity Wanted
Employment Agencies
Employment Services
Per Inch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $83.50

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

On your lot, custom and modular home building, seeks merger with building or related organization for expansion throughout New Jersey and other Eastern States. Strong marketing capabilities, but under-capitalized to undertake this profitable growth alone. Write BO-4277, House & Home.

Rate $5.00 per line, minimum 3 lines. Count 5 average words to the line and allow 1 line for publication box number, if used. Publication closes 1st of previous month. Replies are forwarded daily at no extra charge.

ORDER FORM

(Classified Advertising Department)

HOUSE & HOME
P.O. Box 900, New York, N.Y. 10020

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY & STATE
ZIP CODE

(Classifications): [ ] Position Vacant
[ ] Position Wanted
[ ] Equipment For Sale
[ ] Selling Opportunity Available
[ ] Selling Opportunity Wanted

[ ] Use my name and address
[ ] Payment enclosed $ .
Number of insertions .
[ ] Use Box No. [ ] Bill Me

Rate $5.00 per line, minimum 3 lines. Count 5 average words to the line and allow 1 line for publication box number, if used. Publication closes 1st of previous month. Replies are forwarded daily at no extra charge.

Signature
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Our faucets work best when they’re turned off.

All faucets turn water on. But the true test of a good faucet is how well it turns the water off.

Delta is a good faucet. Because we build it without a washer. So it’s virtually without all the problems worn washers cause.

And without washer replacement costs, too. Delta has replaced the washer with a patented rotating valve. No metal-to-metal working parts, no stem threads to wear out and gall.

And Delta washerless faucets look as good as they work. With decorator styling for kitchens, bathrooms and powder rooms. In both single-handle and double-handle styles.

Specify Delta. To see how well they work, turn one off.

For illustrated literature, write
Delta Faucet Company, A Division of Masco Corporation, Greensburg, Indiana 47240, and Rexdale, Ontario.

Delta Faucets.
Washerless.
To work as good as they look.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADVERTISERS INDEX</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alden Advertising Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-I-L Anderson Corp. ...26, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campbell-Mithun, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asphalt Roofing Mfg. Assn. ...212C-E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoefer, Dietrich &amp; Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athens Stone Works, Inc. ...177, 178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davis-Newman-Payne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-I-L Azrock Flooring Products ...9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glenn Advertising</td>
</tr>
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<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. F. Goodrich Chemical Co. ...94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griswold-Eshleman Co.</td>
</tr>
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<td>A-I-L Bird &amp; Son, Inc. ...93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Book ...158-161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<tr>
<td>Bowman/Tic ...28</td>
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<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-I-L Bradley Corp. ...58, 59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman-York-Baker &amp; Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Brick Institute of America ...25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry J. Kaufman &amp; Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briggs Manufacturing Co. ...219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord, Sullivan &amp; Yoder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRK Electronics ...100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinka Group, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown Stone Works, Inc. ...152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crouch Advertising, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burke Carpet Mills ...212E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hal Lawrence, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A'I-L Samuel Cabot, Inc. ...205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donald W. Gardner Adv., Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldwell and Associates ...212, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lavidge &amp; Associates, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capitol Products ...92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Wallace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caradco, Div. of Scovill ...62, 63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinke, Meyer &amp; Finn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarnationGl Specialties ...32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harold Warner Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-E Glass ...227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batz Hodgson Neuwoehner, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Celotex Corp. ...42, 43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lando/Bishopric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A C-E Morgan ...85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. R. Hollingsworth Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago Title Insurance Co. ...212F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marsteller, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrysler Corp./Dodge Truck ...209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batten, Burton, Durantine &amp; Osborn, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-L Closet Maid ...57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Jergensen &amp; Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMI Investments Corp. ...29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shumway Advertising Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-L Composites Shower Pan ...164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Frank-Guether Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corl Corp. ...191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauer Eicker, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane Company ...21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doremus Uprson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane Plastics, Inc. ...188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr Liggett Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crummellass Corp. ...212D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Home Plans Club ...96A-97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day &amp; Night Manufacturing Co. ...176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N. W. Ayer/Jorgensen/MacDonald, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Faucet Company ...223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griswold-Eshleman Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dictaphone Corp. ...166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sclai, McCabe, Sives, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DuPont Company ...104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rumml-Hoyt, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyna Manufacturing Co. ...212G, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enyart &amp; Rose Advertising, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. A. Nord Company ...189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ricks-Ehrig, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excell Wood Products ...212A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alden Advertising Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faultless Div./Bliss &amp; Laughlin Ind. ...176A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Batz-Hodgson-Neuwoehner, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Featherock, Inc. ...216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sierra Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-L Fedders Corp. ...88, 89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenyon &amp; Eckhard, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Mortgage Corp. ...212D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web &amp; Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal Point ...206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Motor Company [Truck Div.] ...150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Wadsworth Thompson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-L Formica Corp. ...215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton E. Frank, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-L-GAF (Building Products Div.) ...207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel &amp; Charles Associated, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A-L General Electric Company ...148, 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young &amp; Rubicam Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Products Company ...202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabell Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgia-Pacific Corp. ...71-76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McCann-Erickson, Inc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Advertising Sales Staff**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ATLANTA</td>
<td>Glen N. Dougherty</td>
<td>(404) 892-2868</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOSTON</td>
<td>Matthew T. Teneska</td>
<td>(617) 363-1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICAGO</td>
<td>Charles M. Crowe, Jr.</td>
<td>(312) 751-3700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEVELAND</td>
<td>Matthew T. Teneska</td>
<td>(216) 781-7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENVER</td>
<td>Matthew T. Teneska</td>
<td>(303) 256-3863</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DETROIT</td>
<td>John Strong</td>
<td>(313) 875-7410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSTON</td>
<td>Donald Hamon</td>
<td>(713) 224-8381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOS ANGELES</td>
<td>Charles G. Hubbard</td>
<td>(213) 847-1160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td>Matthew T. Teneska</td>
<td>(212) 224-4000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILADELPHIA</td>
<td>Raymond L. Kammer</td>
<td>(215) 568-6161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PITTSBURGH</td>
<td>Raymond L. Kammer</td>
<td>(412) 391-3134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN FRANCISCO</td>
<td>Stephen D. Blacker</td>
<td>(415) 362-4600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pre-filed catalogs of the manufacturers listed above are available in the Sweet's Catalog File as follows:

A - Architectural File (green)
I - Industrial Construction File (blue)
L - Light Construction File (yellow)
D - Interior Design File (black)
How to create a free and airy atmosphere for high density living with PPG Glass.

PPG Glass opens things up to the wide-open spaces, while loosening many of the tight space restrictions that go along with high-density building.

Here at Sixty/01 near Seattle, you see units that come alive with light and space. And amenities that combine practical qualities with great visual impact. They're just a few of the ideas included in our 48-page, full-color brochure—"PPG Lifestyle/70s." It's free just by writing to PPG Industries, Inc., Dept. HH-114, One Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

A. A retractable glass wall creates an indoor-outdoor pool so tenants can swim all year round.

B. Besides the obvious practical advantages, mirrored walls make this in­complex health spa look much larger than it actually is. When they're mirrors made with PPG High-Fidelity® float glass, you get the truest reflections, too.

C. A total-glass wall, with sliding doors included, maximizes a waterfront view while adding extra space to the room. If the sliders are PPG Herculite® K tempered safety glass, they're also safe and practical.

D. Private balconies overlooking a ten-acre manmade lake add to the appeal of the midrise units.

E. A 16-foot glass end wall brings in a light and airy view. In colder climates, PPG TwindowX™ insulating glass keeps the weather out and the heat in.

See us at the NAHB Show, booth number 2151.

PPG: a Concern for the Future

Give your homes outstanding protection from water and weather. Use latex caulks made with Rhoplex® acrylic binders for glazing and filling cracks around bathtubs, in shower stalls and a variety of exterior locations. Seven years of exposure testing has proved caulks made with Rhoplex acrylics have better weatherability than butyl, polyvinyl acetate, and oil caulks.

Being water-based, the caulks apply easily. Can be tooled with fingers moistened with water. After drying, the acrylic vehicle becomes highly water-resistant. Caulk can be painted the same day.

Write for a list of caulk manufacturers who use Rhoplex acrylic vehicles.

The home protector

ACRYLIC LATEX CAULK

Give your homes outstanding protection from water and weather. Use latex caulks made with Rhoplex® acrylic binders for glazing and filling cracks around bathtubs, in shower stalls and a variety of exterior locations. Seven years of exposure testing has proved caulks made with Rhoplex acrylics have better weatherability than butyl, polyvinyl acetate, and oil caulks.

Being water-based, the caulks apply easily. Can be tooled with fingers moistened with water. After drying, the acrylic vehicle becomes highly water-resistant. Caulk can be painted the same day.

Write for a list of caulk manufacturers who use Rhoplex acrylic vehicles.
Tempered to prevent clash

C-E tempered glass builds up a lot of resistance to the clash and crash that patio doors are subject to. Three to five times stronger than ordinary annealed glass, C-E Arm-R-Clad® tempered not only protects against hail and storm fury but it provides that extra margin of safety for doorway traffic.

Under terrific impact, C-E Arm-R-Clad tempered glass crumbles, doesn't shatter... so there is less chance for serious injury.

C-E Glass has tempering facilities in 12 unique locations, nationwide, for better service over wider areas. And our tempering techniques are specially monitored for precise quality control.

C-E Glass, 825 Hylton Road, Pennsauken, N. J. 08110, (609) 662-0400.
The coziest room in the new house you're building is already built.

The Viking Sauna.
Maybe you thought it was only for expensive homes.
If it was, it's not anymore.
Now you can give every home you build, even the most modest, the powerful sales appeal of a built-in Viking Sauna.
Viking Saunas come in all sizes. And they come pre-built. Ready for easy, economical installation. Our two compact models, the Solo Sauna and the Duo, take up no more space than a closet, and operate on 110V power.

Don't let somebody else beat you to it. Get all the facts on the pre-built Viking Saunas, including our famous compact design service. It's all in our new color catalog.

Name
Company
Address
City
State/Zip
Phone
HH—1-74

The style above, the POMPADOUR, has the classic French influence in the fashionable white with gold trim — so popular in today's bath. Note the extra storage area in the two convenient drawers beneath the mirrors.

The look of the above PRESTIGE Beauty Cabinet is straightforward and contemporary. Its clean, modern lines are accentuated by stainless steel trim. Mirrored doors open smoothly to the touch — a feature found only in the AlliBert Beauty Cabinet.

The company has used modern materials effectively inside and out. The quality engineered plastic interior has cleverly organized storage drawers, compartmentalized trays, a covered toothbrush holder, and even adjustable balcony shelves inside the doors.

The high impact polystyrene exterior of these Beauty Cabinets will not corrode or dent — and they install easily. These new products are well worth looking at and out. For more information on these and other cabinets, contact the manufacturer ALLIBERT INC., 15 Columbus Circle, New York, N.Y. 10023.

CIRCLE 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD